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Povzetek
V doktorskem delu je predstavljena študija kompleksnega magnetizma treh
heksagonalnih visokoentropijskih zlitin (ang. High-entropy alloys - HEA) iz redkih
zemelj: Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb (označenega kot HEA-Y), Ho-Dy-Lu-Gd-Tb (HEA-Lu) and
Ho-Dy-Ce-Gd-Tb (HEA-Ce). HEA-Y in HEA-Lu zlitini sta primera idealne
visokoentropijske zlitine, ki je stabilizirana z entropijo mešanja pri katerikoli temperaturi
z naključnim mešanjem elementov na heksagonalnem najtesnejšem skladu. Vključitev
cerija znatno zmanjša ˝idealnost˝ zlitine, saj povzroči nastanek dvofazne strukture, v
kateri se znotraj heksagonalnega najgostejšega sklada pojavljajo romboedrični precipitati.
HEA-Y in HEA-Lu kažeta bogat in zapleten (H,T) fazni diagram. Ta je posledica
tekmovanja med periodičnim potencialom (izhaja iz strukture elektronskih pasov, ki
povzročajo periodično magnetno urejanje), naključnim lokalnim potencialom (povzroča
naključno zamrznitev spinov v strukturo tipa spinskega stekla), Zeemanovo interakcijo z
zunanjim magnetim poljem (spine ureja v smeri polja) ter termičnimi fluktuacijami, ki
nasprotujejo spinskemu urejanju. V (H,T) faznih diagramih HEA-Y in HEA-Lu med
sobno temperaturo in 2 K ločimo tri značilna območja. V zgornji temperaturnem območju
I (približno med 300 in 75 K za HEA-Y ter 300 in 60 K za HEA-Lu) termične fluktuacije
izpovprečijo efekt pripetja spinov zaradi prisotnosti lokalnega naključnega potenciala in
spinski sistem se obnaša kot čist sistem kompozicijsko-povprečenih spinov. Pri Néelovi
temperaturi (𝑇𝑁𝐻𝐸𝐴−𝑌 = 180 K in 𝑇𝑁𝐻𝐸𝐴−𝐿𝑢 = 174 K) spinski sistem doživi
termodinamski fazni prehod v urejeno helikoidalno antiferomagnetno stanje dolgega
dosega. V območju II (med 75 in 20 K za HEA-Y ter med 60 in 20 K za HEA-Lu) se
periodični spinski red dolgega dosega podre. Prevladovati začne naključno urejanje
spinov v lokalnem naključnem potencialu. V nizkotemperaturnem ombočju III (pod 20 K
tako za HEA-Y kot za HEA-Lu) spini postopno zamrznejo v posebno fazo spinskega
stekla, ki je značilna za heksagonalne HEA spojine redkih zemelj. Ta faza ima podobne
lastnosti kot spinska stekla ter geometrijsko frustrirani urejeni spinski sistemi in je
posledica štirih različnih spinov v heksagonalnem skladu (Gd, Tb, Dy in Ho), ki med
seboj močno interagirajo in so šibko razredčeni z nemagnetnimi atomi (Y ali Lu.) Fazna
diagrama HEA-Y in HEA-Lu pri 𝑇 = 2 K kažeta tudi metamagnetni prehod prvega reda,
ki ga inducira magnetno polje. Cerij v zlitini s štirimi redkimi zemljami (Gd, Tb, Dy in
Ho) spremeni magnetno urejanje in s tem povezan (H,T) fazni diagram. Magnetne
strukture dolgega reda se ne tvorijo več. Namesto tega magnetna struktura razpade v
feromagnetno polarizirane spinske domene različnih velikosti in orientacij. Magnetno
stanje HEA-Ce lahko zato opišemo kot neurejen feromagnet.

Ključne besede: heksagonalne visokoentropijske zlitine, redke zemlje, spinsko steklo,
geometrijsko frustriran magnetizem, neurejen feromagnet

PACS: 61.43.-j, 75.50.-y, 75.50.Lk
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Abstract
In this Thesis, a study of complex magnetism of three rare-earth (RE) based hexagonal
high-entropy alloys (HEAs) is presented: Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb (denoted as HEA-Y), Ho-DyLu-Gd-Tb (HEA-Lu) and Ho-Dy-Ce-Gd-Tb (HEA-Ce). HEA-Y and HEA-Lu alloys are
prototypes of an ideal HEA, stabilized by the entropy of mixing at any temperature with
random mixing of elements on a hexagonal close-packed lattice (HCP). The introduction
of Ce degrades "ideality" of the HEA significantly by producing a two-phase structure
with precipitates of a rhombohedral phase within the HCP matrix. The results show that
HEA-Y and HEA-Lu show rich and complex magnetic field-temperature (H,T) phase
diagram, as a result of competition between the periodic potential arising from the
electronic band structure that favors periodic magnetic ordering, the disorder-induced
local random potential that favors spin glass-type spin freezing in random directions, the
Zeeman interaction with the external field that favors spin alignment along the field
direction, and the thermal agitation that opposes any spin ordering. Three characteristic
temperature regions were identified in the (H,T) phase diagrams of HEA-Y and HEA-Lu
between room temperature and 2 K. Within the upper temperature region I (roughly
between 300 and 75 K for HEA-Y and 300 and 60 K for HEA-Lu), thermal fluctuations
average out the effect of local random pinning potential and the spin system behaves as a
pure system of compositionally averaged spins, undergoing a thermodynamic phase
transition to a long-range ordered helical antiferromagnetic state at the Néel temperature
(𝑇𝑁𝐻𝐸𝐴−𝑌 = 180 K and 𝑇𝑁𝐻𝐸𝐴−𝐿𝑢 = 174 K). Region II (between 75 and 20 K for HEA-Y
and 60 and 20 K for HEA-Lu) is an intermediate region where the long-range periodic
spin order “melts” and the random ordering of spins in the local random potential starts
to prevail. Within the low-temperature region III (below 20 K for both alloys), the spins
gradually freeze in a spin glass configuration. The spin glass phase appears to be specific
to the rare earths containing hexagonal HEAs, sharing properties of site-disordered spin
glasses and geometrically frustrated (site-ordered) spin systems, as a consequence of
strongly interacting large abundant spins of four magnitudes (those of Gd, Tb, Dy, and
Ho) on the hexagonal lattice, being weakly diluted by nonmagnetic atoms (Y or Lu). The
magnetic field-temperature (𝐻, 𝑇) phase diagrams of HEA-Y and HEA-Lu also show a
1st-order field-induced metamagnetic transition at 𝑇 = 2 K. Alloying the Ce light-RE
element with the same four heavy RE elements (Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho) has changed the
magnetic ordering and the associated (𝐻, 𝑇) phase diagram of the HEA-Ce profoundly.
Long-range-ordered periodic magnetic structures no more form, but the magnetic
structure breaks into ferromagnetically (FM) polarized spin domains distributed in size
and orientation, so that the magnetic state of the HEA-Ce can be described as a disordered
ferromagnet.

Keywords: hexagonal high-entropy alloys, rare-earth elements, spin-glass, geometrically
frustrated magnetism, disordered ferromagnet

PACS: 61.43.-j, 75.50.-y, 75.50.Lk
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1. Introduction – High-entropy alloys (HEAs)
Throughout the human history, metallic alloys were typically composed of one principal
element with minor additions of other elements to modify their properties or processing.
The first alloys in history were an accidental discovery - ores of copper got mixed up with
ores of arsenic, zinc and tin in the primitive fires in the caves. The first intentionally
produced alloys were bronze (alloy of tin with copper) and steel (alloy of iron with
carbon). The number of alloys increased dramatically when the first industrial revolution
began in the second half of 18th century and more and more elements were found and
produced by humankind. This has led to the development of about 30 practical alloy
systems (including Fe, Al, Cu, Ti, Mg, and Ni-based alloys) and several special alloy
systems such as intermetallics (brittle compounds of two or more metallic elements),
quasicrystals (intermetallics with forbidden rotational symmetries such as 5- and 10-fold
symmetries) and metallic glasses (metallic alloys with non-crystalline or glass-like
structure). However, this alloy concept still restricts the development of special
microstructures, properties and applications as it limits the degree of freedom in the
composition of the alloy. To overcome these limits, a brand new alloy design concept was
launched at the end of twentieth century, where alloys composed of five to thirteen
elements in equimolar or near-equimolar concentrations were synthesized, which are
stabilized by the high entropy of mixing. The alloys were termed high-entropy alloys
(HEAs). To this day, several high-entropy alloys composed mostly of transition metals
have been studied and found to have interesting physical properties [1].
The basic principle behind HEAs is that high mixing entropy of solid solution
phases enhances their stability, especially at high temperatures. In thermodynamics, a
system will try to minimize its Gibbs free energy under isobaric and isothermal
conditions. Equilibrium state of an alloy can be predicted from comparison between the
elemental state to other states. A state with the lowest mixing free energy (ΔGmix) is
determined as
Eq. 1.1.

∆𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑥 = ∆𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑥 − 𝑇∆𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑥 ,

where ΔHmix is the mixing enthalpy, T is the temperature and ΔSmix is the mixing
(configurational) entropy. HEAs are preferentially defined as alloys containing at least
five principal elements, with each element having the atomic percentage between 5% and
35%. Configurational (mixing) entropy of such a system can be calculated with
Boltzmann’s equation
Eq. 1.2.

∆𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 𝑘𝐵 ln Ω,

Where 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann’s constant and Ω is the number of ways in which the available
energy can be shared among the particles of the system. For the formation of a solid
solution from n elements with ci mole fractions, the mixing entropy change per mole is
calculated as
∆𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑥 = −𝑅 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑐𝑖 ln 𝑐𝑖 .

Eq. 1.3.

Here R is the gas constant. For an equiatomic alloy in a solid solution or liquid state the
mixing entropy per mole is
1
𝑛

1
𝑛

1
𝑛

1
𝑛

1
𝑛

1
𝑛

∆𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 𝑘𝐵 ln Ω = −𝑅 ( ln + ln + ⋯ + ln ) = 𝑅 ln 𝑛.

Eq.1.4.

The mixing entropy per mole as a function of the number of elements is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: The entropy of mixing as a function of the number of elements for equimolar alloys in completely
disordered states [2].

To minimize the mixing free energy (Eq 1.1.) the mixing entropy must be quite large. The
mixing entropy for a ternary equiatomic alloy is slightly higher than 1.0R and increases
for about 61% for a quinary alloy. The ΔSmix of 1.5R is thus recommended as the
borderline for HEAs (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Configurational entropy for high-entropy alloys is above 1.5R [3].

Based on the above considerations, the definition of HEAs can be explained. The lower
limit of five elements is needed, as this is the point at which the mixing entropy is high
enough to counterbalance the mixing enthalpy and promote the formation of solid
solution phases. Above thirteen elements, the contribution to the mixing entropy for each
added elements is small (about 0.07R), therefore this is considered the upper limit of
elements for HEAs. Using these definitions, a total of 7099 HEA equiatomic systems can
be obtained [4] for a 13-element mixture
20

13
13
13
13
𝐶513 + 𝐶613 + 𝐶713 + 𝐶813 + 𝐶913 + 𝐶10
+ 𝐶11
+ 𝐶12
+ 𝐶13
= 7099.

Eq. 1.5.

Many factors affect the microstructure and properties of HEAs, but four core
effects are most basic. These are the high-entropy effect (thermodynamics), the severe
lattice distortion effect (structure), sluggish diffusion (kinetics) and the cocktail effect
(properties).

1.1. High-entropy effect
High-entropy effect stabilizes the high-entropy phases (solid-solution phases). Gibbs
phase rule gives the number of phases (P) in a given alloy at constant pressure in
equilibrium condition as
𝑃 = 𝐶 + 1 − 𝐹,

Eq. 1.6.

where F is the maximum number of thermodynamic degrees of freedom in the system
and C is the number of components. Thus, for example, a maximum of seven phases are
expected in a six-component system. However, the number of solid-solution phases usually simple body-centered-cubic (BCC) or face-centered-cubic (FCC) phases (Fig. 3)
- in HEAs is much lower than predicted by the Gibbs phase rule. This indicates that the
high mixing entropy enhances mutual solubility among elements and prevents separation
into intermetallic compounds and terminal solution phases [5].

Figure 3: Schematic view of a body-centered (A) and a face-centered cubic cell of a HEA alloy [6].

Intermetallic phases can still form as secondary phases in some HEAs because of
the strong bonding between some metallic elements, but even these phases have a
significant reduction in their degree of ordering and include a lot of other elements. This
is due to the mixing entropy, which broadens the solubility of other elements for the
intermetallic compounds.
The above-mentioned phenomena can be explained with reference to Eq 1.1. in
which the mixing entropy competes with the mixing enthalpy. The significantly higher
mixing entropy of HEAs for the random solution state promotes formation of simple
multi-element solution phases by significantly extending the solubility range for
intermetallic compounds and terminal solutions. The competition between the mixing
entropy and the mixing enthalpy is therefore a good alloy design parameter.
21

1.2. Severe lattice distortion effect
The conventional crystal structure concept in HEAs is extended from a one or two
element basis to a multi-element basis. Because all atoms are solute atoms with different
atomic sizes, the multi-element lattice is highly distorted, as shown in Fig. 4. Lattice
distortion is also caused by different bonding energy and crystal structure among the
constituent elements. If the atomic size differences are sufficiently large, the distorted
lattice will collapse into an amorphous structure, as the lattice distortion energy would be
too high to retain a crystalline configuration. The lattice distortion effect influences
mechanical, thermal, electrical, optical and chemical behavior of HEAs [5].

Figure 4: One-component alloy (a) has no lattice distortion. In HEAs (b) the lattice becomes severely distorted,
because of the difference in the atomic sizes [7].

1.3. Sluggish diffusion
The effective diffusion rate in HEAs is limited due to the lattice distortion, which hinders
atomic movement and phase transformations. The atomic movement and phase
transformations depend on atomic diffusion, which requires cooperative diffusion of
elements in order to achieve the equilibrium partitioning among phases. Usually the phase
separation is delayed to lower temperatures in casting of HEAs and therefore as-cast
structures of HEAs often have nano-precipitates in the matrix. This is also the reason for
the higher activation energies and recrystallization temperature of HEAs. The slower
diffusion and higher activation energy are thought to occur in HEAs due to the larger
fluctuation of lattice potential energy (LPE) between the lattice sites [8]. The low-LPE
sites act as traps and hinder the diffusion of atoms, leading to the sluggish diffusion effect.
Because sluggish diffusion affects phase nucleation, growth and distribution, it provides
various advantages in controlling microstructure and properties, such as easiness to get
supersaturated state and fine precipitates, slower grain growth and reduced particle
coarsening rate. Sluggish diffusion is therefore in general positive for improving
properties of HEAs.
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1.4. Cocktail effect
For metallic alloys, the cocktail effect indicates that unexpected properties can be
obtained after mixing many elements, which could not be obtained from any one
independent element. In the case of HEAs, which can be viewed as an atomic-scale
composite, a composite effect comes from the basic features and interactions among all
the elements themselves and additional indirect effects of the various elements on the
microstructure. For example, if Al is added, which bonds strongly with other elements
present, such as Co, Cr, Fe, Ni or Cu, and promotes the formation of a BCC phase, the
strength of the HEA will be increased (see Fig. 5). The cocktail effect can also be used to
reduce overall density (by adding light elements) or oxidation resistance at high
temperatures (by adding oxidation-resistant elements such as Al, Cr or Si) [9].

Figure 5: Aluminum promotes formation of the BCC phase in CuCoNiCrAlxFe, thus increasing the hardness of the
alloy [9].

1.5. Physical properties of HEAs
The vast majority of research done so far was focused at microstructure and mechanical
properties of HEAs. Nonetheless, the physical properties (magnetic, electrical and
thermal) are also quite encouraging.
1.5.1. Magnetic properties
Magnetic properties of HEAs were mostly studied on alloys derived from Al-Co-Cr-CuFe-Ni-Ti, which usually contained more than 50 at.% of magnetic elements (Fe, Co, Cr,
Ni). They were either paramagnetic or ferromagnetic, with a saturation magnetization
(Ms) around 10-50 emu/g. Ms depends mainly on the crystal structure and the
composition. In general, more magnetic elements lead to a higher magnetization.
However, alloying elements can have a considerable impact.
For example, the addition of 25% Cr to the ferromagnetic CoFeNi alloy causes
this alloy to become paramagnetic. This is probably due to the anti-parallel magnetic
coupling of Cr to Fe, Co and Ni, which leads to a cancellation of magnetization. Addition
of Al to CoCrFeNi transforms its structure from single FCC to BCC+B2 phases. The alloy
also transforms from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic. The source of ferromagnetism is the
Co-Cr-Fe rich BCC phase. Furthermore the ferromagnetic behavior is affected by the
degree of spinodal decomposition of the BCC phase into Cr-rich and (Fe, Co)-rich
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nanoclusters. Higher degree of decomposition leads to higher saturation magnetization,
coercivity and remanance [10].
Most of the HEAs studied so far were found to be soft magnetic materials with
coercivities less than 100 Oe. Some alloys had higher coercivities of about 250 Oe. The
higher coercivities are related with finer microstructures, similar to the case in
conventional magnetic materials.
1.5.2. Electrical properties
HEAs typically have electrical resistivites between 100 and 220 µΩcm. These values are
similar to bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) and 1 to 2 orders of magnitude higher than in
most conventional metals. The higher electrical resistivity of HEAs originates from its
highly distorted lattice, which scatters electron waves.
The change of resistivity as a function of temperature was studied in detail in the
AlxCoCrFeNi alloys. The resistivity increased with temperature as in conventional alloys,
however the temperature coefficient of the resistivity (TCR) was one magnitude smaller
than that of conventional alloys. In some alloys, a Kondo-like behavior was observed at
low temperatures. Anomalous Hall effect, significantly larger than the ordinary Hall
effect, was also detected in all ferromagnetic AlxCoCrFeNi alloys [11].
1.5.3. Thermal properties
Thermal conductivity/diffusivity has been studied mainly on AlxCoCrFeNi and
AlyCrFe1.5MnNi0.5Moy alloys (shown in Fig. 6). The values of thermal conductivity for
AlxCoCrFeNi (10–27 W/mK) are lower than in most pure metals and similar to those of
heavily alloyed conventional metals. The lower thermal conductivity in HEAs is the result
of severely distorted lattice, which scatters the phonons more significantly.
The increase of thermal conductivity with temperature between 27 °C (300 K) and
300 °C (573 K), can be explained by the increased phonon mean free path at higher
temperatures, caused by thermal expansion of the lattice. The thermal conductivity thus
shows opposite trend of the electrical conductivity, which means that the WiedemannFranz law is not obeyed in these HEAs.

Figure 6: Thermal diffusivity of HEAs increases with temperature, but its value is lower than in pure metals [10].
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Thermal expansion coefficients (TEC) of AlxCoCrFeNi have been measured
between 8.84×10-6 and 11.25×10-6 K-1. TEC decreases monotonically with increasing Al
content, since Al promotes the formation of a BCC phase [12].
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2. Hexagonal high-entropy alloys
So far, the vast majority of HEAs that have been studied possesses BCC or FCC
structures. But lately some HEAs with hexagonal close-packed (HCP) structure have been
observed. HEAs with this structure are desirable due to their generally higher hardness
relative to more ductile FCC phases. Most HCP HEAs are solid solutions of rare earth
elements (Sc, Y and lanthanides), which often have HCP structures as elemental metals.
They also possess quite similar atomic sizes and electronic structures [13].
Criteria for the formation of HEAs are usually discussed in terms of radius
differences and parameter Ω referring to the thermodynamic properties of the alloy [14].
The radius difference is calculated as
2
𝛿 = 100√∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑐𝑖 (1 − 𝑟𝑖 ⁄𝑟̅ ) ,

Eq. 2.1.

where N is the number of components, ri are the element radii, ci the molar concentration
of component i and 𝑟̅ is the composition-weighted average radius. The radius difference
should be as small as possible but in general below 6.5% for HEAs and below 3.8% for
single-phase HEAs [15]. The thermodynamic parameter
Ω = 𝑇𝑚 ∆𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑥 ⁄|∆𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑥 |,

Eq. 2.2.

where Tm is the weighted average melting temperature and ΔSmix is the mixing entropy,
should exceed 1.1. This means that the entropy contribution to the free energy dominates
over the enthalpy contribution
∆𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑥 = ∑𝑖,𝑗,𝑖≠𝑗 𝑐𝑖 𝑐𝑗 𝐻𝑖𝑗 .

Eq. 2.2.

Here Hij is the mutual mixing enthalpy of components i and j. By plotting Ω and δ, a phase
formation map for multi-component alloys can be obtained (Fig. 7).

Figure 7: Phase formation map for the multi-component alloys based on Ω and δ. HEAs form when the radius
differences are below 6.5 % and the thermodynamic parameter 𝜴 exceeds 1.1 (brown area) [14].
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Additional criteria for the HEA formation are equal crystal structures, a high
mutual solubility in the binary phase diagrams of all constituting elements and, for
practical reasons, close melting points.
The hexagonal HEAs may offer a unique chance to study the magnetism of rareearth (RE) systems. RE-elements display highly complex magnetic behavior with a wide
variety of properties, mainly related to their 4f electron configurations. Furthermore,
hexagonal HEAs that include Tm, Yb and Ce could provide a way to study heavy-fermion
behavior in a disordered system. The hexagonal HEAs also include possibility to
incorporate intentional second phases, which can increase the strength or hightemperature applicability [16].

2.1. Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb (HEA-Y) hexagonal HEA
For Ho, Dy, Y, Gd and Tb the mutual mixing enthalpies for each pair are zero (Hij = 0),
and so is their weighted sum ΔHmix = 0 [17]. This assures random mixing of the elements,
phase homogeneity and thermodynamic stability down to zero temperature. Pure metals
have the same HCP crystal structure. The differences in the a and c lattice parameters,
originating from lanthanide contraction of atomic radii ri towards heavier rare-earth (RE)
elements, are small (Table 1).
Structure (300 K)
a (Å)
c (Å)
Atomic radius (Å)

Y
HCP
3.650
5.734
1.8015

Gd
HCP
3.634
5.781
1.8013

Tb
HCP
3.606
5.697
1.7821

Dy
HCP
3.592
5.650
1.7726

Ho
HCP
3.578
5.618
1.7678

Table 1: Structural properties of pure RE elements in the metallic state [17].

The radius difference parameter for the equimolar HEA-Y is minimized, since the
elements Gd, Tb, Dy and Ho are neighbors in the periodic system. The very small value
of the radius difference parameter (δ = 0.77%) assures small distortion of its HCP lattice.
Furthermore, the chosen elements have similar electronegativites and all possess the same
3+ valence state. All this suggests that the Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb system may be considered to
be a prototype of an ideal HEA, offering the opportunity to address the question on the
intrinsic properties of an equilibrium HEA at any temperature.

2.2. Ho-Dy-Lu-Gd-Tb (HEA-Lu) and Ho-Dy-Ce-Gd-Tb (HEA-Ce) hexagonal HEAs
The HEA-Lu alloy is similar to HEA-Y alloy (the mutual mixing enthalpies for each pair
of elements and their weighted sum are zero) and can also be considered as a prototype
of an ideal HEA.
Mixing of light (from La to Eu) and heavy RE elements is, however, less favorable
regarding the rule of equal crystal structures. While the heavy RE metals (from Gd to Lu)
all have HCP structures at room temperature (with the exception of Yb, which is FCC),
light RE metals La, Pr, Nd and Pm crystallize in a double-layered hexagonal close packed
structure (DHCP), Eu is BCC and Sm in rhombohedral. Cerium appears in two stable
modifications (DHCP β-Ce and FCC γ-Ce) at room temperature (Table 2). Upon cooling
below -15 °C, γ-Ce starts to change to β-Ce, but the transformation is slow. Below -160
°C, an FCC α-Ce starts to form from the remaining γ-Ce. β-Ce does not transform
significantly to α-Ce. One important difference between the HCP and DHCP structures
is the local, i.e. nearest-neighbor, site symmetry. While in the HCP structure the local
symmetry of all sites is hexagonal, the DHCP structure has two types of sites with the
local site symmetry alternating between hexagonal and cubic (for an ideal c⁄2a ratio of
1.633) or approximate cubic (for non-ideal c⁄2a) in the sequence chch. The local site
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symmetry affects the crystal-field (CF) Hamiltonian that plays an important role in the
formation of magnetic structures in the RE-based HEAs.
Light RE metals exhibit interesting magnetism, but the understanding of their
magnetic structures is still incomplete. The magnetic structures of heavy RE metals can
be well accounted for by recognizing the dominant role of the indirect exchange, and
considering the crystal fields and magnetoelastic effects as perturbations, whose essential
role is to establish favored directions of the moments in the lattice. In contrast, the balance
in light elements is not so clear-cut. The Landé g-factor of light RE ions is generally close
to 1, the exchange is relatively weak and the spatial extension of 4f orbitals towards the
beginning of the RE series is larger, therefore the CF effects are relatively more important.
As a result, crystal fields are able to hinder the magnetic moments from attaining their
saturated values even in high magnetic fields at low temperatures. Cerium is exceptional
among the light RE metals. Because it is at the beginning of the RE series (having one 4f
electron), the spatial extent of the 4f wave function is the largest. The exchange interaction
between the 4f electron and the conduction electrons is therefore the strongest. The Ce
metal and the Ce compounds consequently constitute a field of magnetism in themselves.
Their properties vary from non-magnetic heavy-fermion superconductors, through
mixed-valence systems with heavily quenched moments, to highly localized magnetism,
often with very anisotropic interactions. The α-Ce is the only RE 4f-band metal, where at
the γ–α phase transition, the localized 4f electron of the high-temperature γ-Ce phase is
transferred to the conduction band of the low-temperature α-Ce phase with no change of
the FCC symmetry, but with a substantial reduction of the lattice parameter [18].
Ce shows small binary mixing enthalpies between 0 and 1 kJ/mol and high
solubility with all RE elements, with the presence of a miscibility gap, however. It is
tempting to incorporate Ce into RE-based HEAs as one of the constituent elements, due
to its unprecedented physical properties [19]. Since the magnetism of light RE elements
remains insufficiently understood, it makes sense to incorporate Ce into a HEA composed
of heavy RE elements, whose magnetism is well understood. The mutual mixing enthalpy
of Ce with other constituent elements (Gd, Tb, Dy and Ho) is zero, so random mixing of
elements is also expected for this alloy.

Structure (300 K)
a (Å)
c (Å)
Atomic radius (Å)

β-Ce
DHCP
3.681
11.857

Ce
γ-Ce
FCC
5.161

Lu
α-Ce
FCC
4.850 (77 K)

1.82

HCP
3.505
5.549
1.74

Table 2: Structural properties of Ce and Lu in the metallic state [17].
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3. Methods
3.1. Magnetic-property measurements
Magnetic properties of the samples were measured on the magnetic properties
measurement system (MPMS), which will be described later. The measured properties
were the magnetic susceptibility and the magnetization M(H) curves.
3.1.1. Magnetic susceptibility
The magnetic susceptibility per unit volume is defined as [20]
𝜒=

𝜇0 𝑀
𝐵

,

Eq. 3.1.

where M is the magnetization, B is the magnetic field density and 𝜇0 is the permeability
of vacuum. The susceptibility is often referred to a unit mass or to a mole of the substance.
The molar susceptibility is denoted as 𝜒𝑀 . Diamagnetic substances have negative
magnetic susceptibility, described by the equation [21]
𝜒=

𝜇0 𝑁𝜇
𝐵

.

Eq. 3.2.

Here N is the number of atoms per unit volume and µ is the atomic magnetic moment.
Materials with positive susceptibility are called paramagnetic. Paramagnetism can
have different origins. To determine the origin of paramagnetism, the magnitude and the
temperature dependence of the susceptibility are used.
Curie-type paramagnetism (Fig. 8) is a result of the presence of atoms with
noninteracting localized unpaired electrons. For a Curie-type paramagnet, magnetic force
tries to align the magnetic moments with the magnetic field. The competition between
this force and the tendency for heat to disrupt the alignment causes a specific temperature
dependence [22]
𝐶

𝜒 = 𝑇.

Eq. 3.3.

Here C is the Curie constant and is equal to
1

2
𝐶 = 3𝑘 𝜇0 𝜇𝐵2 𝑝𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑁,
𝐵

Eq. 3.4.

where 𝑝𝑒𝑓𝑓 the effective magnetic moment, 𝑘𝐵 is Boltzmann’s constant and 𝜇𝐵 is the
Bohr magneton.
In a Curie-Weiss paramagnet there is an interaction between the magnetic
moments (exchange interaction) in addition to the interaction with the applied magnetic
field. This exchange interaction can cause the adjacent moments to align in the same
direction or cause neighboring moments to align in the opposite direction. The CurieWeiss susceptibility is given by [23]
𝐶

𝜒 = 𝑇−𝜃.

Eq. 3.5.

The Curie-Weis temperature (θ) is related to the strength of the interactions between
moments. Its sign depends on whether the interaction helps aligning adjacent moments
opposite one another (θ < 0) or in the same direction (θ > 0). In other terms, for θ < 0
there is a net antiferromagnetic interaction (Fig. 8) and for θ > 0 there is a net
ferromagnetic interaction (Fig.8).
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Figure 8: The inverse of χ as a function of temperature. (a) Curie type susceptibility: When θ = 0 the moments are
completely independent of one another. Curie-Weiss type susceptibility: When θ ≠ 0 the moments align in the
same directions (θ > 0) (b) or in the opposite direction (θ < 0) (c) [24].

Ferromagnets exhibit Curie-Weiss behavior with θ > 0 above the Curie
temperature (𝑇𝐶 ). Below the Curie temperature, the susceptibility exhibits complex
behavior (Fig. 9) and is no longer a useful parameter since it is both field- and historydependent.
Antiferromagnets also exhibit Curie-Weiss (θ < 0) behavior above the critical
temperature. The phase transition to an antiferromagnetic state is known as the Néel
transition (Fig. 9). It occurs at the critical temperature, usually denoted as the Néel
temperature (𝑇𝑁 ). Below the Néel temperature there are two situations: with the applied
field perpendicular to the direction of spins and with the field parallel to the direction of
spins. For the field perpendicular to the spin direction the susceptibility below 𝑇𝑁 is [20]
𝜒⊥ =

𝜇0
𝜇

.

Eq. 3.6.

In the parallel orientation the susceptibility (𝜒|| ) is zero at T = 0 K and increases smoothly
with temperature up to 𝑇𝑁 .
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Figure 9: Temperature dependence of the susceptibility for ferromagnets (left) and antiferromagnets (right) [25].

There are two ways of measuring the susceptibility with the MPMS system. First
is the direct current (DC) option, where the sample is magnetized by a constant magnetic
field. The magnetic moment of the sample is then measured, producing a DC
magnetization curve. The measurements are inductive, which means that the voltage
induced by the movement of the sample in a set of pickup coils is actually measured. DC
magnetic measurements determine the equilibrium value of the magnetization in a
sample.
In alternating current (AC) magnetic measurements, a small AC driving magnetic
field is applied on the sample by itself or in addition to the constant DC field. This causes
a time-dependent moment in the sample. The field of the time-dependent moment induces
a current in the pickup coils, allowing measurement without sample motion. The detection
of the signal is usually possible only in a narrow frequency band, normally at the
fundamental frequency of the AC drive field. At low frequencies, the AC measurement
is similar to DC magnetometry. The magnetic moment of the sample follows the
magnetization curve that would be measured in a DC experiment. The slope of the
magnetization curve represents the susceptibility. When the DC applied magnetic field is
changed, different parts of the magnetization curve are accessed, giving different
susceptibility. The AC measurement is very sensitive to small changes in the
magnetization curve. Small magnetic shifts can therefore be detected even when the
absolute moment is large (the AC measurement is sensitive to the slope of the
magnetization curve, but not to its absolute value). At higher frequencies the AC moment
of the sample does not follow the DC magnetization curve due to dynamic effects in the
sample. This is why the AC susceptibility is often known as the dynamic susceptibility.
At higher frequencies, the magnetization of the sample may lag behind the drive field.
The AC magnetic susceptibility measurement thus yields two quantities: the magnitude
of the susceptibility 𝜒 and the phase shift relative to the drive signal 𝜑. Alternately, this
can be thought of as the susceptibility having an in-phase (real) component 𝜒 ′ and an outof-phase (imaginary) component 𝜒 ′′ . These quantities are related by [26]
𝜒 ′ = 𝜒 cos 𝜑

𝜒 = √𝜒 ′ 2 + 𝜒 ′′ 2

𝜒 ′′ = 𝜒 sin 𝜑

𝜑 = arctan(𝜒 ′′ ⁄𝜒 ′ ).

Eq. 3.7.

At low frequencies, where the AC measurement is most similar to a DC measurement,
the real component 𝜒 ′ is just the slope of the magnetization curve. The imaginary
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component 𝜒 ′′ indicates dissipative processes in the sample. In conductive samples, the
dissipation is due to eddy currents. A non-zero 𝜒 ′′ occurs in spin glasses due to relaxation
and irreversibility. In ferromagnets, a non-zero imaginary susceptibility is an indication
of irreversible domain wall movement or absorption due to a permanent moment. Both
𝜒 ′ and 𝜒 ′ ′ are often used to measure transition temperatures as they are very sensitive to
thermodynamic phase changes. AC magnetometry allows one to probe all of these
interesting phenomena.
3.1.2. Magnetization M(H) curves
The interaction between electrons and their orbital and spin motion is the origin of
magnetism. Different types of magnetic materials are due to difference in their response
to the external magnetic fields. In some materials, there is a strong interaction between
the atomic magnets, whereas in other materials there is no interaction. Magnetic materials
can be classified into five major groups, depending upon their magnetic behavior:
diamagnets, paramagnets, ferromagnets, ferrimagnets and antiferromagnets.
3.1.2.1. Diamagnets

The atoms in a diamagnetic material have no net magnetic moment when there is no
applied field. Under the influence of an applied field H the orbital electrons circulate.
This orbital circulation produces a magnetization M in the opposite direction to that of
the applied field (Fig.10). All materials show the diamagnetic effect, but it is often masked
by the larger paramagnetic or ferromagnetic term [27].

Figure 10: The magnetization M(H) curve of a diamagnetic material [28].
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3.1.2.2. Paramagnets

The atoms or ions of paramagnetic materials have unpaired electrons in partially filled
orbitals. Each atom has therefore a small net magnetic moment. In the absence of the
external magnetic field, the electronic moments orient randomly. But when an external
magnetic field is applied, these atomic magnetic moments align in the direction of the
applied field [29]. This results in a net positive magnetization M (Fig. 11).

Figure 11: The magnetization M(H) curve of a diamagnetic material [28].

3.1.2.3. Ferromagnets

Ferromagnetism is based on cooperative ordering of electronic moments. The essential
characteristics of any ferromagnetic material is the irreversible nonlinear response of
magnetization M to an external magnetic field H. This response is seen as a hysteresis
loop (Fig. 12). Ferromagnetic compounds have regions or domains with non-zero domain
magnetization. The domain moments are oriented randomly before an external magnetic
field is applied and the ferromagnet has no spontaneous net magnetization. After the
external field is applied, the domains start to align in the direction of the field. When the
external field reaches a certain value, all domains are aligned with the field and the
saturation magnetization MS is obtained. If the external filed is switched to zero, the
magnetization is maintained at MS and then slowly decreases to the isothermal remanent
magnetization Mr. The intensity of the applied magnetic field needed to reduce the
magnetization to zero after reaching MS is called the coercive force or coercivity Hc [30].
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Figure 12: Hystersis loop of a ferromagnet. Initially it is unmagnetized (virgin state). Magnetization appears as the
external magnetic field H modifies and eventually eliminates the microstructure of ferromagnetic domains
magnetized in different directions, to reveal the saturation magnetization Ms . The remanance Mr and coercivity Hc
are also marked on the loop [30].

3.1.2.4. Antiferromagnets and ferrimagnets

In antiferromagnetic materials, the exchange interaction between neighboring atoms leads
to the antiparallel alignment of the atomic magnetic moments. Since the moments are
equal but of opposite direction, such alignment causes the magnetization to cancel out
and the material to behave in the same way as the paramagnet (Fig. 11).
Ferrimagnets, like antiferromagnets, have antiparallel alignment of neighboring
magnetic moments but the moments are unequal. This results in a net magnetic moment
at room temperature. Ferrimagnets therefore exhibit magnetic behavior similar to
ferromagnets (Fig. 12), although they have lower saturation magnetizations MS [31].

3.2. Thermal-property measurements
3.2.1. Specific heat
Specific heat is defined as a temperature change of the internal energy. In magnetic solids
there are three contributions to the specific heat: the phonon, the electron and the magnetic
contribution. The correlation between heat and temperature change is [32]
𝑄 = 𝑐𝑚∆𝑇,

Eq. 3.8.

where c is specific heat, Q is added heat, m is mass and ΔT is the change of temperature.
3.2.1.1. Specific heat of solids and Dulong-Petit law

There are practically no differences between the specific heats at constant pressure (cp)
and constant volume (cv) for solids and incompressible liquids, so it can be assumed that
[32]
𝑐𝑣 (𝑇) = 𝑐𝑝 (𝑇) = 𝑐(𝑇).

Eq. 3.9.
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The specific heat of solids at high temperatures can be described by the DulongPetit law. This law treats the atoms in the crystal lattice as oscillators, which oscillate in
all three mutually perpendicular directions. In each of these directions, a component of
the force in the crystal lattice forces atoms into the equilibrium position, with the force
being proportional to the deviation from the equilibrium position. Dulong-Petit law states
that the specific heat is constant with the value [33]:
Eq. 3.10.

𝑐𝑣 = 3𝑅.

Here R is the gas constant. The specific heat can be further analyzed with the use of
phonon theory of lattice vibrations.
3.2.1.2. Einstein’s specific heat model

Einstein described the oscillations of the crystal lattice as a group of independent
harmonic oscillators, which all vibrate with the same frequency 𝜔𝐸 . The Bose-Einstein
distribution describes the quantum harmonic oscillator with energy below 𝑘𝐵 𝑇. The
average energy of a quantum harmonic oscillator with energy ħω is [32]
ħ𝜔
𝐸̅ = 2 +

ħ𝜔

Eq. 3.11.

,

𝑒 ħ𝜔⁄𝑘𝐵 𝑇 −1

where ω is the angular frequency of the harmonic oscillator, ħ is Planck’s constant divided
by 2π and 𝑒 ħ𝜔⁄𝑘𝐵 𝑇 − 1 follows from the Bose-Einstein distribution.
At temperature T, the average energy of one mole of substance in a thermal
equilibrium is equal to
1 ħ𝜔𝐸
𝐵𝑇

𝐸 = 3𝑠𝑅𝑇 (2 𝑘

+

ħ𝜔𝐸 ⁄𝑘𝐵 𝑇
𝑒 ħ𝜔𝐸 ⁄𝑘𝐵 𝑇 −1

),

Eq. 3.12.

where s is the number of atoms in a molecule.
Specific heat can also be calculated as variation of internal energy (𝜕𝐸 ) with
respect to temperature (𝜕𝑇)[34]
𝜕𝐸
𝜕𝑇 𝑉

Eq. 3.13.

𝑐𝑣 = ( ) .

This, in combination with Einstein’s model, gives
ħ𝜔𝐸 2
ħ𝜔 ⁄𝑘 𝑇
) ħ𝜔 𝐸⁄𝑘 𝑇𝐵 2 .
𝑘𝐵 𝑇
(𝑒 𝐸 𝐵 −1)

𝑐𝑣 = 3𝑠𝑅 (
ħ𝜔𝐸
𝐵𝑇

At high temperatures, when 𝑘

Eq. 3.14.

approaches 0, the Dulong-Petit law is correct.

Einstein’s assumption that every atom oscillates independently from its neighbors
poorly describes experimental measurements of the specific heat at low temperatures.
This was corrected by Debye.
3.2.1.3. Debye specific heat model

Debye described specific heat as [32]
𝜕

1

𝑐𝑣 = 𝜕𝑇 ∑𝑝 ∫ (2𝜋)3

⃑)
ħ𝜔𝑝 (𝑘
⃑
𝑒 ħ𝜔𝑝 (𝑘)⁄𝑘𝐵 𝑇 −1

𝑑𝑘⃑,

Eq. 3.15.

⃑ is the wave vector of the phonon and the sum is done across all the phonon
where 𝑘
branches. The next step in the model is to take into account the relation between the
frequency and the wave vector, which is linear in the Debye model (ω = ck). In the Eq.
3.15. the integral of the sphere of radius 𝑘𝐷 (the Debye wave vector) contains exactly N
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wave vectors. N is the number of building blocks of the crystal. The volume of one
building block in the reciprocal space is (2𝜋)3 /𝑉, therefore
𝑁
𝑉

(2𝜋)3

=

3
4𝜋𝑘𝐷
.
3

Eq. 3.16.

Taking into the account the fact that n = N/V, it follows from the Eq. 3.16.
𝑘3

Eq. 3.17.

𝑛 = 6𝜋𝐷2 .

Since there are three types of polarization p, the sum across the phonon branches in the
Eq. 3.15. can be replaced by the factor 3. Performing the integration in k-space across the
⃑ = 4𝜋 ∫ 𝑘 2 𝑑𝑘, the specific heat can be written as
spherical coordinates ∫ 𝑑𝑘
𝜕 3ħ𝑐

𝑘3 𝑑𝑘

𝑘

𝑐𝑣 = 𝜕𝑇 2𝜋2 ∫0 𝐷

.

𝑒 ħ𝑐𝑘⁄𝑘𝐵 𝑇 −1

Eq. 3.18.

By derivation of this equation, the Debye specific heat can be obtained [35]:
𝑇

3

𝜃𝐷

𝑐𝑣 = 9𝑛𝑘𝐵 (𝛩 ) ∫0 𝑇
𝐷

𝑥4 𝑒𝑥
(𝑒 𝑥 −1)2

𝑑𝑥.

Eq. 3.19.

Here 𝛩𝐷 = ħ𝜔𝐷 ⁄𝑘𝐵 is the Debye temperature (𝜔𝐷 is the Debye frequency) and 𝑥 =
ħ𝑐𝑘⁄𝑘𝐵 𝑇.
At temperatures much lower than the Debye temperature, the upper limit of the
integral in Eq. 3.19. approaches infinity. The analytical solution of this integral is
4𝜋 4 /15. The specific heat at low temperatures is then [35]
𝑐𝑣 =

12𝜋4
𝑇 3
𝑛𝑘𝐵 ( ) .
5
𝛩𝐷

Eq. 3.20.

At high temperatures, Eq 3.20. gives a constant value for specific heat 𝑐𝑣 = 3𝑛𝑘𝐵 . If it is
written as a molar quantity, the Dulong-Petit law is obtained.

3.3. Electrical-property measurements
3.3.1. Electrical resistivity and magnetoresistance measurement
Electrical resistivity is an intrinsic property of a material. It can be determined from the
electrical resistance, knowing the cross-section of the sample and the distance between
the electrical contacts. Sometimes the reciprocal value of the resistivity, known as
electrical conductivity, is used rather than the resistivity itself [36].
Magnetoresistance is based on the fact that the resistance of a material depends
not only on the temperature but also on the magnetic field. The presence of
magnetoresistance in a material can be checked either by measuring the temperature
dependence of the resistance in different magnetic field densities or by measuring the
field dependence of the resistance at different temperatures. It is more practical to begin
with the temperature-dependent measurement, because a part of those results are also
needed for electrical resistivity measurements and the liquid helium consumption is lower
as there are lesser magnetic field changes during the experiment. Magnetoresistance
results are usually presented in a form ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 = [𝜌(𝐵) − 𝜌(0)]⁄𝜌(0) [37].
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3.4. Experimental setup
3.4.1. Magnetic properties measurement system (MPMS)
Magnetization and magnetic susceptibility were measured on Quantum Design MPMS
(Magnetic Property Measurement System) XL-5 SQUID (Superconducting quantum
interference device) magnetometer (Fig. 13). Its superconductive magnet allows
measurements in the temperature range from 2 to 400 K with field densities up to 5 T.

Figure 13: A scheme of the magnetic properties measurement (MPMS) system [38].

3.4.1.1. The MPMS system

Magnetometer is composed of the magnetometer unit, which includes the sensors and the
sample, and the control unit with the power and control electronics. The control of the
experiment and the data acquisition is done via the computer, which is linked to the
control unit. Magnetometer unit includes isolation chamber, mechanism that controls
sample movement, the superconductive magnet, SQUID detector and parts needed to
control the vacuum and the liquid helium and nitrogen levels.
During the measurement, the sample is moved along the tube through the
measuring coils. The tube has low pressure and is filled with helium. All these
components are exposed to the magnetic field from the superconductive magnet. A few
measurements of voltage on the SQUID detector are made for each position of the sample.
The voltage is proportional to the magnetic flux through the detection coils. The
measurements are averaged and saved as the dependence of voltage on the position. If the
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system is properly calibrated with the reference sample, this data can then be translated
into the magnetic moment of the sample [39].
3.4.1.2. Superconductive magnet

MPMS uses a superconductive magnet, constructed as completely closed
superconductive loop (Fig. 14). To change the electric current in the loop, a heater and a
voltage source are placed on a short section of the loop. This allows to change the field
of the magnet. The direction and strength of the current from the source must first be
matched to the current in the superconductive magnet. Only then can the current in the
magnet be changed. Skipping this step can cause the magnet to pass from the
superconductive to normal state (quench). This leads to an unnecessary delay, as the
magnet needs to be cooled down again. When the current from the source is matched to
the current in the magnet, the heater can be turned on. The heater heats up a short section
of the loop, which passes into the normal state. The amount of current in the magnet can
now safely be changed with the voltage source. After the current is changed, the heater is
turned off. Before turning off the voltage source, the short section of the loop must cool
back to the superconductive state. The measurements can begin after the relaxation of the
magnet [39].

Figure 14: The loop of the superconductive magnet [38].

3.4.1.3. The SQUID detector

The basis of the SQUID detector is quantization of magnetic flux through the
superconductive ring with one or more Josephson junctions. In the Josephson junction,
the superconductive material is separated by a thin layer of an insulator. Detectors of this
type allow the measurement of extremely weak magnetic fields (10-15 T). SQUID can be
used in the magnetic fields up to 7 T [40].
SQUID detector in the MPMS measures the magnetic field indirectly via coupling
with a closed superconductive detection loop. Because of the indirect measurement, the
SQUID can be protected from the outside magnetic field and the magnetic field of the
superconductive magnet with a superconductive shield. This also ensures the stability of
the field around the detector. The stability of the field is critical as typical samples in the
detector cause magnetic flux, which is up to a factor 109 smaller than the magnetic flux
that would be induced in the detector by Earth’s magnetic field. Detection loop, made
from one piece of superconductive material, is folded into coils in the setup of the secondorder-gradiometer. Gradiometer is made up of three coils (Fig. 15). The upper and the
lower coil have one turn wound in the same direction. The middle coil has two turns and
is wound in the opposite direction of the lower and upper coil. The SQUID signal
originating from the magnetic flux with weak positional dependency is very small. In this
type of configuration, the flux through the middle coil nulls the flux through the upper
and lower coils, therefor there are less problems with the fluctuation of the field of the
superconductive magnet, changes of the field during the magnet relaxation and changes
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of the other fields present in the laboratory. There is some charge buildup in the detection
coil, as the gradiometer coils in practice cannot be completely balanced. This problem
can be solved by heating and bringing a part of the detection loop into the normal state.
Because of the small size of the sample, its field is roughly the field of the magnetic dipole
and therefor has a strong positional dependence. This means that the flux in the
gradiometer coils is not completely nullified. With the help of the gradiometer, the
magnetic field of the sample can be measured without problems originating from the field
of the superconductive magnet.

Figure 15: Scheme of the SQUID detection loop. On the right, a typical measurement result can be seen [41].

During the measurement, the sample is moved through the gradiometer coils. This
induces a current in the detection coil. Since the detection coil is superconductive, the
induced current is permanent and proportional to the magnetic flux through the loop.
SQUID detects this current and transforms it into voltage. From the positional
dependence of the voltage and with the help from the theoretical model for a point dipole,
the magnetic dipole of the sample can be calculated. The results of magnetic properties
measurement are usually reported in cgs unit system (Table 3).
Quantity
Magnetic field density
Magnetic field strength
Magnetization
Volume susceptibility
Mass susceptibility
Molar susceptibility

Symbol
B
H
M
χ
χρ
χmol

cgs unit
G (Gauss)
Oe (Oersted)
emu/cm3
1 or emu/cm3
cm3/g or emu/g
cm3/mol or emu/mol

SI unit
10-4 T
3
10 /4π A/m
103 A/m
4π
4π·10-3 m3/kg
4π·10-6 m3/mol

Table 3: Quantities and corresponding units in cgs and SI system [38].

3.4.2. Physical properties measurement system (PPMS)
To measure the physical properties of our samples (specific heath, magnetoresistance and
electrical resistivity) the Quantum Design Physical Properties Measurement System
(PPMS) was used. The system includes a superconductive magnet, which allows
measurements in magnetic field densities from 0 to 9 T, and cryostat (cooled with liquid
helium and nitrogen), which allows measurements in a broad temperature range from 2
to 400 K. The measurements are done by mounting the samples on different pucks,
depending on the property that needs to be measured.
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3.4.2.1. Specific heat measurement

Specific heath is measured with Heath Capacity accessory for the PPMS system [42].
This accessory includes a puck with a small platform in the middle, which is suspended
on four wires. The sample is mounted onto this platform (Fig. 16). This set up results in
as low as possible coupling of the sample and platform with the surroundings. To further
decrease the coupling, the measurements are done in vacuum.
Before measuring the specific heat of the sample, an addenda measurement of
the specific heat of the platform and the paste, used for thermal coupling of the sample
and the platform, has to be taken.

Figure 16: (a) Schematic view of the specific heat measurement. Some of the wires are not seen on the picture, as
they are located behind other wires. (b) Schematic demonstration of the thermal coupling between different
parts of the system [41].

To measure the specific heat, a heater is used to heat the sample and the platform
with a known heat current. We then observe how the temperature of the sample and the
platform changes. The model used by the measurement system takes into account the
thermal coupling between the sample and the platform and the platform and the puck.
The puck, in this case, has the role of a heat reservoir.
𝑐𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚

𝑑𝑇𝑝
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑃(𝑡) − 𝐾𝑤 (𝑇𝑝 (𝑡) − 𝑇𝑏 ) + 𝐾𝑔 (𝑇𝑠 (𝑡) − 𝑇𝑝 (𝑡)).
𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑑𝑡

= −𝐾𝑔 (𝑇𝑠 (𝑡) − 𝑇𝑝 (𝑡)).

Eq. 3.21.
Eq. 3.22.

Tp is the temperature of the platform, Ts is the temperature of the sample and Tb is the
temperature of the heat reservoir surrounding the platform (puck). P(t) is the current
power of the heater, Kw is the thermal coupling of the platform with the surrounding via
wires and Kg is the thermal coupling between the sample and the platform via paste.
3.4.2.2. Electrical resistivity and magnetoresistance measurement

The electrical resistivity and magnetoresistance measurements were done using the
Resistivity Option accessory for the PPMS system [43]. The resistivity of a material is
measured with a four-point method, where four wires are mounted on the sample (Fig.
17). Two wires are used to drive a current I through the sample. The voltage U is measured
using the other two wires. The advantage of this method is that the current through the
voltage wires is small. This means that only the voltage drop on the sample is measured,
without the voltage drop on the wires or the contact resistor.
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Figure 17: (a) Schematics of the Resistivity Option puck with the mounted sample. (b) Schematic demonstration of
the four-point method [41].

The sample is first mounted on the puck. Then the golden wires (for the current
and voltage measurements) are attached to the sample with a conductive epoxy glue.
Other ends of the wires are soldered to the measuring contact points on the puck. Before
the experiment, the distance between the voltage wires must be measured. To correctly
measure this distance, the longest (b) and the shortest (a) distance between the wires are
measured first. The correct value of the distance between the wires (l) is then [41]
𝑙=

𝑎+𝑏
2

±

𝑏−𝑎
.
2

Eq. 3.23.

The resistance is calculated by the system as R = U/I. The resistivity (ρ) is then calculated
as
𝜌=

𝑅𝑆
,
𝑙

Eq. 3.22.

where S is the cross-section of the sample. The largest sources of error are the
measurement of the distance between the voltage wires (about 10 %) and the irregular
geometry of the sample.
To determine the magnetoresistance of the material, additional measurements of
the electrical resistivity at magnetic field densities different from 0 T must be taken.

3.5. Methods of sample characterization
The samples were characterized with a scanning electron microscope (SEM), a
transmission electron microscope (TEM) and with X-ray diffraction (XRD).
3.5.1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy is used to observe topographical images of surfaces at the
spatial scales from a few nm to a few µm. Chemical composition of the surface can be
determined by energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS). The surface is irradiated
with a focused electron beam. The electrons from the beam (incident electrons) interact
with the atoms in the sample in three different ways (Fig. 18):
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1. Incident electrons scatter elastically multiple times in the near-surface region
of the sample before exiting the sample. These are backscattered electrons
(BSE). The backscattered electrons determine the chemical contrast of the
sample, which depends on the atomic number of atoms.
2. Incident electrons scatter inelastically on weakly bound electrons in the
sample and eject them from outer atomic orbitals. Some ejected electrons may
exit the sample and these are then called the secondary electrons (SE). They
give information about the topography of the sample.
3. Incident electrons eject electrons from the inner shells of the atoms in the
samples. These atoms are now in an exited state. The atoms relax to their
ground states within approximately 1 ps by filling the inner shell vacancy with
an electron from an outer shell. The excess energy of the electron is released
as a photon – a characteristic X-ray. These are used to determine the
concentrations of chemical elements in the sample.
The maximum resolution of SEM is about 1 to 5 nm. [44].

Figure 18: Three types of interactions of incident electrons with the atoms in the sample. The interaction volume
is pear-shaped and approximately 2 µm deep and 2 µm wide [45].

3.5.2. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
X-ray diffraction is a method used for structural investigation of solid samples. The
properties of a material often depend on the arrangement of atoms in the crystal structure.
X-ray diffraction yields a unique fingerprint of Bragg reflections associated with atomic
planes in the crystal. The crystal structure can be viewed as a composite of layers or
planes, each acting as a semi-transparent mirror. X-rays with a wavelength similar to the
distances between these planes can be reflected such that the angle of reflection is equal
to the angle of incidence. This phenomena is called diffraction and is described by
Bragg’s law [46]
2𝑑 sin 𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆.

Eq. 3.22.
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Here d is the distance between two neighboring planes, θ is the angle of incidence, n is a
positive integer and λ is the wavelength of the incident wave (Fig. 19). X-rays fulfilling
Bragg reflections will be picked up by a detector scanning at twice this angle, when
Bragg’s law is satisfied and the constructive interference of diffracted X-ray beams occur.
From the position of these reflections, information about the interlayer spacing of atoms
in the crystal structure can be obtained. Peak intensities give information about how much
X-ray scattering is contributing to that reflection. From that information, the position of
particular atoms in the structure and the amount of a phase present in the sample can be
determined.

Figure 19: The incident X-ray beam is scattered at different atomic planes of the material. The resulting diffracted
X-rays therefore have a different optical path length to travel. The magnitude of this path length depends on the
distance between the crystal planes (d) and the incident angle (θ) of the X-ray beam [47].

3.5.3. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
The wavelength of the electron depends on its energy. An electron with the energy of 100
keV has the wavelength of 4 pm (0.004 nm). This is much smaller than the diameter of
an atom (about 0.3 nm). Microscopy with electrons in TEM thus makes individual atoms
visible in the image.
In the TEM, electron beam impinges on the specimen. Since TEM uses
transmitted electrons, the specimen must be electron-transparent, to get information from
it. This means that the specimen should be thin enough to transmit sufficient electrons
such that enough intensity falls on the screen or photographic film to give an interpretable
image in a reasonable time. Generally, this requirement is a function of the average atomic
number of the specimen and the electron energy (for a 100 keV electrons, steel would be
thin up to several hundred nm and aluminum alloys up to 1 µm). The general rule in
transmission microscopy is ˝thinner is better˝, so the specimens below 100 nm should be
used if possible [48].
In the TEM we are usually interested in those electrons that do not deviate far
from the incident electron direction. Other forms of scattering are of greater interest to
SEM as they give surface-sensitive information. The basic principle of TEM is the
following: we illuminate a thin specimen with electron beam in which the electron density
is uniform over the illuminated area. Electrons then travel through the specimen and are
either scattered by a variety of processes or they may remain unaffected by the specimen.
The result is a nonuniform distribution of electrons that emerges from the exit surface of
the specimen (Fig. 20). This nonuniform distribution contains all of the structural and
chemical information about our specimen. The nonuniform distribution of electrons is
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displayed in two different ways [49]. The spatial distribution of scattering can be viewed
as a contrast in images of the specimen, whereas the angular distribution of scattering can
be observed in the form of scattering patterns (diffraction patterns).

Figure 20: The change in angular distribution of electrons is shown by an incident beam of electrons being
transformed into several forward-scattered beams [50].
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4. Magnetism of rare earth elements
To understand the magnetic state of our hexagonal high-entropy alloys and their
properties, we first consider the magnetic behavior of their constituent elements in the
metallic state. Gd, Tb, Dy and Ho all belong to the heavy half of the rare earth (RE) series,
where 4f electrons are localized. The ions have an angular momentum 𝐽 and possess a
magnetic moment 𝜇 = −𝑔𝜇𝐵 𝐽. The Hamiltonian [17]
1

⃑
ℋ = ∑𝑖 ℋ𝐶𝐹 (𝑖) − 2 ∑𝑖𝑗 ℐ(𝑖𝑗)𝐽𝑖 ∙ 𝐽𝑗 + 𝑔𝜇𝐵 ∑𝑖 𝐽𝑖 ∙ 𝐵

Eq. 4.1.

is the simplest form that adequately explains most of the magnetic structures of pure
heavy RE metals. The summation in Eq. 4.1. runs over all RE ions. The term ℋ𝐶𝐹 (𝑖) is
the crystal field (CF) Hamiltonian. It describes the interaction of crystalline electric fields
with the nonspherical charge distribution of the ith ion that lifts the degeneracy of the
ionic |𝐽𝑀𝐽 ⟩ states. The ℋ𝐶𝐹 (𝑖) for an ion at the lattice site with hexagonal point symmetry,
as in the HCP structure, can be written as [51]
ℋ𝐶𝐹 (𝑖) = ∑𝑙=2,4,6 𝐵𝑙0 𝑂𝑙0 (𝐽𝑖 ) + 𝐵66 𝑂66 (𝐽𝑖 ),

Eq. 4.2.

where 𝐵𝑙𝑚 are CF parameters and 𝑂𝑙𝑚 are Stevens operators. Here, ℋ𝐶𝐹 (𝑖) is a singleion interaction, which acts independently at each ionic site i. The second term in Eq. 4.1.
is the indirect exchange, by which pairs of ions are coupled through the intermediary of
the conduction electrons. This two-ion interaction is isotropic. It does not specify any
orientation of the moments relative to the crystal axes. The last term is the Zeeman
⃑ . Magnetic structures of the
interaction of the moments with the external magnetic field 𝐵
heavy RE metals may be understood as a result of cooperation and competition between
the oscillatory indirect exchange and the CF and magnetoelastic anisotropy forces in the
strained lattice. Lattice strains modify CFs and all other magnetic interactions. This
results in a magnetoelastic coupling between the moments and the strain. The exchange
is predominantly responsible for cooperative effects and magnetic ordering, whereas the
CFs and magnetoelastic effects can be considered as perturbations. These perturbations
introduce magnetic anisotropy, which establishes favored directions of the moments in
the lattice. The terms 𝐵𝑙0 (𝑙 = 2,4,6) in the CF Hamiltonian introduce axial anisotropy
between the hexagonal direction and the hexagonal plane. The term 𝐵66 is responsible for
the anisotropy within the hexagonal plane. The type of long-range magnetic order that
develops at the transition from the paramagnetic to the magnetically ordered phase is
determined by the exchange coupling constant ℐ(𝑖𝑗), which is related to the shape of the
Fermi surface. The Fermi surfaces of yttrium and all heavy RE elements are highly
anisotropic and rather similar to one another in the paramagnetic phase [52]. ℐ(𝑞 ) is the
Fourier transform of ℐ(𝑖𝑗), defined as
⃑

⃑

ℐ(𝑞 ) = ∑𝑗 ℐ(𝑖𝑗)𝑒 −𝑖𝑞⃑(𝑅𝑖−𝑅𝑗) ,

Eq. 4.3.

where 𝑅⃑𝑖 are Bravais lattice vectors. The details of the Fermi surfaces then imply that
except for Gd, the quantity ℐ(𝑞 ) − ℐ(0) exhibits a maximum at a nonzero wave vector 𝑞 ,
which is responsible for stabilizing periodic magnetic structures. The magnitude of the
peak in ℐ(𝑞 ) − ℐ(0) increases with atomic number. The peak occurs at 𝑞 = 0 in Gd and
at 𝑞 ≠ 0 in Tb, Dy and Ho. The peak is small in Tb, larger in Dy and robust in Ho [17].
The interaction of the 4f charge clouds of Tb, Dy, and Ho ions with the crystalline electric
fields locks the vector 𝑞 of the modulated magnetic structure along the hexagonal c axis,
where the associated wavelength 𝜆 = 2𝜋⁄𝑞 is generally incommensurable with the
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crystal lattice. The positive CF parameter 𝐵20 > 0 favors a transversely ordered phase.
Therefor in zero magnetic field, a helix is formed at the transition temperature 𝑇𝑁 from
the paramagnetic phase. Here all moments in a particular atomic plane normal to the c
axis are aligned but their relative orientations change form plane to plane (Fig. 21(a))
[53].

Figure 21: Schematic representation of (a) basal-plane helical antiferromagnetic (AFM) structure in heavy RE
metals and (b) basal-plane ferromagnetic (FM) structure [53].
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The expectation values of the moments take the form
𝐽𝑖𝑥 = 𝐽⊥ cos(𝑞 𝑅⃑𝑖 + 𝜑),
𝐽𝑖𝑦 = 𝐽⊥ sin(𝑞 𝑅⃑𝑖 + 𝜑),
𝐽𝑖𝑧 = 0,

Eq. 4.4.

where the x, y, z Cartesian axes point along the crystalline a, b, c directions. At the Néel
temperature 𝑇𝑁 , the Tb, Dy and Ho metals thus become basal-plane antiferromagnets.
The evolution of magnetic order below 𝑇𝑁 occurs due to temperature variation of the
competing magnetic interactions to which the moments are subjected. The variation of
the expectation values of Stevens operators 𝑂𝑙𝑚 gives rise to a pronounced temperature
dependence of the anisotropy forces, including the magnetoelastic effect. The band
structure of the conduction electrons is altered due to the changes in magnitude and
orientation of the moments. This in turn modifies the indirect exchange ℐ(𝑖𝑗), so its
Fourier transform ℐ(𝑞 ) changes with temperature. Because of the interaction between the
local moments and the spins of the conduction electrons, the latter experience a potential
with a period, which is generally different from that of the lattice and therefore generates
extra energy gaps in the band structure. These magnetic superzone gaps [54,55] perturb
the energy spectrum of the conduction electrons significantly. Particularly severe is the
modification of the Fermi surface responsible for the peak in ℐ(𝑞 ). The result is that both
the magnitude and the position of the peak are reduced, thus tending to eliminate the
characteristics of the exchange coupling that has favored a helical magnetic structure at
𝑇𝑁 . Different temperature variations of the competing magnetic interactions impose the
following evolution of the magnetic structures in Tb, Dy and Ho metals: immediately
below 𝑇𝑁 , the exchange dominates and the anisotropy forces are small. The anisotropy
forces increase when the temperature is lowered, whereas the peak in ℐ(𝑞 ) decreases and
moves toward 𝑞 → 0. The hexagonal anisotropy 𝐵66 tends to distort the helical structure
by deflecting the moments toward the nearest easy axis in the hexagonal plane. The
magnetoelastic forces increase until the magnetoelastic energy plus a minor contribution
from the CF anisotropy just balance the difference in the exchange energy between the
helical and the FM (𝑞 = 0) phases. The transition to the FM phase takes place at the
temperature 𝑇𝐶 , where the balance is reached. Tb, Dy and Ho consequently become planar
ferromagnets (Fig. 21(b)). The magnetoelastic forces thus drive the low-temperature FM
transition.
For Gd, which possesses a spherically symmetric 4f charge cloud and for which
the CF interaction is zero, the situation is different. A small magnetic anisotropy is still
provided by the magnetic dipole interaction between the Gd moments, which locks the
moments along c at 𝑞 = 0; i.e., a FM phase is directly formed at the transition temperature
𝑇𝐶 = 293 K from the paramagnetic phase. The easy axis of magnetization begins to
deviate toward the basal plane at lower temperatures. It reaches a maximum tilt angle of
60° at 180 K before decreasing to just below 30° at 4.2 K [56].
The magnetism of the cerium metal, like of any other light RE metal is still not
completely understood. The analysis is hampered by the fact that the DHCP structure of
β-Ce (the dominant structure at low temperatures) possesses two types of sites regarding
the local symmetry, which alternates between hexagonal and approximate cubic. The CF
Hamiltonian of the hexagonal sites is described by Eq. 4.2., whereas cubic sites possess
different CF Hamiltonian [57]. This may be one of the reasons for the different Néel
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temperatures of the hexagonal (𝑇𝑁 = 13.7 K) and the cubic sites (𝑇𝑁 = 12.5 K) in the Ce
metal [17]. The CF interaction is also no more just a perturbation of the indirect exchange
term with the only role to establish favored directions of the moments in the lattice, but
has a more profound effect on the magnetic structure. Crystal fields hinder the magnetic
moments from attaining their saturated values in high magnetic fields at low
temperatures, where the observed saturated moment of Ce 𝑔𝐽 = 0.6 in the metallic state
is much smaller than expected theoretical value of 2.14.
The application of an external magnetic field has a profound effect on the
magnetic structures of RE metals. In a large enough field, the stable magnetic
configuration is an array of moments 𝑔𝜇𝐵 𝐽 pointing along the field direction. The
intermediate states between the zero-field structure and the high-field limit may be
complex. The (H,T) phase diagram may therefore include field-induced continuous and/or
discontinuous phase transition to exotic metamagnetic structures (e.g., a conical structure,
a spin-slip structure, a multiple-𝑞 structure and a helifan structure). The magnetic field
also eliminates the magnetic superzone gaps, because it destroys their origin—the
periodic magnetic structures with periodicity different from that of the crystal lattice.
Magnetic structures of RE-based hexagonal HEAs can be discussed by adapting
the Hamiltonian of Eq. 4.1. to a mixture of RE ions. We assume a single-phase 5component HCP HEA, where the RE ion of type 𝑚 possesses a magnetic moment 𝜇𝑚 =
−𝑔𝑚 𝜇𝐵 𝐽𝑚 and the ions are randomly distributed over the sites of a HCP lattice. The
Hamiltonian of Eq. 4.1. is modified by substitutional disorder in the following way
1
𝑚
ℋ = ∑ 𝑐𝑖,𝑚 ℋ𝐶𝐹
(𝐽𝑚𝑖 ) − ∑ 𝑐𝑖,𝑚 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 (𝑔𝑚 − 1)(𝑔𝑛 − 1)ℐ𝑚𝑛 𝐽𝑚𝑖 ∙ 𝐽𝑛𝑗
2
𝑖,𝑚

𝑖≠𝑗
𝑚,𝑛

⃑ 𝑖.
+ ∑𝑖,𝑚 𝑐𝑖,𝑚 𝑔𝑚 𝜇𝐵 𝐽𝑚𝑖 ∙ 𝐵

Eq. 4.5.

The summations 𝑖, 𝑗 run over all lattice sites, whereas the summations 𝑚, 𝑛 go over all
types of the RE ions. The symbol 𝑐𝑖,𝑚 denotes a variable, which is 1 if the ion on site 𝑖 is
of type 𝑚, and 0 if the i-th ion is other type than 𝑚. The configurational average of 𝑐𝑖,𝑚
gives the atomic concentration of the 𝑚-type ions, 〈𝑐𝑖,𝑚 〉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 = 𝑐𝑚 . The CF Hamiltonians
𝑚
ℋ𝑐𝑓
(𝐽𝑚𝑖 ) are all given by Eq. 4.2., since all lattice sites of a HCP lattice possess local
hexagonal symmetry. Since the Stevens’ operators 𝑂𝑙𝑘 (𝐽) depend on the angular
momentum, different types of RE ions possess different CF-split energy-level schemes
(these are published for all RE ions [51,58-61]). The quantity 𝒥𝑚𝑛 (𝑖𝑗) is the indirectexchange coupling constant between an 𝑚-type ion located at site 𝑖 and an 𝑛-type ion
⃑𝑖 =𝐵
⃑ (𝑅⃑𝑖 ) over the
located at 𝑗. We allow for a spatial variation of the magnetic field 𝐵
lattice sites, which is a sum of the external field and the dipolar field of the neighboring
ions (the magnetic dipole–dipole interaction, which also establishes favored directions of
the moments in the lattice, is typically about two orders of magnitude smaller than the CF
interaction and is for that reason not included explicitly in the Hamiltonian). Solving the
disordered Hamiltonian of Eq. 4.5. is a formidable task. Nonetheless, some qualitative
analysis can be made on its basis.
Substitutional disorder introduces randomness in the Hamiltonian, where the
⃑ 𝑖 become
crystal fields, the exchange coupling constant 𝒥𝑚𝑛 (𝑖𝑗) and the magnetic field 𝐵
random variables, distributed over some range of values. At high temperatures, where
𝑘𝐵 𝑇 is larger than the spread in spin energies caused by these distributions, each RE ion
feels time-averaged values of the above parameters. At lower temperatures, 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 is no
more efficient to average out the disorder-induced distributions. Each ionic site thus in
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⃑ 𝑖 parameters, which vary randomly
principle feels its own set of the CF, 𝒥𝑚𝑛 (𝑖𝑗) and 𝐵
over the crystal. The effect of these variations can be described by an additional potential
experienced by the spins, which varies randomly over the lattice sites and provides local
pinning centers for the spin orientations. Spins are in a frustrated configuration, since
sizeable magnetic moments 𝜇𝑚 of different magnitudes are randomly distributed over the
lattice sites and there exists an enormous number of degenerate or nearly degenerate
collective spin states, metastable in general. The actual state picked up by the spin system
is a sensitive function of the thermal history and the presence of an even minute external
magnetic field. The spin system consequently becomes nonergodic on the experimental
time scale. The difference between the virgin and nonvirgin 𝑀(𝐻) curves, the difference
between the zero-field cooled (zfc) and field cooled (fc) magnetizations, strong
frequency-dependence of the AC susceptibility and asymmetry of the magnetoresistance
curves with respect to the field sweep direction are manifestations of high degeneracy and
nonergodicity of the collective spin states.
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5. Sample characterization
5.1. HEA-Y
The HEA-Y was prepared in a high frequency levitation furnace under 1 bar argon
atmosphere [16]. EDS-determined composition was Ho19.3Dy19.5Y20.5Gd21.1Tb19.6, in
atomic percent. The uncertainty for each element was about 0.5%, so the constituent
elements are in equimolar concentrations. The material was found to be homogeneous.
No features due to composition variation, dendrite formation, precipitation of secondary
phases, etc., could be observed. The XRD pattern of the investigated sample is shown in
Fig. 22.

Figure 22: XRD pattern of the hexagonal HEA-Y. The peaks are indexed to a HCP crystal lattice.

All peaks could be indexed to a HCP structure (space group 𝑃63 ⁄𝑚𝑚𝑐 ). The lattice
parameters 𝑎 = 3.613(1) Å and 𝑐 = 5.704(2) Å are in good agreement with the
compositional average theoretical values 𝑎 = 3.613 Å and 𝑐 = 5.698 Å for this alloy.
The compositional average of a given physical property 𝑌 is calculated from the
properties 𝑌𝑖 of constituent elements by Vegard’s rule of mixtures [62], 𝑌 = ∑𝑖 𝑐𝑖 𝑌𝑖 ,
which is valid for random mixing of the elements. The agreement between the
experimental and theoretical lattice parameters is in support of the random mixing of RE
elements on the HCP lattice. Miller indices hkl (Fig. 22) of the diffraction peaks are also
given in the diffraction pattern. An anisotropic broadening of the peaks can be seen, with
the hk0 peaks being narrower than the 00l peaks. This shows that the structure is slightly
better ordered within the hexagonal (a,b) plane than along the perpendicular c hexagonal
direction. Assuming that the anisotropic peak broadening originates from the spatially
anisotropic size of coherently scattering domains (within which the crystalline order is
close to perfect), we obtain the mean domain dimension in the hexagonal plane about 100
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nm, whereas along the hexagonal direction it is about 30 nm, thus a factor of three smaller.
Anisotropic broadening could also be caused by the anisotropic lattice strains. A rather
unphysical assumption that the domains’ size is the same in all directions and the domains
are ideally large (about 1 μm in any direction) gives the strain (the deformation of the
lattice parameter) of 0.17% in the hexagonal (a, b) plane and 0.30% along the c direction.
The anisotropic broadening of the XRD peaks likely originates from a combination of
both effects.

5.2. HEA-Lu and HEA-Ce
Equiatomic HEA-Lu and HEA-Ce polygrain samples were prepared in a high-frequency
levitation furnace under 1 bar Ar atmosphere using the same steps as for the synthesis of
the HEA-Y [16]. The average compositions of the samples, determined by EDS, were
Ho18.7Dy19.7Lu19.9Gd21.9Tb19.8 and Ho21.7Dy20.1Ce16.3Gd19.7Tb22.3 (in at. %) with about
±0.5% uncertainty for each element, so that the elements are close to the nominal
equimolar concentrations. SEM was used to investigate the samples microstructure on the
scale of 1-100 µm. The backscattered-electron detector revealed that the materials were
homogeneous on this scale, with no features due to composition variation, precipitation
of secondary phases or dendrite formation. The XRD pattern of the HEA-Lu sample
obtained
with
Cu
Kα1
radiation
is
shown
in
Fig.
23.

Figure 23: XRD pattern of the HEA-Lu polygrain ingot sample. Miller indices hkl of the diffraction peaks belonging
to the HCP phase are indicated at the top of the peaks.

The sample was single-phase and all peaks could be indexed to a HCP structure, space
group 𝑃63 ⁄𝑚𝑚𝑐 (Miller indices hkl are indicated on the peaks). The experimental room
temperature lattice parameters 𝑎 = 3.59 Å and 𝑐 = 5.66 Å are in good agreement with
the composition-averaged theoretical values 𝑎 = 3.585 Å and 𝑐 = 5.662 Å for this alloy.
The agreement between the experimental and theoretical lattice parameters of the HEA54

Lu is in support of random mixing of the RE elements on the HCP lattice. The XRD
pattern reveals that the average HCP structure is well developed with small local
distortions, as can be expected from the small value of the calculated atomic-sizedifference parameter. This amounts to 𝛿 = 1.15% for the HEA-Lu composition.
The XRD pattern of the HEA-Ce sample (Fig. 24) is quite different, showing two
sets of peaks belonging to two phases. The first set, with the Miller indices written at the
top of the peaks, belongs to the majority phase. This phase is the same HCP structure
(space group 𝑃63 ⁄𝑚𝑚𝑐 ) as in the HEA-Lu, but with slightly larger RT lattice parameters
𝑎 = 3.62 Å and 𝑐 = 5.75 Å. The hexagonal unit cell of HEA-Ce is therefore slightly
expanded as compared to that of the HEA-Lu. The composition-averaged lattice
parameters cannot be calculated for the HEA-Ce alloy, since Ce does not form a HCP
lattice at ambient conditions.

Figure 24: XRD pattern of the HEA-Ce polygrain ingot sample. Miller indices hkl of the diffraction peaks belonging
to the HCP phase are indicated at the top of the peaks. Diffraction peaks belonging to the rhombohedral phase are
denoted by arrows and letters a–f, with their Miller indices indicated in the legend (some peaks of this phase are
not visible as they are too broad and weak).

The second set of peaks, denoted by arrows and letters a-f (Miller indices written in the
legend), belongs to the minority phase, which is rhombohedral (space group 𝑅3̅𝑚). This
rhombohedral structure is based on stacking hexagonal close-packed layers in the
sequence ABABCBCAC, as compared to ABAB stacking in the HCP and ABAC in the
DHCP structures. It is often more convenient to consider the rhombohedral lattice as
hexagonal, where the crystallographic a and b axes are taken along the directions joining
pairs of nearest neighbors in the hexagonal plane (thus having equal lengths and an angle
of 120° between them) and the c axis is normal to the plane. The local symmetry alternates
between cubic and hexagonal in the sequence chhchh (as compared to chch of the DHCP
structure). The hexagonal lattice parameters of the rhombohedral phase are 𝑎 = 3.60 Å
and 𝑐 = 26.07 Å. The rhombohedral 𝑅3̅𝑚 structure is realized in e.g. samarium and also
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in several binary alloys Ce-Gd and Ce-Tb that contain between 30 to 40 at. % of cerium
(Ce2Gd5 [63], Ce0.3Gd0.7 [64,65], Ce0.4Gd0.6 [66] and Ce0.4Tb0.6 [67]).
The two-phase structure of the HEA-Ce sample was further investigated by highangle annular dark-field (HAADF) imaging in a scanning transmission electron
microscope (STEM), combined with EDS elemental mapping using a lamella prepared
by a focused ion beam (FIB). A HAADF STEM image of a region 1.5×1.5 µm2 is shown
in Fig. 25a. The darker, rod-like shaped precipitates are observed within the lighter-color
matrix. The long dimensions of the precipitates are mostly in the range between 200 and
500 nm, whereas their perpendicular dimensions are in the range between 50 and 100 nm.
The precipitates are numerous, occupying quite significant portion of the total volume of
the sample (the density of precipitates has varied slightly over the FIB-prepared lamella).

Figure 25: (a) HAADF STEM image of the region 1.5×1.5 µm2 of the HEA-Ce sample. (b) An expanded region of the
HAADF image, where the numbers 1–4 indicate the locations of the EDS point analysis given in Table 4.

EDS was used to investigate chemical composition of the precipitates and the matrix at
the points indicated in Fig. 25b. The results are summarized in Table 4.
Average matrix 1&3

Average precipitates 2&4

Ce

16.8

15.8

Gd

19.1

20.2

Tb

21.9

22.6

Dy

20.1

20.2

Ho

22.1

21.2

Table 4: Chemical compositions of the matrix and the precipitates (in at. %, with about ±0.5% uncertainty) in the
HEA-Ce sample determined by EDS at the points 1–4 indicated in the HAADF STEM image of Fig. 25b.

No significant differences beyond the experimental uncertainty (±0.5 at. %) could be
detected. EDS elemental maps (Fig. 26) also did not detect any significant inhomogeneity
of the elements' concentrations between the precipitates and the matrix. These results
suggest that there is either no significant difference in the composition of the precipitates
and the matrix, or the interaction volume excited by the electron beam was still too large
to detect small composition differences.
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Figure 26: EDS elemental maps of the HEA-Ce sample.

The XRD and the STEM results reveal that in the HEA-Ce sample, rhombohedral
precipitates have formed within the HCP matrix, occupying a significant fraction of the
sample's total volume. The XRD peaks of the rhombohedral phase are very broad,
indicating strongly disordered lattice. Due to the relatively small size of the individual
precipitates, their chemical composition could not be determined unambiguously by EDS.
The results suggest a plausible conclusion that the composition of the precipitates and the
matrix are quite similar. The reason for the precipitation is not obvious. The elements
should mix completely randomly, as the pair mixing enthalpies of any pair of the elements
Ce, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho are zero. The calculated atomic-size-difference parameter 𝛿 = 1.17%
for the HEA-Ce composition is practically the same as the value of the HEA-Lu (𝛿 =
1.15%), indicating that the lattice strain energy contribution to the mixing enthalpy can
also not be the main reason for the formation of rhombohedral precipitates within the
HCP matrix. The main reason may be the fact that the Hume-Rothery rule [68] of equal
crystal structures is not satisfied for all elements constituting HEA-Ce (Gd, Tb, Dy, and
Ho are HCP at room temperature, whereas Ce appears at room temperature in two stable
modifications, the DHCP β-Ce and the FCC γ-Ce). It is likely that the cohesive energies
of the HCP and the rhombohedral phases are almost equal for the HEA-Ce average
chemical composition. Small local departures from the average composition favor
formation of either of the two competing phases.
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6. Results
6.1. HEA-Y
In order to minimize the demagnetization effects, a needle-shaped sample was prepared
for the magnetic measurements. The sample was oriented with its long axis parallel to the
magnetic field.
For addressing the magnetism of equimolar HEA-Y, the magnetic phase
transitions in pure metals (Table 5) must first be reviewed [17]. At the Curie temperature
𝑇C = 293 K gadolinium undergoes a paramagnetic to FM transition. Terbium first
undergoes a transition to a helical AFM state at the Néel temperature 𝑇N = 230 K. This
is followed by a FM transition at 𝑇C = 220 K. The same sequence is observed in
dysprosium (𝑇N = 179 K, 𝑇C = 89 K) and holmium (𝑇N = 132 K, 𝑇C = 20 K). Yttrium
is nonmagnetic. Magnetic properties of triply ionized RE elements are also given in Table
5.
Y

p
𝑔𝐽 (𝜇𝐵 )

Gd
2
7/2
7.94
7.0

𝑇𝑁 (K)
𝑇𝐶 (K)
𝜃𝐷 (K)
𝛾𝑒𝑙 (mJ/molK2)

293
182
6.4

g

𝐽

248
8.2

Tb
3/2
6
9.72
9.0
230
220
176
4.1

Dy
4/3
15/2
10.65
10.0
179
89
183
9.5

Ho
5/4
8
10.61
10.0
132
20
190
6.0

HEA-Y exp.

HEA-Y theory

6.7
180

8.6
7.1
180.3

231
̴6

196
6.8

Table 5: Landé g factor, angular momentum 𝑱, Bohr magneton number 𝒑 = 𝒈√𝑱(𝑱 + 𝟏), saturated moment 𝒈𝑱,
Néel temperature 𝑻𝑵 , Curie temperature 𝑻𝑪 , Debye temperature 𝜽𝑫 , and the electronic specific heat coefficient
𝜸𝒆𝒍 of the RE metals and the HEA-Y [17,32]. Theoretical values for the HEA were calculated by Vegard’s rule of
mixtures except for the theoretical 𝑻𝑵 , where the averaging goes only over the Tb, Dy, and Ho.

6.1.1. DC magnetic susceptibility
The DC magnetic susceptibility 𝜒 = 𝑀⁄𝐻 in the temperature range between 2 and 300 K
in a low magnetic field 𝜇0 𝐻 = 0.8 𝑚𝑇, measured for both the zfc and the fc protocols, is
shown in Fig. 27. At 𝑇𝑁 = 180 𝐾, a sharp singularity typical of a second-order phase
transition to a long-range ordered AFM state with critical slowing of spin fluctuations is
observed. 𝑇𝑁 of Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb HEA is practically the same as 𝑇𝑁 of pure dysprosium.
No additional phase transition to a long-range ordered magnetic state could be detected
at any other temperature, including the temperatures of the phase transitions in pure
metals (in Fig. 27, 𝑇𝑁 s of pure metals are marked by dashed lines and 𝑇𝐶 s are marked by
solid lines). 𝜒𝑧𝑓𝑐 and 𝜒𝑓𝑐 susceptibilities start to differ (with 𝜒𝑧𝑓𝑐 < 𝜒𝑓𝑐 ) below the AFM
transition, showing rather irregular behavior upon cooling and demonstrating that the spin
system reaches different magnetic states when cooled in the absence or presence of an
external magnetic field of even so small value as 0.8 mT. 𝜒𝑧𝑓𝑐 shows a pronounced cusp
at 7 K. The mean effective paramagnetic moment per magnetic ion 𝜇̅𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑝̅𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝜇𝐵 (where
𝑝̅𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the mean effective Bohr magneton number and 𝜇𝐵 is the Bohr magneton) was
estimated at 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑁 by assuming validity of the Curie law 𝜒 = 𝐶𝐶 ⁄𝑇 (where 𝐶𝐶 is the
Curie constant). In that case,
𝑝̅𝑒𝑓𝑓 = √3𝐶𝐶 𝑘𝐵 ⁄(𝑁𝐴 𝜇𝐵2 𝜇0 ),

Eq. 6.1.
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where 𝑁𝐴 is the Avogadro number and 𝜇0 is the permeability of vacuum. To estimate
𝑝̅𝑒𝑓𝑓 , we have replaced 𝐶𝐶 with the experimental value of the product 𝜒𝑇. This yielded
temperature-dependent 𝑝̅𝑒𝑓𝑓 values amounting to 𝑝̅𝑒𝑓𝑓 (300 𝐾) = 13.5 and
𝑝̅𝑒𝑓𝑓 (200 𝐾) = 21.

Figure 27: DC magnetic susceptibility 𝝌 = 𝑴⁄𝑯 of HEA-Y in the temperature range between 2 and 300 K measured
for the zfc and fc protocols in the magnetic field 𝝁𝟎 𝑯 = 𝟎. 𝟖 𝒎𝑻. The Néel temperatures 𝑻𝑵 of pure metals and the
Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb HEA are marked by dashed lines. Curie temperatures 𝑻𝑪 of pure metals are marked by solid lines.

Assuming noninteracting localized magnetic moments, the theoretical 𝑝̅𝑒𝑓𝑓 expected
from the Curie law for the mixture is temperature independent and amounts to
𝑝̅𝑒𝑓𝑓 = √∑𝑖 𝑐𝑖 𝑝𝑖2 ,

Eq. 6.2.

where 𝑝𝑖 s are the Bohr magneton numbers of individual elements constituting the HEA
(Table 5). This result shows that the Curie law is not applicable to the Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb
HEA in the paraphrase within our investigated temperature range between 𝑇𝑁 and 300 K,
and the spins form short-range ordered clusters of coupled spins, which grow in size upon
approaching 𝑇𝑁 and form a long-range ordered AFM magnetic structure at 𝑇𝑁 .
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Figs. 28-30 show susceptibility in higher magnetic fields. The AFM transition at
𝑇𝑁 = 180 𝐾 is still well developed (not affected significantly by the external field) in the
𝜇0 𝐻 = 0.1 𝑇 field (Fig. 28). Below 𝑇𝑁 , 𝜒𝑧𝑓𝑐 is larger than 𝜒𝑓𝑐 down to about 50 K. There
the two susceptibilities cross and the usual situation 𝜒𝑧𝑓𝑐 < 𝜒𝑓𝑐 is observed below 50 K.

Figure 28: DC magnetic susceptibility 𝝌 = 𝑴⁄𝑯 of HEA-Y in the temperature range between 2 and 300 K measured
for the zfc and fc protocols in the magnetic field 𝝁𝟎 𝑯 = 𝟎. 𝟏 𝑻. The Néel temperature 𝑻𝑵 of Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb HEA is
marked by a dashed line.

The AFM transition becomes significantly affected by the magnetic field in the
𝜇0 𝐻 = 1 𝑇 field (Fig. 29). The AFM singularity is broadened and rounded and its peak
position is shifted to lower temperatures, so the transition temperature in this field
amounts to 𝑇𝑁 ≈ 172 𝐾. Below 𝑇𝑁 , 𝜒𝑧𝑓𝑐 and 𝜒𝑓𝑐 are close to each other between 𝑇𝑁 and
about 50 K with 𝜒𝑧𝑓𝑐 > 𝜒𝑓𝑐 . In this temperature range, both susceptibilities grow in a
FM-like manner. At 50 K, 𝜒𝑧𝑓𝑐 and 𝜒𝑓𝑐 cross, so 𝜒𝑧𝑓𝑐 < 𝜒𝑓𝑐 below that temperature and
the difference 𝜒𝑧𝑓𝑐 − 𝜒𝑓𝑐 increases drastically upon further cooling.
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Figure 29: DC magnetic susceptibility 𝝌 = 𝑴⁄𝑯 of HEA-Y in the temperature range between 2 and 300 K measured
for the zfc and fc protocols in the magnetic field 𝝁𝟎 𝑯 = 𝟏 𝑻. The Néel temperature 𝑻𝑵 of Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb HEA is
marked by a dashed line.

Figure 30: DC magnetic susceptibility 𝝌 = 𝑴⁄𝑯 of HEA-Y in the temperature range between 2 and 300 K measured
for the zfc and fc protocols in the magnetic field 𝝁𝟎 𝑯 = 𝟓 𝑻. The Néel temperature 𝑻𝑵 of Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb HEA is
marked by a dashed line
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In a high field 𝜇0 𝐻 = 5 𝑇 (Fig. 30), the AFM transition is no longer observed and
there is no difference between 𝜒𝑧𝑓𝑐 and 𝜒𝑓𝑐 . The temperature dependence of the
susceptibility resembles that of a disordered ferromagnet with a field-induced FM
transition smeared over a relatively large temperature interval in the region where the
AFM transition takes place in low fields. The 5 T field has polarized the spins and has
destroyed the magnetic structure that develops in zero and low magnetic fields.
6.1.2. AC magnetic susceptibility
The response of the spin system to an AC magnetic field of amplitude 𝜇0 𝐻0 = 0.65 𝑚𝑇
and frequencies 𝜈 = 1, 10, 100 and 1000 𝐻𝑧 was measured by the AC susceptibility
(Figs. 31 and 32).

Figure 31: Real part 𝝌′ of the AC magnetic susceptibility of HEA-Y in the temperature interval between 2 and 250
K in an AC magnetic field of amplitude 𝝁𝟎 𝑯𝟎 = 𝟎. 𝟔𝟓 𝒎𝑻 and frequencies 𝝂 = 𝟏, 𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟎𝟎 and 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 𝑯𝒛. The inset
shows 𝝌′ on an expanded temperature scale around the AFM phase transition at 𝑻𝑵 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎 𝑲.

In the real part of the AC susceptibility 𝜒 ′ (Fig. 31) a sharp, frequency independent peak
is observed at 𝑇𝑁 = 180 𝐾 (shown on an expanded scale in the inset of Fig. 31),
demonstrating a thermodynamic phase transition to an AFM state. 𝜒 ′ exhibits a broad
cusp at around 7 K. This cusp is frequency dependent and shifts to higher temperatures
with increasing frequency (shown on an expanded scale in Fig. 32). Such behavior is
typically found in spin systems with broken ergodicity on the experimental frequency
scale and indicates gradual freezing of spin fluctuations upon cooling, with a broad
distribution of motional correlation times. Typical examples are spin glasses (SGs) and
superparamagnets below the blocking temperature. The temperature of the cusp
maximum is associated with the frequency-dependent spin freezing temperature 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈)
(marked by an arrow on the 1 Hz curve in Fig. 32). The 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈) relation is presented in the
inset of Fig. 32, where 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈) normalized to 𝑇𝑓 (1 𝐻𝑧) = 7.06 𝐾 is presented. A
logarithmic dependence (base 10) of 𝑇𝑓 on the frequency is evident. The freezing
temperature at the highest measured frequency of 1 kHz has increased by a factor 1.17 to
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a value 𝑇𝑓 (1 𝑘𝐻𝑧) = 8.26 𝐾. The fractional shift of the freezing temperature per decade
of frequency was evaluated to be 𝛤 = ∆𝑇𝑓 ⁄𝑇𝑓 ∆ 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜈 = 0.057. This is a value typically
found in SGs (where 𝛤 < 0.06), whereas superparamagnets are characterized by larger
values of 𝛤 ≈ 0.3 [69]. The AC susceptibility thus shows that the transition at 7 K is a
gradual spin-freezing transition in a system with broken ergodicity and that the phase
transition at 𝑇𝑁 = 180 𝐾 is a thermodynamic phase transition in an ergodic spin system.

Figure 32: Low-temperature 𝝌′ of HEA-Y, showing a frequency-dependent cusp around 7 K. The temperature of
the cusp maximum is associated with the frequency-dependent spin freezing temperature 𝑻𝒇 (𝝂) (marked by an
arrow on the 1 Hz curve). The inset shows 𝑻𝒇 (𝝂) normalized to the 𝑻𝒇 (𝟏 𝑯𝒛) value.

6.1.3. Magnetization M(H) curves
The magnetic state of the Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb HEA was further investigated by the
magnetization M(H) curves measured for the magnetic field sweep of ±5 T. The sample
was always cooled in zero field to the measurement temperature and then the field cycle
was applied. Figs. 33 through 36 show M(H) curves (presented in units of Bohr
magnetons per formula unit Ho19.3Dy19.5Y20.5Gd21.1Tb19.6) for a selected set of
temperatures. The curves change their shape qualitatively in different temperature regions
and can be roughly divided into three types.
Fig. 33 shows the M(H) curve at T = 100 K. This curve is typical for the upper
temperature region between 𝑇𝑁 and 75 K (denoted as the temperature region I). The M(H)
relation is linear with no hysteresis in the low-field regime between 0 and ±0.65 T, which
is typical of an AFM state. At the field values ±0.65 T, the M(H) curve suddenly changes
its shape and becomes FM for stronger fields, also showing the FM hysteresis. Upon
cycling the field between positive and negative values, this M(H) shape is reversibly
reproduced. The magnetic field induces a reversible AFM-to-FM spin-flop transition at a
critical field value 𝐻𝐶 . The critical field value at 100 K amounts to 𝜇0 𝐻𝐶 = 0.65 T
(marked by a vertical arrow in Fig. 33). Upon lowering the temperature within the region
I, this M(H) behavior is qualitatively preserved with the following temperature-dependent
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behavior: the critical field 𝐻𝐶 decreases (the spin-flop transition occurs at lower fields),
whereas the width of the FM hysteresis loop increases. In Fig. 37 (presenting the
temperature-magnetic field (H,T) phase diagram constructed from the temperature
dependence of 𝐻𝐶 ) it is seen that within the region I, 𝜇0 𝐻𝐶 drops from 1.3 T just below
𝑇𝑁 to 0.5 T at 75 K.

Figure 33: Magnetization versus the magnetic field M(H) curve of HEA-Y (f.u., formula unit) at T = 100 K, typical for
the upper temperature region I. The vertical arrow marks the critical field 𝑯𝑪 of the field-induced AFM-to-FM spinflop transition. Horizontal arrows mark the width of the FM hysteresis loop 𝝁𝟎 ∆𝑯𝟐𝟓% taken at 25% of the saturated
magnetization value.

The second temperature region (region II) extends roughly from 75 to 20 K.
Within that region, the M(H) curves show the characteristics of the curves presented in
Fig. 34 (taken at 50 K) and Fig. 35 (taken at 25 K). The new feature is that the virgin
curve, which is obtained when the field is applied for the first time after the zero-field
cooling to the measurement temperature, is different from the curves obtained by a
subsequent field cycling (the nonvirgin curves). In the 50 K curve (Fig. 34) it is seen that
the virgin curve starts from the origin with a small slope, resembling an AFM-type curve.
After the field passes the critical field 𝐻𝐶1 (which is not the same as the critical field 𝐻𝐶
of the reversible AFM-to-FM spin-flop transition in the region I), the virgin curve grows
faster and goes into saturation at high fields. After subsequent field cycling, the nonvirgin
M(H) curves are reversible and their shape is qualitatively the same as the shape of the
curves from the region I, being of the FM type except close to H = 0 T, where a tiny AFM
region can still be noticed. The inset of Fig. 34 shows the M(H) curve on an expanded
scale about the origin. The critical fields 𝐻𝐶 and 𝐻𝐶1 are indicated by arrows, with
𝜇0 𝐻𝐶 = 0.3 T and 𝜇0 𝐻𝐶1 = 0.4 T at this temperature.
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Figure 34: Magnetization versus the magnetic field M(H) curve of HEA-Y (f.u., formula unit) at T = 50 K, typical for
the intermediate temperature region II. The inset shows this curve on an expanded scale about the origin, where
the critical fields 𝑯𝑪 and 𝑯𝑪𝟏 are indicated by vertical arrows.

Figure 35: Magnetization versus the magnetic field M(H) curve of HEA-Y (f.u., formula unit) at T = 25 K, typical for
the intermediate temperature region II. The inset shows this curve on an expanded scale about the origin, where
the critical field 𝑯𝑪𝟏 is indicated by vertical arrows.
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The M(H) curve at 25 K (Fig. 35) again shows difference between the virgin and the
nonvirgin curves. However, the FM hysteresis of the nonvirgin curve has almost
completely vanished and the critical field 𝐻𝐶 is zero. The helical AFM phase is no longer
formed at this temperature and the nonvirgin M(H) curve resembles that of a
superparamagnet above the blocking temperature. These features are emphasized in the
expanded portion of the M(H) curve presented in the inset of Fig. 35. The helical AFM
order and the associated field-induced AFM-to-FM spin-flop transition are thus gradually
suppressed within the region II upon lowering the temperature. The 𝐻𝐶 and 𝐻𝐶1 values
determined from the M(H) curves within the region II are also shown in the (H,T) phase
diagram of Fig. 37.
Below about 20 K the low-temperature region III is entered. A typical M(H) curve
in this region (at T = 5 K) is shown in Fig. 36. The virgin curve exhibits small slope at
low fields below 𝐻𝐶1 , resembling an AFM spin order, but this is not a long-range ordered
AFM state. Instead, the spins or spin domains are oriented randomly relative to each other,
so that the vector sum of their magnetic moments (and hence the total magnetization) is
small. The virgin curve starts to grow faster with the field at 𝐻𝐶1 and reaches saturation
at high fields. This behavior is similar to that of the virgin curves within region II, but the
𝐻𝐶1 values within the region III are considerably larger and grow strongly upon lowering
the temperature. At T = 2 K, the virgin curve even shows a discontinuous jump at 𝐻𝐶1
(inset in Fig. 36). This indicates a kind of first-order field-induced metamagnetic
transition.

Figure 36: Magnetization versus the magnetic field M(H) curve of HEA-Y (f.u., formula unit) at T = 5 K, typical for
the low-temperature region III. The horizontal dashed line represents the theoretical composition-averaged
̅ 𝒔 = 𝟕. 𝟏𝝁𝑩 , calculated by Vegard’s rule of mixtures. The inset shows the M(H) curve at
saturated magnetization 𝑴
T = 2K, where the virgin curve shows a discontinuous jump at 𝑯𝑪𝟏 (indicating a first-order field-induced
metamagnetic transition).
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The reproducible (for the repeated field cycling) nonvirgin M(H) curve is different from
the virgin one. Its shape is similar to that of the nonvirgin curve within the region II, but
shows an important difference: the curve exhibits hysteresis, the width of which increases
upon lowering the temperature (opposite to the decreasing hysteresis within the region
II). The physical origin of the hysteresis in the nonvirgin curves within the lowtemperature region III is different from the hysteresis in regions I and II. The width of the
hysteresis loops (the FM hysteresis in the region I and the hysteresis width of the
nonvirgin curves in the regions II and III) as a function of temperature is shown in the
inset of Fig 37. All widths were determined at 25% of the saturated magnetization
(marked by horizontal arrows in Fig. 33). The phase diagram (H,T) of Fig. 37 also shows
the temperature-dependent 𝐻𝐶1 values within the region III.

Figure 37: The (H,T) phase diagram of HEA-Y obtained by plotting the critical fields 𝝁𝟎 𝑯𝑪 and 𝝁𝟎 𝑯𝑪𝟏 of the M(H)
curves as a function of temperature. PM marks the paramagnetic phase. The temperature regions I–III are delimited
by vertical dashed lines. The inset shows the temperature-dependent width 𝝁𝟎 ∆𝑯𝟐𝟓% of the M(H) loops, taken at
25% of the saturated magnetization value.

The experimental value of the saturated magnetization was compared to the
composition-averaged theoretical prediction (Table 5). This can be written in the 𝑇 → 0
limit as
̅𝑠 = ∑𝑖 𝑐𝑖 𝑔𝑖 𝐽𝑖 𝜇𝐵 ,
𝑀

Eq. 6.3.

where 𝑔𝑖 and 𝐽𝑖 are the Landé factor and the total angular momentum of the element i,
̅𝑠 = 7.1𝜇𝐵 , whereas
respectively. The theoretical value of the saturated magnetization is 𝑀
the experimental value read from the 5 K M(H) curve at the highest field of 5 T amounts
̅s = 6.7𝜇𝐵 (Fig. 36; the dashed horizontal line marks the theoretical 𝑀
̅𝑠 value). Since
to 𝑀
the experimental M(H) curve still grows slightly at 5 T, it is likely that the experimental
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̅𝑠 reaches the theoretical 𝑀
̅𝑠 value at higher fields, so no spins are “lost” in the total
𝑀
saturated magnetization and all are polarized along the field direction.
6.1.4. Specific heat

Figure 38: Zero-field specific heat C of Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb in the temperature range between 2 and 380 K. The Néel
temperatures 𝑻𝑵 of pure metals and the HEA-Y are marked by dashed lines, whereas the Curie temperatures 𝑻𝑪 of
pure metals are marked by solid lines. The inset shows the λ singularity at 𝑻𝑵 in zero magnetic field and in a 1 T
field on an expanded temperature scale.

Specific heat measures the change of internal energy of the system with temperature due
to thermal excitations between its energy levels. First, we must look at the specific heat
of pure metals [32]. Gadolinium shows a λ-type singularity at 𝑇𝐶 , characteristic of a
cooperative phase transition. Terbium shows a λ singularity at 𝑇𝑁 and a shoulder at 𝑇𝐶 .
Dysprosium shows a λ singularity at 𝑇𝑁 and a symmetric peak at 𝑇𝐶 . Holmium shows a λ
singularity at 𝑇𝑁 and an anomaly at 𝑇𝐶 . The specific heat of nonmagnetic yttrium shows
no anomalies. Fig. 38 presents the zero-field specific heat C of Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb in the
temperature range between 2 and 380 K. The temperatures of phase transitions in pure
metals (𝑇𝑁 s are marked by dashed lines and 𝑇𝐶 s are marked by solid lines) are also
indicated. Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb exhibits a λ-type singularity at 𝑇𝑁 = 180 K. No other
anomaly can be observed at any temperature, including the temperatures of phase
transitions in pure metals. The λ singularity in the specific heat of Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb is
observed at practically the same temperature as the λ singularity at 𝑇𝑁 in pure dysprosium.
The specific heat was also measured in magnetic fields up to 1 T. Measurements in fields
higher than 1 T were impractical, because the magnetic force on the sample was so large
that the sample was detached from the measuring platform (the same problem occurred
in the electrical resistivity measurements discussed later). The λ singularity moves with
the magnetic field to lower temperatures (inset in Fig. 38). The shift of 𝑇𝑁 in a 1 T field
from the zero-field value amounts to ∆𝑇𝑁 ≈ 7 K. The peak is gradually rounded with a
tendency to disappear. In the 1 T curve, a change of slope on the high-temperatures side
of the peak can be noticed. Except for the field dependence of the λ singularity, no other
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field-induced changes can be observed in the specific heat at temperatures higher than
about 20 K (the zero-field curve overlaps with the curves in the field).
Below 20 K, the specific heat starts to show pronounced dependence on the
magnetic field. The low-temperature specific heat up to 10 K in magnetic fields up to 1
T is shown in a 𝐶 ⁄𝑇 versus 𝑇 2 plot in Fig. 39. In this scale, 𝐶 ⁄𝑇 is linear except below
about 4 K, where a strong upturn is observed. This upturn most likely originates from the
Schottky effect [70], where the (2𝐽 + 1)-fold degenerate energy levels of RE ion with a
total angular momentum ħ𝐽 are split by the crystalline electric fields. This produces a
broad maximum in the specific heat in the 𝑇 → 0 limit. Gadolinium is an exception,
because its charge cloud is spherically symmetric and the CF interaction is zero.

Figure 39: Low-temperature specific heat of HEA-Y up to 10 K in magnetic fields up to 1 T shown in a 𝑪⁄𝑻 versus
𝑻𝟐 plot. Solid and dashed lines are fits of the 0 T and 1 T curves with the expression 𝑪⁄𝑻 = 𝜸 + 𝜷𝑻𝟐 , respectively.
The inset shows magnetic field dependence of the linear coefficient 𝜸. The dashed horizontal line represents the
composition-averaged electronic coefficient 𝜸
̅ 𝒆𝒍, calculated by Vegard’s rule of mixtures.

In the temperature range away from the Schottky upturn, the low-temperature specific
heat was analyzed by the expression
𝐶 = 𝛾𝑇 + 𝛽𝑇 3 .

Eq. 6.4.

The fit of the zero-field curve (solid line in Fig. 39) has yielded the parameter values
𝛾(0) = 25 mJ/molK 2 (𝛾(0) denotes the zero-field value of the linear specific heat
coefficient 𝛾) and β = 7.8 × 10−4 J/molK 4. Lattice vibrations or magnetic excitations in
the form of AFM magnons (or a combination of both) can be the origin of the 𝛽𝑇 3 term.
Within the Debye model of lattice vibrations that is usually good approximation at
temperatures below 10 K, the coefficient of the cubic term 𝛽 is related to the Debye
temperature 𝜃𝐷 = (12𝜋 4 𝑅 ⁄5𝛽 )1⁄3 , where R is the gas constant. The experimental 𝛽
value has yielded 𝜃𝐷̅ = 231 K. The composition-averaged Debye temperature, calculated
from the Debye temperatures of the constituent elements (Table 5), amounts to 𝜃𝐷 =
196 K. Because the Debye temperature is not a precisely defined quantity, matching of
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the experimental 𝜃𝐷 value of Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb to the theoretical prediction 𝜃𝐷̅ is
reasonably good. The 𝛽𝑇 3 term therefore originates predominately from the lattice
vibrations (it represents the lattice contribution to the total specific heat). Magnetic
excitations in the form of AFM magnons are not present in the cubic term. The linear
specific heat term 𝛾𝑇 contains the electronic term 𝛾𝑒𝑙 𝑇, where
𝛾𝑒𝑙 =

𝜋2
3

𝑘𝐵2 𝑔(𝜀𝐹 ).

Eq. 6.5.

Here 𝑔(𝜀𝐹 ) is the electronic density of states (DOS) at the Fermi energy εF . The electronic
specific heat coefficients of the constituent elements in their metallic state are given in
Table 5. Their composition-averaged value amounts to 𝛾̅𝑒𝑙 = 6.8 mJ/molK 2 . This is
much smaller than the experimental value 𝛾(0), which indicates that the linear term
contains another contribution. The analysis of the specific heat curves in a magnetic field
presented in Fig. 39 reveals that this second contribution is field dependent. The curves
shift downward with the increasing magnetic field, but the slopes of the linear parts of the
curves do not change with the field (the curves run in parallel), indicating that the lattice
specific heat coefficient 𝛽 remains unaffected. What is changing with the field is the 𝑇 =
0 intercept of the extrapolated linear line on the vertical axis, which represents the linear
specific heat coefficient 𝛾 in the 𝐶 ⁄𝑇 versus 𝑇 2 plot. The fit of the 1 T curve (dashed line
in Fig. 39) has yielded 𝛾(1 T) ≈ 6 mJ/molK 2 that is close to the composition-averaged
electronic coefficient 𝛾̅𝑒𝑙 , which means that the field of 1 T has already destroyed the
field-dependent part of the linear coefficient 𝛾. It is evident that the linear specific heat
coefficient can be written as a sum
𝛾(𝐻) = 𝛾𝑒𝑙 + 𝐴(𝐻),

Eq. 6.6.

where the electronic term 𝛾𝑒𝑙 is to a good approximation independent of the magnetic
field, whereas the term 𝐴(𝐻) is field dependent and gradually vanishes in an increasing
magnetic field. Such field-dependent linear contribution is found in SGs, where it is
associated with the magnetic specific heat 𝐶𝑚 = 𝐴(𝐻)𝑇 [71]. In a SG, the interactions
between spins in a magnetically frustrated configuration are distributed in strength and
the spins in the ground state are frozen cooperatively in random directions. At a finite
temperature T, thermal agitation causes the spins with the exchange energies of the order
𝑘𝐵 𝑇 to perform reorientations. These low-temperature excitations contribute to the
magnetic specific heat. The rigidly aligned spins with stronger interactions make no
contribution. Due to the distribution of interaction strengths, the spin reorientations are
excited continuously over the entire SG phase upon heating, yielding a linear-in-T
⃑ , in a magnetic
contribution to the magnetic specific heat. The Zeeman interaction −𝜇 ∙ 𝐵
field, ˝locks˝ the moments 𝜇 along the field direction and impedes spin reorientations.
The magnetic specific heat at a given temperature thus shows a decreasing tendency for
an increasing external field (spin reorientations in the field then occur at higher
temperatures, where 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 is large enough to surmount both the exchange barrier and the
Zeeman barrier to reorient a spin). The inset of Fig. 39 shows the field dependence of the
linear coefficient 𝛾, extracted from the linear parts of the specific heat curves measured
in the magnetic field. There is first a weak field dependence in the low-field region 𝜇0 𝐻 ≤
0.6 T. This dependence then becomes stronger in higher fields. At the highest employed
field of 1 T, 𝛾(𝐻) has already dropped to the value of the theoretical compositionaveraged electronic coefficient γ̅𝑒𝑙 . Therefore, the field-dependent coefficient 𝐴(𝐻) has
vanished in this field. The field dependence of 𝛾(𝐻) closely follows the field dependence
of the magnetization in the region III (Fig. 36), where the growth of the virgin
magnetization curve with the magnetic field is weak below the critical field 𝐻𝐶1 and
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strong at fields larger than 𝐻𝐶1 . From the 𝑇 < 10 K part of the (H,T) phase diagram (Fig.
37), it can be seen that the 𝜇0 𝐻𝐶1 values in region III are in the range between 0.7 and 0.9
T. This corresponds well to the field where the weak field dependence of 𝛾(𝐻) turns into
a strong one. The almost sudden increase of the virgin magnetization at 𝐻𝐶1 is thus
mirrored by the almost sudden decrease of the field-dependent (SG-type) linear specific
heat coefficient 𝐴(𝐻).
6.1.5. Electrical resistivity
Electrical resistivity 𝜌 was measured between 2 and 300 K in magnetic fields up to 𝜇0 𝐻 =
0.6 T. The zero field resistivity is shown in Fig. 40.

Figure 40: Zero-field electrical resistivity 𝝆 of HEA-Y in the temperature interval between 2 and 300 K. The inset
shows the magnetic field dependence of the resistivity in the vicinity of 𝑻𝑵 .

The 𝜌(𝑇) dependence is metallic with a positive temperature coefficient. It saturates to a
residual resistivity value 𝜌2K = 30 μΩcm in the 𝑇 → 0 limit. At 300 K it amounts to
𝜌300K = 115 μΩcm. At around 𝑇𝑁 = 180 K a change of slope can be observed. Just
below 𝑇𝑁 a local maximum is formed. The maximum is field dependent and diminishes
with increasing magnetic field (shown in the inset of Fig. 40). The temperature dependent
resistivity can be written as a sum of three terms
𝜌(𝑇) = 𝜌𝑖𝑚𝑝 + 𝜌𝑝ℎ (𝑇) + 𝜌𝑚 (𝑇).

Eq. 6.7.

Here 𝜌𝑖𝑚𝑝 is the residual resistivity due to elastic scattering of the electrons from
impurities and from lattice defects (including lattice distortions), 𝜌𝑝ℎ is the resistivity due
to the inelastic electron-phonon scattering, and 𝜌𝑚 originates from magnetic excitations.
The 𝜌𝑚 term is responsible for the field-dependent peak in the total resistivity just below
𝑇𝑁 . It originates from the ˝magnetic superzones˝ effect [54,55].
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6.2. HEA-Lu
As for the HEA-Y, the demagnetization effects for the HEA-Lu were minimized by
preparing a needle-shaped sample, which was oriented with its long axis parallel to the
magnetic field. The properties of the HEA-Lu sample will be shown to be very similar to
those of HEA-Y, as expected since both yttrium and lutetium are nonmagnetic. The
magnetic phase transitions in HEA-Lu are presented in Table 6.
g

𝐽
𝑔𝐽 (𝜇𝐵 )
𝑇𝑁 (K)
𝑇𝐶 (K)
𝜃𝐷 (K)
𝛾𝑒𝑙 (mJ/molK2)

Lu
0

HEA-Lu exp.

HEA-Lu theory

7.2
174
183
8.2

129

183
6.8

Table 6: Landé g factor, angular momentum 𝑱, saturated moment 𝒈𝑱, Néel temperature 𝑻𝑵 , Curie temperature 𝑻𝑪 ,
Debye temperature 𝜽𝑫 , and the electronic specific heat coefficient 𝜸𝒆𝒍 of HEA-Lu [17,32]. Theoretical values for the
HEA-Lu were calculated by Vegard’s rule of mixtures.

6.2.1. DC magnetic susceptibility
Fig. 41 presents the temperature-dependent zfc and fc DC magnetization in a low
magnetic field 𝜇0 𝐻 = 0.8 mT.

Figure 41: DC zfc and fc magnetizations of the HEA-Lu in the temperature range between 2 and 300 K in a magnetic
field 𝝁𝟎 𝑯 = 𝟎. 𝟖 𝒎𝑻. The Néel temperature 𝑻𝑵 = 𝟏𝟕𝟒 𝑲 , as determined from the peak in the magnetization, is
marked by a dashed vertical line.

A sharp singularity typical of a 2nd-order phase transition to a long-range ordered AFM
state with critical slowing-down of spin fluctuations is observed at 𝑇𝑁 = 174 K. Below
the AFM transition, 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 and 𝑀𝑓𝑐 start to differ, but in an unusual manner. At the
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temperature of about 50 K, the two magnetizations cross. For temperatures between 𝑇𝑁
and 50 K we have the unusual situation 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 > 𝑀𝑓𝑐 , whereas for T < 50 K it changes to
the usual 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 < 𝑀𝑓𝑐 . This irregular behavior is a consequence of the spin system’s
extreme sensitivity to the presence of even a tiniest external magnetic field. The spin
system reaches different magnetic states when cooled in the absence or presence of a field
as small as 0.8 mT. At about 9 K, a pronounced cusp is observed in 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 .
The zfc and fc magnetizations in higher magnetic fields are shown in Figs. 42-44.
The AFM transition at 𝑇𝑁 = 174 K is still well developed (not affected significantly by
the external field) in 𝜇0 𝐻 = 0.1 T (Fig. 42) and the 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 and 𝑀𝑓𝑐 show the abovedescribed anomalous behavior by crossing each other at about 50 K.

Figure 42: DC zfc and fc magnetizations of the HEA-Lu in the temperature range between 2 and 300 K in a magnetic
field 𝝁𝟎 𝑯 = 𝟎. 𝟏 𝑻. The Néel temperature 𝑻𝑵 is marked by a dashed vertical line.

In 𝜇0 𝐻 = 0.5 T magnetic field (Fig. 43), the AFM transition is already
significantly affected by the field. The AFM singularity at 𝑇𝑁 has decreased considerably
with a tendency to vanish. The anomalous difference between the 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 and 𝑀𝑓𝑐 is even
more pronounced.
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Figure 43: DC zfc and fc magnetizations of the HEA-Lu in the temperature range between 2 and 300 K in a magnetic
field 𝝁𝟎 𝑯 = 𝟎. 𝟓 𝑻. The Néel temperature 𝑻𝑵 is marked by a dashed vertical line.

Figure 44: DC zfc and fc magnetizations of the HEA-Lu in the temperature range between 2 and 300 K in a magnetic
field 𝝁𝟎 𝑯 = 𝟓 𝑻. The Néel temperature 𝑻𝑵 is marked by a dashed vertical line.
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The AFM transition is no longer present in the high field of 𝜇0 𝐻 = 5 T (Fig. 44).
There is also no difference between the 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 and 𝑀𝑓𝑐 . The temperature dependence of
the magnetization in this high field resembles that of a disordered ferromagnet with a
field-induced FM transition smeared over a relatively large temperature interval in the
region where the AFM transition takes place in low fields. The 5 T field has polarized the
spins and totally destroyed the AFM magnetic structure that develops in zero or low
magnetic fields.
6.2.2. AC magnetic susceptibility
The AC susceptibility was used to measure the response of the spin system to an AC
magnetic field of amplitude 𝜇0 𝐻0 = 0.65 mT and frequencies ν = 1, 10, 100 and
1000 Hz. The real part of the AC susceptibility 𝜒 ′ is shown in Figs. 45 and 46. At 𝑇𝑁 =
174 K a frequency-independent peak is observed (shown on an expanded scale in the
inset of Fig. 45), demonstrating a thermodynamic phase transition to an AFM state as also
observed in the DC magnetization. At about 9 K, 𝜒 ′ exhibits a broad cusp, which is
frequency-dependent and shifts to higher temperatures with increasing frequency. This
cusp is shown on an expanded scale in Fig. 46.

Figure 45: Real part 𝝌′ of the AC magnetic susceptibility of the HEA-Lu in the frequency range ν= 1 – 1500 Hz (for
clarity of presentation, the curves for a selected set of frequencies are shown only). The inset shows 𝝌′ on an
expanded temperature scale around the AFM phase transition at 𝑻𝑵 = 𝟏𝟕𝟒 𝑲 (the curves for all frequencies
perfectly overlap).

The 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈)⁄𝑇𝑓 (1 Hz) relation is presented in the inset of Fig. 46 (the 𝑇𝑓 (1 Hz) = 9 K is
marked by an arrow). A logarithmic dependence of 𝑇𝑓 on the frequency is evident. The
freezing temperature at the highest measured frequency of 1500 Hz has increased by a
factor 1.22, yielding the fractional shift 𝛤 = 0.069 ± 0.005. This value is in the range
typically found in SGs, where the spins freeze gradually on cooling and the system
becomes nonergodic on the experimental time scale. The AC susceptibility of the HEALu thus reveals that the phase transition at 𝑇𝑁 = 174 K is an AFM thermodynamic phase
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transition in an ergodic spin system, whereas the transition at 9 K is a gradual spinfreezing transition in a system with broken ergodicity.

Figure 46: Low-temperature 𝝌′ , showing a frequency-dependent cusp around 9 K. The temperature of the cusp
maximum is associated with the frequency-dependent spin freezing temperature 𝑻𝒇 (𝝂) (marked by an arrow on
the 1 Hz curve). The inset shows 𝑻𝒇 (𝝂) normalized to the 𝑻𝒇 (𝟏 𝑯𝒛) value.

6.2.3. Magnetization M(H) curves
The magnetization versus the magnetic field M(H) curves were measured for the magnetic
field sweep of ±5 T. The sample was always cooled in zero field to the measurement
temperature and then the field cycle was applied. The M(H) curves of the HEA-Lu for a
selected set of temperatures are shown in Figs. 47 to 50. The curves change their shape
qualitatively in different temperature regions and can be roughly divided into three types.
The M(H) curve at 𝑇 = 100 K (Fig. 47) is typical for the upper temperature region
between about 60 K and 𝑇𝑁 . This region is denoted as the temperature region I. In the
low-field regime between zero and ±0.8 T, the M(H) relation is linear with no hysteresis,
which is typical for an AFM state. The M(H) curve suddenly changes its shape at ±0.8 T
and becomes ferromagnetic for stronger fields, also showing the FM hysteresis. Upon
cycling the field between positive and negative values, this M(H) shape is reversibly
reproduced. External magnetic field induces a reversible AFM-to-FM spin-flop transition
at a ˝critical˝ field value 𝐻𝐶 . At 100 K this field amounts to 𝜇0 𝐻𝐶 = 0.8 T (marked by a
vertical arrow in Fig. 47). Upon lowering the temperature within the region I, this M(H)
behavior is qualitatively preserved with the following temperature-dependent behavior:
the width of the FM hysteresis loop increases and the critical field 𝐻𝐶 decreases (the spinflop transition occurs at lower fields). In Fig. 50, the temperature-dependent hysteresis
width 𝜇0 ∆𝐻25% determined at 25% of the saturated magnetization value (marked by
horizontal arrows in Fig. 47) is shown. The temperature-dependent 𝐻𝐶 and the fielddependent 𝑇𝑁 were used to construct the temperature-magnetic field (H,T) phase diagram
of the HEA-Lu (Fig. 51). From this phase diagram it can be seen that within the region I,
𝜇0 𝐻𝐶 drops from 1.17 T just below 𝑇𝑁 to 0.52 T at 60 K.
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Figure 47: Magnetization versus the magnetic field curve M(H) of the HEA-Lu (“f.u.” denotes formula unit) at T=
100 K, typical for the upper temperature region I. Vertical arrow marks the critical field 𝑯𝑪 of the field-induced
AFM-to-FM spin flop transition. Horizontal arrows mark the width of the FM hysteresis loop 𝝁𝟎 ∆𝑯𝟐𝟓% , taken at
25% of the saturated magnetization value.

The second temperature region (region II) extends roughly from 20 K to 60 K.
Within that region, the M(H) curves show the characteristics of the 40 K curve presented
in Fig 48. New feature is the fact that the virgin curve is different from the curves
obtained by subsequent field cycling (the non-virgin curves). The virgin curve (in the 40
K curve of Fig. 48) starts from the origin with a small slope, resembling an AFM-type
curve, bur grows faster after the field passes the critical field 𝐻𝐶1 . This critical field 𝐻𝐶1
is not the same as the critical field 𝐻𝐶 of the reversible AFM-to-FM spin-flop transition
in the region I. At high fields the virgin curve goes into saturation. During subsequent
field cycling, the non-virgin M(H) curves are reversible and their shape is qualitatively
the same as the shape of the curves from the region I, being of a FM-type. The exception
is the close vicinity of 𝐻 = 0, where a tiny AFM region can still be noticed. In the inset
of Fig. 48, the M(H) curve on an expanded scale about the origin is shown. The critical
fields 𝐻𝐶 and 𝐻𝐶1 are indicated by arrows (at 40 K, 𝜇0 𝐻𝐶 amounts to 0.36 T and 𝜇0 𝐻𝐶1
amounts to 0.49 T). Within the region II, the temperature-dependent hysteresis width
𝜇0 ∆𝐻25% of the non-virgin curves shows unusual behavior (Fig. 50). It decreases with
decreasing temperature, showing vanishing tendency at the bottom edge of the region II
at 20 K. The critical field 𝐻𝐶 has also decreased to zero at 20 K (the AFM phase is no
more formed). The non-virgin M(H) curve resembles that of a superparamagnet above
the blocking temperature. The AFM order and the associated field-induced AFM-to-FM
spin-flop transition are thus gradually suppressed within the region II upon lowering the
temperature. The 𝐻𝐶 and 𝐻𝐶1 values determined from the M(H) curves within the region
II are also presented in the (H,T) phase diagram of Fig. 51.
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Figure 48: Magnetization versus the magnetic field curve M(H) of the HEA-Lu (“f.u.” denotes formula unit) at 40 K
is typical for the intermediate temperature region II. Within this region, the virgin curve becomes different from
the non-virgin one. The insets show these curves on an expanded scale about the origin, where the critical fields
𝑯𝑪 and 𝑯𝑪𝟏 are indicated by vertical arrows.

Below about 20 K the low-temperature region II is entered. A typical M(H) curve
in this region (at T = 5 K) is shown in Fig. 49. The virgin curve exhibits small slope at
low fields below 𝐻𝐶1 , resembling an AFM spin order, but this is not a long-range ordered
AFM state. Instead, the spins or spin domains are oriented randomly relative to each other,
so that the vector sum of their magnetic moments (and hence the total magnetization) is
small. The virgin curve starts to grow much faster with the field at 𝐻𝐶1 and reaches
saturation at high fields. This behavior is similar to that of the virgin curves within the
region II, but the 𝐻𝐶1 values within the region III are considerably larger and grow
strongly upon lowering the temperature. At T = 2 K (inset in Fig. 49) there is even a
discontinuous jump in the virgin curve at 𝐻𝐶1 (indicating a 1st-order field-induced
metamagnetic transition). The non-virgin M(H) curve, which is different from the virgin
curve, is reproducible for repeated field cycling. Its shape resembles that of the non-virgin
curve within the region II, but with an important difference. The curve exhibits hysteresis,
the width of which increases upon lowering the temperature (opposite to the decreasing
hysteresis within the region II). The temperature-dependent hysteresis width 𝜇0 ∆𝐻25% is
also shown in Fig. 50. The physical origin of the hysteresis in the non-virgin curves within
the low-temperature region III is obviously different from that in the regions I and II. The
temperature-dependent 𝐻𝐶1 values within the region III are also presented in the (H,T)
phase diagram of Fig. 51.
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Figure 49: Magnetization versus the magnetic field curve M(H) of the HEA-Lu (“f.u.” denotes formula unit) at T = 5
K, typical for the low-temperature region III. Horizontal dashed line represents the theoretical composition̅ 𝒔 = 𝟕. 𝟐 𝝁𝑩 , calculated by Vegard’s rule of mixtures. The inset shows the
averaged saturation magnetization 𝑴
M(H) curve at T = 2 K, where the virgin curve shows a discontinuous jump at 𝑯𝑪𝟏 , indicating a 1st-order fieldinduced metamagnetic transition (marked by a vertical arrow).

Figure 50: The temperature-dependent width 𝝁𝟎 ∆𝑯𝟐𝟓% of the M(H) loops, taken at 25% of the saturated
magnetization value (in the temperature regions II and III, the widths of the non-virgin curves are given).
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The experimental value of the saturation magnetization read from the 2 K M(H)
curve at the highest field of 5 T amounts to 𝑀𝑠 = 6.8 𝜇𝐵 , whereas the theoretical value is
̅𝑠 = 7.2 𝜇𝐵 (in Fig. 49, 𝑀
̅𝑠 is marked by a dashed horizontal line), yielding the ratio
𝑀
̅𝑠 = 0.94. This ratio is close enough to 1 that the experimental 𝑀𝑠 may reach the
𝑀𝑠 ⁄𝑀
̅𝑠 value at still higher fields and lower temperatures, so that no spins are
theoretical 𝑀
“lost” in the saturation magnetization and all are polarized along the field direction.

Figure 51: The (H,T) phase diagram of the HEA-Lu obtained by plotting the field-dependent 𝑻𝑵 and the
temperature-dependent critical fields 𝝁𝟎 𝑯𝑪 and 𝝁𝟎 𝑯𝑪𝟏 (PM: paramagnetic phase; AFM: antiferromagnetic phase;
FM: field-induced ferromagnetic phase; SG: spin glass). The temperature regions I, II and III are delimited by vertical
dashed lines.

6.2.4. Specific heat
Specific heat C of the HEA-Lu in the temperature interval between 2 and 380 K for a
selected set of fields (B = 0, 2, 4 and 6 T) is shown in Fig. 52. The zero-field C shows a
singularity with the peak at 165 K, which is a few degrees below the Néel temperature
𝑇𝑁 = 174 K of the phase transition to the AFM state determined from the DC
magnetization (marked by dashed vertical arrow). This singularity is considerably
narrower than the one observed in the HEA-Ce (described later in the chapter reviewing
the results of HEA-Ce) and its shape can be conveniently termed as a 𝜆-type singularity,
in analogy to the 𝜆-singularities at the magnetic phase transitions in pure metals Gd, Tb,
Dy and Ho that constitute the HEA-Lu. The high steepness of the singularity on the hightemperature side indicates that the AFM phase transition is more sudden and short-range
magnetic order starts to develop only close to 𝑇𝑁 . In an increasing magnetic field, the
singularity rounds and broadens as the external field first smears the AFM transition and
then induces the AFM-to-FM spin flop transition at the critical field 𝐻𝐶 .
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Figure 52: Specific heat of the HEA-Lu in the temperature range between 2 and 380 K for a selected set of fields
(B= 0, 2, 4, and 6 T). The Néel temperature 𝑻𝑵 = 𝟏𝟕𝟒 𝑲 determined from the DC magnetization is marked by a
dashed vertical arrow.

The low-temperature specific heat below 10 K in selected magnetic fields up to 6
T, presented in a 𝐶 ⁄𝑇 versus 𝑇 2 plot is shown in Fig. 53. It is well described by the Eq.
6.4. and exhibits a Schottky upturn at 𝑇 → 0. The fit of the zero-field specific heat has
yielded the linear specific heat coefficient 𝛾(0) = 26.0 mJ/molK 2 and the cubic-term
coefficient 𝛽 = 0.9 mJ/molK 4, wherefrom the Debye temperature for the HEA-Lu
amounts to 𝜃𝐷̅ = 183 K. In an increasing magnetic field, the 𝐶 ⁄𝑇 curves shift
downwards, but run in parallel, so that the cubic coefficient 𝛽 remains unaffected by the
field. This suggest that the 𝛽𝑇 3 term originates from lattice vibrations. The 𝑇 = 0
intercept of the extrapolated linear lines on the vertical axis, representing the linear
specific heat coefficient 𝛾(𝐵 ) is shown in the inset of Fig. 53. The fit of the 6 T curve,
marked by the dashed line in Fig. 53, has yielded 𝛾(6 T) = 7.5 mJ/molK 2 . This is close
to the composition-averaged value of the electronic specific heat coefficient 𝛾̅𝑒𝑙 =
6.8 mJ/molK 2 . In the HEA-Lu, the 𝛾(𝐵) value at high fields thus drops practically to the
𝛾̅𝑒𝑙 value.
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Figure 53: Low-temperature specific heat up to 10 K in magnetic fields up to 6 T shown in a 𝑪⁄𝑻 versus 𝑻𝟐 plot.
Solid and dashed lines are fits of the 0 T and 6 T curves with the expression 𝑪⁄𝑻 = 𝜸 + 𝜷𝑻𝟑 , respectively. The inset
shows magnetic-field dependence of the linear coefficient 𝜸. Dashed horizontal line represents the compositionaveraged electronic coefficient 𝜸
̅𝒆𝒍 , calculated by Vegard’s rule of mixtures.

6.2.5. Electrical resistivity and magnetoresistance
Electrical resistivity 𝜌(𝑇) of the HEA-Lu in magnetic fields between 0 and 9 T is shown
in Fig. 54. The 𝜌(𝑇) dependence is metallic with a positive temperature coefficient. The
residual resistivity amounts to 𝜌2 𝐾 = 46 μΩcm and the RT value is 𝜌300 𝐾 = 120 μΩcm.
The behavior of the resistivity in a magnetic field is best discussed by comparing the 0 T
and 9 T resistivites. The zero-field resistivity begins to show an enhancement over the 9
T resistivity at temperatures about 40 K higher than the AFM transition temperature 𝑇𝑁 =
174 K. The enhancement increases upon approaching 𝑇𝑁 . However, the maximum
enhancement is not reached at 𝑇𝑁 , but about 15 K below. Upon further cooling, the
enhancement decreases continuously until it vanishes at 2 K. The dependence of the
resistivity maximum on the magnetic field in the vicinity of 𝑇𝑁 is shown on an expanded
scale in the inset of Fig. 54. It is observed that an increasing magnetic field gradually
destroys the maximum, which does not form any more at fields higher than about 3 T.
The 9 T resistivity shows smooth 𝜌(𝑇) behavior with no anomaly in the entire
investigated temperature range. The magnetic term 𝜌𝑚 is responsible for the observed
field-dependence of the resistivity enhancement, as will be discussed later.
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Figure 54: Electrical resistivity ρ of the HEA-Lu in the temperature interval between 2 and 300 K for a selected set
of magnetic fields (B = 0, 2, 3, 5, and 9 T). The Néel temperature 𝑻𝑵 = 𝟏𝟕𝟒 𝑲 determined from the DC
magnetization is marked by a dashed vertical arrow. The inset shows magnetic-field dependence of the resistivity
in the vicinity of 𝑻𝑵 .

The magnetoresistance ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 at different temperatures below 𝑇𝑁 is shown in Figs.
55-58. At each temperature, two ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 curves were measured, where the first one was
recorded by sweeping the field from –9 T to 9 T and the second one in a reversed sweep.
The magnetoresistance curves of the HEA-Lu show the following structure. The 140 K
curve, presented in Fig. 55, shows small positive magnetoresistance in the low-field
regime 0 < 𝐵 < 1.15 T. The magnetoresistance increases weakly with the field and
reaches maximum value of ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 = 0.2% at 1.15 T. At fields higher than 1.15 T, the
magnetoresistance decreases strongly, becoming negative and reaching a large value
∆𝜌⁄𝜌 = −7.5% in a 9 T field. The field value of 1.15 T at which the magnetoresistance
changes the behavior qualitatively corresponds quite accurately to the critical field 𝜇0 𝐻𝐶
at which the external field induces the AFM-to-FM spin flop transition (as observed in
the M(H) curve of Fig. 47). In Fig. 55, the 𝜇0 𝐻𝐶 value read from the (H,T) phase diagram
of Fig. 51 is marked by a dashed vertical line. The 140 K ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 curve is fully reversible
and symmetric with regard to the direction of the field sweep (there was no difference
between −9 T → 9 T and 9 T → −9 T sweeps).
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Figure 55: Magnetoresistance ∆𝝆⁄𝝆 of the HEA-Lu at 140 K. Two ∆𝝆⁄𝝆 curves were measured, where the first one
was recorded by sweeping the filed form −𝟗 𝑻 to 𝟗 𝑻 and the second one in a reversed sweep. Dashed vertical
arrows mark the critical field values ±𝝁𝟎 𝑯𝑪 (read from the (H,T) phase diagram of Fig. 51) at which the external
field induces the AFM-to-FM spin-flop transition.

The 80 K magnetoresistance curve (Fig. 56) is qualitatively similar, but with the
following quantitative differences:
1. The maximum in ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 has shifted to a lower field value of 0.6 T, following the
decreased critical field at that temperature (the 𝜇0 𝐻𝐶 value at 80 K read from the
(H,T) phase diagram is marked by a dashed vertical line in Fig. 56);
2. The field-dependence of the magnetoresistance in the low-field regime 0 < 𝐵 <
𝜇0 𝐻𝐶 is considerably stronger, reaching a larger positive value of ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 = 0.8%
at the maximum;
3. The value of the magnetoresistance at 9 T has decreased (in the absolute sense) to
∆𝜌⁄𝜌 = −5.3%;
4. The ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 curves are no more reversible for different directions of the field sweep
and show asymmetry, i.e. the curves obtained for the −9 T → 9 T and 9 T → −9 T
sweeps are no more equal, where the peak in ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 before the field crosses the
𝐵 = 0 origin is higher than the peak on the opposite side (for example, the peak
at 0.6 T in the 9 T → −9 T sweep is higher than the peak at −0.6 T). The origin
of this asymmetry is remanence of the spin system, which does not follow the
external magnetic field instantaneously any more in the lower part of the region I.
The asymmetry may also be time-dependent, depending on the field sweep rate,
but this effect was not studied systematically.
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Figure 56: Magnetoresistance ∆𝝆⁄𝝆 of the HEA-Lu at 80 K. Dashed vertical arrows mark the critical field values
±𝝁𝟎 𝑯𝑪 (read from the (H,T) phase diagram of Fig. 51) at which the external field induces the AFM-to-FM spin-flop
transition.

Figure 57: Magnetoresistance ∆𝝆⁄𝝆 of the HEA-Lu at 50 K. Dashed vertical arrows mark the critical field values
±𝝁𝟎 𝑯𝑪 (read from the (H,T) phase diagram of Fig. 51) at which the external field induces the AFM-to-FM spinflop transition.
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The magnetoresistance at 80 K (Fig. 57) falls into the region II of the phase
diagram. The field value at which the magnetoresistance exhibits the peak has decreased
to 0.5 T. This again corresponds well to the 𝜇0 𝐻𝐶 value at 50 K in the (H,T) phase diagram
(marked by a vertical dashed line in Fig. 57). The 9 T magnetoresistance value has
decreased to ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 = −4.1%. The asymmetry of the ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 curves for the two field sweep
directions is very pronounced.
The magnetoresistance at 2 K within the region II of the phase diagram is shown
in Fig. 58. The magnetoresistance has practically vanished at this low temperature.

Figure 58: Magnetoresistance ∆𝝆⁄𝝆 of the HEA-Lu at 2 K.
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6.3. HEA-Ce
The magnetic structure of cerium has not been fully determined, but it now seems that
commensurable transverse waves are formed on both the hexagonal and the cubic sites of
DHCP 𝛽-Ce, with the magnetic wavevector 𝑞̅ in a b-direction and the moments pointing
along the a-axis in the plane [72]. The magnetic periodicity is twice that of the lattice.
The transition temperatures are 𝑇𝑁 = 13.7 K for the hexagonal sites and 𝑇𝑁 = 12.5 K for
the cubic sites. Magnetic properties of Ce and HEA-Ce are given in Table 7.
g

𝐽
𝑔𝐽 (𝜇𝐵 )
𝑇𝑁 (K)
𝑇𝐶 (K)
𝜃𝐷 (K)
𝛾𝑒𝑙 (mJ/molK2)

Ce
6/7
5/2
2.14
13.7 (hex.)
12.5 (cub.)
179
12.8

HEA-Ce exp.

HEA-Ce theory

7.92

140
112

182
7.5

Table 7: Landé g factor, angular momentum 𝑱, saturated moment𝒈𝑱, Néel temperature 𝑻𝑵 , Curie temperature 𝑻𝑪 ,
Debye temperature 𝜽𝑫 , and the electronic specific heat coefficient 𝜸𝒆𝒍 of Ce and the HEA-Ce [17,32]. Theoretical
values for the HEA were calculated by Vegard’s rule of mixtures.

As was done for the first two samples, here too a needle-shaped sample was
prepared for the magnetic measurements in order to minimize the demagnetization
effects. In the following it will be demonstrated that the magnetic properties of HEA-Ce
are very different from those of HEA-Lu and HEA-Y.
6.3.1. DC magnetization
The DC magnetization in the temperature range between 2 and 300 K in a low magnetic
field 𝜇0 𝐻 = 0.8 mT, measured for both the zfc and the fc protocols is shown in Fig. 59.
The fc magnetization exhibits a 2nd-order phase transition to a FM state with a critical
slowing-down of spin fluctuations at the Curie temperature, 𝑀𝑓𝑐 ∝ (𝑇𝐶 − 𝑇)𝜅 , where
𝑇𝐶 = 140 K and 𝜅 = 0.32. The zfc magnetization shows different behavior. It is zero at
the lowest temperature of 2 K and increases slowly upon heating within the FM phase,
with 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 < 𝑀𝑓𝑐 . This inequality demonstrates that the spin system reaches different
magnetic states when cooled in the absence or presence of an external magnetic field of
even so small value as 0.8 mT. The difference between the zfc and fc procedures is
blurred by fast thermal spin fluctuations in the close vicinity of 𝑇𝐶 . 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 consequently
matches 𝑀𝑓𝑐 a few Kelvins below 𝑇𝐶 .
The magnetization in higher magnetic fields is shown in Figs. 60-62. In an
increasing magnetic field 𝜇0 𝐻 = 10 mT (Fig. 60) and 80 mT (Fig. 61), the difference
between 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 and 𝑀𝑓𝑐 gradually decreases until it vanishes in a 1 T field (Fig. 62),
demonstrating that the Zeeman interaction of spins with the external magnetic field wins
over the interspin interactions that produce the 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 − 𝑀𝑓𝑐 difference. Magnetic field
also smears the sharpness of the FM transition at 𝑇𝐶 .
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Figure 59: DC magnetization of the HEA-Ce in the temperature range between 𝟐 𝑲 and 𝟑𝟎𝟎 𝑲 measured for the
zfc and fc protocols in the magnetic field 𝝁𝟎 𝑯 = 𝟎. 𝟖 𝒎𝑻. The Curie temperature 𝑻𝑪 = 𝟏𝟒𝟎 𝑲 (determined from
the fit in Fig. 60) is marked by a dashed vertical line.

Figure 60: DC magnetization of the HEA-Ce in the temperature range between 𝟐 𝑲 and 𝟑𝟎𝟎 𝑲 measured for the
zfc and fc protocols in the magnetic field 𝝁𝟎 𝑯 = 𝟏𝟎 𝒎𝑻. The Curie temperature 𝑻𝑪 = 𝟏𝟒𝟎 𝑲 (marked by a dashed
line) was determined from the fit of the fc magnetization (green solid curve) assuming 𝑴𝒇𝒄 ∝ (𝑻𝑪 − 𝑻)𝜿 and the
fit parameters are given in the text.
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Figure 61: DC magnetization of the HEA-Ce in the temperature range between 𝟐 𝑲 and 𝟑𝟎𝟎 𝑲 measured for the
zfc and fc protocols in the magnetic field 𝝁𝟎 𝑯 = 𝟖𝟎 𝒎𝑻. The Curie temperature 𝑻𝑪 = 𝟏𝟒𝟎 𝑲 (determined from
the fit in Fig. 60) is marked by a dashed vertical line.

Figure 62: DC magnetization of the HEA-Ce in the temperature range between 𝟐 𝑲 and 𝟑𝟎𝟎 𝑲 measured for the
zfc and fc protocols in the magnetic field 𝝁𝟎 𝑯 = 𝟏 𝑻. The Curie temperature 𝑻𝑪 = 𝟏𝟒𝟎 𝑲 (determined from the
fit in Fig. 60) is marked by a dashed vertical line.
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6.3.2. AC magnetization
The response of the spin system to an AC magnetic field of amplitude 𝜇0 𝐻0 = 0.65 mT
in the frequency range 𝜈 = 1 − 1500 Hz was measured by the AC susceptibility. Fig. 63
shows the real part 𝜒 ′ of the susceptibility for the HEA-Ce sample. At 𝜈 = 1 Hz, a sharp
peak is observed at 133.0 K, which shifts to higher temperatures with increasing
frequency. At the highest measured frequency of 1500 Hz the peak has moved to
134.0 K. The temperature of the peak maximum can be associated with a frequencydependent ˝spin-freezing˝ temperature 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈). The inset of Fig. 63 shows the
𝑇𝑓 (𝜈)⁄𝑇𝑓 (1 Hz) relation. A logarithmic dependence of 𝑇𝑓 on the frequency is evident,
where the freezing temperature at the highest measured frequency of 1500 Hz has
increased by a factor 1.006 with respect to the 𝑇𝑓 (1 Hz) value. Fractional shift of the
freezing temperature per decade of frequency was evaluated to be 𝛤 = ∆𝑇𝑓 ⁄𝑇𝑓 ∆(log 𝜈) =
(2.5 ± 0.5) × 10−3 . This value is so small that it can be assigned to a thermodynamic
phase transition observed in the DC magnetization. Spin glasses with gradual freezing of
spin fluctuations are characterized by one order of magnitude larger values 𝛤 ≤ 0.06,
whereas superparamagnets at the blocking temperature show even higher values 𝛤 ≈ 0.3
[69].

Figure 63: Real part 𝝌′ of the AC magnetic susceptibility of the HEA-Ce in the frequency range 𝝂 = 𝟏 − 𝟏𝟓𝟎𝟎 𝑯𝒛
(for clarity of presentation, the curves for a selected set of frequencies are shown only). The inset shows 𝑻𝒇 (𝝂)
normalized to the 𝑻𝒇 (𝟏 𝑯𝒛) value.
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6.3.3. Magnetization M(H) curves
The magnetization versus the magnetic field M(H) curves were measured for the magnetic
field sweep of ±5 T. The samples were always cooled in zero field to the measurement
temperature and then the field cycle was applied. The M(H) curves of the HEA-Ce
(presented in units of number of Bohr magnetons 𝜇𝐵 per one formula unit) for a selected
set of temperatures below 𝑇𝐶 = 140 K are shown in Figs. 64-67. The curves are typical
FM. They show hysteresis, where the coercive filed 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑒 increases monotonously with
decreasing temperature. At the lowest temperature of 2 K, the full width of the hysteresis
loop reaches the value 2𝜇0 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑒 = 0.27 T. The temperature dependence of 2𝜇0 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑒 is
shown in Fig. 67.
The experimental value of the saturation magnetization was compared to the
composition-averaged theoretical prediction, calculated in the 𝑇 → 0 limit by the Eq. 6.3.
̅𝑠 = 7.92𝜇𝐵 , whereas the experimental
The composition-averaged value amounts to 𝑀
value read from the 2 K M(H) curve at the highest field of 5 T amounts to 𝑀𝑠 = 6.0𝜇𝐵
̅𝑠 value is marked by a dashed horizontal line). Since the
(Fig. 66, where the theoretical 𝑀
experimental M(H) curve does not grow significantly at 5 T anymore, it is likely that the
̅𝑠 value at still higher fields. The reduced
experimental 𝑀𝑠 does not reach the theoretical 𝑀
̅𝑠 = 0.76 may be one of the effects of cerium in the
saturation magnetization 𝑀𝑠 ⁄𝑀
magnetic properties of HEA-Ce, as the CF interaction (a single-ion interaction) is able to
hinder the magnetic moments from attaining their saturated values even in high magnetic
fields at low temperatures.

Figure 64: Magnetization versus the magnetic field curve of the HEA-Ce (“f.u.” denotes formula unit) at 𝟓𝟎 𝑲.
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Figure 65: Magnetization versus the magnetic field curve of the HEA-Ce (“f.u.” denotes formula unit) at 𝟏𝟎 𝑲.

Figure 66: Magnetization versus the magnetic field curve of the HEA-Ce (“f.u.” denotes formula unit) at 𝟐 𝑲.
̅ 𝒔 = 𝟕. 𝟗𝟐𝝁𝑩 ,
Horizontal dashed line represents the theoretical composition-averaged saturation magnetization 𝑴
calculated by the Vegard’s rule of mixtures.
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Figure 67: Full width of the hysteresis loops 𝟐𝝁𝑩 𝑯𝒄𝒐𝒆 as a function of temperature.

6.3.4. Specific heat
Specific heat 𝐶 was measured in the temperature interval between 2 and 380 K in
magnetic fields between 0 and 9 T in steps of ∆𝐵 between 0.1 and 0.5 T.

Figure 68: Specific heat of the HEA-Ce in the temperature range between 𝟐 and 𝟑𝟖𝟎 𝑲 for a selected set of fields
(𝑩 = 𝟎, 𝟏, 𝟒 and 𝟗 𝑻). The Curie temperature 𝑻𝑪 = 𝟏𝟒𝟎 𝑲 determined from the DC magnetization is marked by a
dashed vertical arrow.
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Fig. 68 shows the specific heat of the HEA-Ce for a selected set of fields (𝐵 = 0, 1, 4 and
9 T). The zero-field 𝐶 shows a broad singularity with the peak at 135 K, which is a few
degrees below the Curie temperature 𝑇𝐶 = 140 K determined from the DC magnetization
(marked by a dashed arrow). The gently sloping curve on the high-temperature side of
the singularity indicates the appearance of short-range magnetic order on approaching the
FM phase transition. In an increasing magnetic field, the singularity rounds and broadens
as the external field smears the FM transition.

Figure 69: Low-temperature specific heat up to 𝟏𝟎 𝑲 in magnetic fields up to 𝟗 𝑻 shown in a 𝑪⁄𝑻 versus 𝑻𝟐 plot.
Solid and dashed lines are fits of the 𝟎 𝑻 and 𝟗 𝑻 curves with the expression 𝑪⁄𝑻 = 𝜸 + 𝜷𝑻𝟐 , respectively. The
inset shows magnetic-field dependence of the linear coefficient 𝜸. Dashed horizontal line represents the
composition-averaged electronic coefficient 𝜸
̅ 𝒆𝒍, calculated by Vegard’s rule of mixtures.

The low–temperature specific heat below 10 K in selected magnetic fields up to
9 T is shown in a 𝐶 ⁄𝑇 versus 𝑇 2 plot in Fig. 69. We notice that 𝐶 ⁄𝑇 is linear in this scale,
except below about 4 K, where a strong upturn is observed. This upturn most likely
originates form the Schottky effect [17,73], where the (2𝐽 + 1)-fold degenerate energy
levels of a RE ion with a total angular momentum ħ𝐽 are split by the crystalline electric
fields, which produces a broad maximum in the specific heat in the 𝑇 → 0 limit
(gadolinium is an exception in this case, because its charge cloud is spherically symmetric
and the crystal-field interaction is zero). The low-temperature specific heat, in the
temperature range away from the Schottky upturn, could be reproduced using the Eq. 6.4.,
where the linear specific heat coefficient 𝛾(𝐵) depends on the magnetic field. The fit of
the zero-filed curve (solid line in Fig. 69) has yielded the parameter values 𝛾(0) =
52.4 mJ⁄molK 2 and 𝛽 = 1.37 mJ⁄molK 4 . The origin of the 𝛽𝑇 3 term are lattice
vibrations, because spin-wave-type magnetic excitations of the FM phase at low
temperatures (the FM magnons) should contribute a term to the specific heat of the form
𝐶𝑚 ∝ 𝑇 3⁄2 (assuming gapless spin-wave dispersion), which is not present in the curves
shown in Fig. 69. Within the Debye model of lattice vibrations that is usually good
approximation at temperatures below 10 K, the coefficient of the cubic term 𝛽 is related
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to the Debye temperature 𝜃𝐷 = (12𝜋 4 𝑅 ⁄5𝛽 )1/3. The experimental 𝛽 has yielded 𝜃𝐷 =
112 K. The Debye temperatures of the constituent elements are given in Tables 5 and 7.
The composition-averaged value for the HEA-Ce amounts to 𝜃𝐷̅ = 182 K. The linear
specific heat coefficient 𝛾(𝐵) contains a field-independent electronic contribution (Eq.
6.5.). The electronic specific heat coefficients of the constituent elements in their metallic
state are given in Tables 5 and 7. The composition-averaged value amounts to 𝛾̅𝑒𝑙 =
7.5 mJ⁄molK 2 . This is much smaller than the experimental 𝛾(0) value. Fig. 69 reveals
that the low-temperature specific heat shows the following field-dependence: the curves
shift downwards with the increasing magnetic field, but the slopes of the linear parts of
the curves do not change with the field (the curves run in parallel), so that the lattice
specific heat coefficient 𝛽 remains unaffected. What is changing with the field is the 𝑇 =
0 intercept of the extrapolated linear part on the vertical axis, which represents the linear
specific heat coefficient 𝛾 in the 𝐶 ⁄𝑇 versus 𝑇 2 plot. The fit of the 9 T curve, marked by
a dashed line in Fig. 69, has yielded 𝛾(9 T) = 35.5 mJ⁄molK 2 . This is still much larger
than the composition-averaged electronic coefficient 𝛾̅𝑒𝑙 . The field dependence of the
coefficient 𝛾 is shown in the inset of Fig. 69, where it is seen that 𝛾 decreases
monotonously with the increasing field.
6.3.5. Electrical resistivity and magnetoresistance
Electrical resistivity was measured between 2 and 300 K in magnetic fields between 0
and 9 T (Fig. 70). The temperature-dependent resistivity can be written as a sum of three
terms (Eq. 6.7.)

Figure 70: Electrical resistivity 𝝆 of the HEA-Ce in the temperature interval between 𝟐 and 𝟑𝟎𝟎 𝑲 for a selected
set of magnetic fields (𝑩 = 𝟎, 𝟑, 𝟔 and 𝟗 𝑻). The Curie temperature 𝑻𝑪 = 𝟏𝟒𝟎 𝑲 determined from the DC
magnetization is marked by a dashed vertical arrow. The inset shows magnetic-field dependence of the resistivity
in the vicinity of 𝑻𝑪 .

The 𝜌(𝑇) dependence is metallic with a positive temperature coefficient. In the lowtemperature limit, the zero-field resistivity drops to a residual value 𝜌2 𝐾 = 82 μΩcm,
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whereas at RT it amounts to 𝜌300 𝐾 = 127 μΩcm. The resistivity shows interesting
behavior in the magnetic field, which is best observed by comparing the 0 T and the 9 T
resistivities. The zero-field resistivity begins to show an enhancement over the 9 T
resistivity at temperatures about 40 K higher than the FM transition temperature 𝑇𝐶 =
140 K and the enhancement increases upon approaching 𝑇𝐶 , where it reaches its
maximum value. Within the FM phase (𝑇 < 𝑇𝐶 ) the resistivity enhancement remains
practically constant down to the lowest investigated temperature of 2 K. The enhancement
is field-dependent and decreases monotonously as the field is increased from 0 to 9 T.
The dependence of the resistivity on the magnetic field in the vicinity of 𝑇𝐶 is shown on
an expanded scale in the inset of Fig. 70. The 9 T resistivity shows smooth monotonous
increase upon heating with no anomaly in the entire investigated temperature range, so
that the 9 T field has already totally suppressed the enhancement.
The magnetoresistance ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 = (𝜌(𝐵) − 𝜌(0))⁄𝜌(0) was measured in the field
range between ±9 T at different temperatures within the FM phase. The
magnetoresistance curves at temperatures 143 K (≈ 𝑇𝐶 ), 50 K and 2 K are shown in Figs.
71-73. The magnetoresistance is negative and almost temperature-independent down to
2 K, amounting to ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 ≈ −2% in a 9 T field.

Figure 71: Magnetoresistance ∆𝝆⁄𝝆 of the HEA-Ce in the field range between ±𝟗 𝑻 within the FM phase at
𝟏𝟒𝟑 𝑲 (≈ 𝑻𝑪 ).
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Figure 72: Magnetoresistance ∆𝝆⁄𝝆 of the HEA-Ce in the field range between ±𝟗 𝑻 within the FM phase at 50 𝑲.

Figure 73: Magnetoresistance ∆𝝆⁄𝝆 of the HEA-Ce in the field range between ±𝟗 𝑻 within the FM phase at 𝟐 𝑲.
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7. Discussion
7.1. Magnetic ordering in HEA-Y
The XRD pattern (Fig. 22) demonstrates that the crystal lattice of hexagonal symmetry is
well developed. Random mixing of elements on the lattice is supported by the lattice
parameters and other given physical parameters (Table 5) obeying Vegard’s rule of
mixtures reasonably well. Paramagnetic moments of the ions are markedly different and
amount to 𝜇 𝐺𝑑 = 7.94, 𝜇 𝑇𝑏 = 9.72, 𝜇 𝐷𝑦 = 10.65, 𝜇 𝐻𝑜 = 10.61 and 𝜇 𝑌 = 0 (in units of
Bohr magneton per ion). The HEA-Y thus represents a magnetic system where sizable
magnetic moments of four magnitudes in equal concentrations are randomly distributed
over the sites of a weakly distorted hexagonal lattice and are diluted with nonmagnetic
yttrium ions. A disordered variant of the Hamiltonian (Eq. 4.1.) should be constructed
and solved to describe such a system theoretically. This is a highly demanding task. A
qualitative analysis can still be made by considering the influence of random
substitutional disorder and lattice distortions on the individual terms in the Hamiltonian.
We begin with the single-ion CF term (Eq. 4.2.). For simplicity, we perform the
discussion within the point-charge model [74]. Here the CF parameters 𝐵𝑙𝑚 are
proportional to the coefficients 𝛾𝑙𝑚 = ∑𝑗(4𝜋⁄(2𝑙 + 1))𝑞𝑗 [𝑍𝑙𝑚 (𝜃𝑗 , 𝜙𝑗 )⁄𝑅𝑗𝑙+1 ], where 𝑞𝑗
and (𝑅𝑗 , 𝜃𝑗 , 𝜙𝑗 ) are the charge and the polar coordinates of the 𝑗th ion with respect to the
central RE ion, for which the interaction with the crystalline electric fields of its neighbors
is calculated. The 𝑍𝑙𝑚 (𝜃, 𝜙) are tesseral (real) harmonics (electrical multipoles). 𝑍𝑙0 (𝑙 =
2, 4, 6) depend on even powers of cos 𝜃 and 𝑍66 ∝ sin6 𝜃 cos 6𝜙. The first coordination
shell of each site in the HCP lattice contains 12 atoms. All five elements constituting the
HEA are in a 3+ ionization state, so the ionic charges 𝑞𝑗 are the same regardless of the
distribution of elements within the first coordination shell. Differences in the atomic radii
of the five elements introduce random lattice distortions, characterized by a random
distribution of the distances 𝑅𝑗 and the polar and azimuthal angles 𝜃𝑗 and 𝜙𝑗 , which
introduce variation of the CF parameters over the lattice sites 𝑖. The lattice distortions, as
well as the associated distribution of the CF parameters, are small, since the atomic radii
differences are small. The CF Hamiltonian of the Ho-Dy-Y-Gd-Tb HEA is thus not
expected to change much with respect to the pure Tb, Dy, and Ho metals. The CF
interaction is zero at the Gd and Y sites. Since the five elements are in equimolar
concentrations, 60% of the lattice sites (those populated by Tb, Dy, and Ho) experience
the CF interaction, whereas the remaining 40% sites (populated by Gd and Y) are
insensitive to it.
Lattice distortions and random substitutional disorder modify the exchange
Hamiltonian (Eq. 4.5.) significantly. The exchange coupling constant ℐ(𝑖𝑗) also becomes
distributed. This distribution can be reasonably well described by a continuous
distribution function 𝑃(ℐ(𝑖𝑗)), which is peaked at a mean value ℐ(𝑖𝑗) and has a width
∆ℐ(𝑖𝑗). The exchange interaction in the HEA-Y thus becomes a random-bond problem.
⃑ 𝑖 acting on
The Zeeman interaction is also modified by the disorder. The magnetic field 𝐵
⃑ and
the spin at the site 𝑖 becomes a random variable, being a sum of the external field 𝐵
the local molecular field that includes the dipolar field of its neighbors. The Hamiltonian
of the substitutionally disordered spin system with the exchange coupling constant
⃑ 𝑖 is thus a randomdescribed by a distribution 𝑃(ℐ(𝑖𝑗)) and the random field variable 𝐵
bond–random-field problem, analogous to the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model [75] used
to describe SGs.
An additional potential, which varies randomly over the lattice sites and provides
local pinning centers for the spin orientations is the main effect of the disorder. At high
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temperatures, the thermal energy 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 is large enough to overcome this potential and the
thermally fluctuating spin system acts as an ergodic system whose properties are
predominantly determined by the average value of the exchange coupling constant ℐ(𝑖𝑗).
⃑𝑖 ≈𝐵
⃑ ). The CF Hamiltonian is
The time-average molecular field is negligible (so that 𝐵
also not affected much by the disorder. Under these conditions, the magnetic state of the
HEA-Y can be described within the virtual crystal approximation (VCA) [17], where the
angular momentum at each lattice site is replaced by a compositional average 𝐽𝑎𝑣 =
(1⁄5) ∑5𝑚=1 𝐽𝑚 (the sum runs over all five elements constituting the HEA with the
constraint that the angular momentum of Y is zero), interacting with its neighbors via the
⃑ . The
average exchange coupling ℐ(𝑖𝑗) and experiencing the external magnetic field 𝐵
parameters of the CF Hamiltonian can also be taken as the compositional average (ℋ𝐶𝐹
of Gd and Y is zero). In the VCA, the disorder-induced pinning potential is neglected due
to fast thermal fluctuations of the spins. The spin system behaves as a pure system of
compositionally averaged spins coupled via the exchange interaction and interacting with
the crystalline electric fields and external magnetic field that assume sharp
(nondistributed) values. The VCA can be applied to the HEA-Y within the region I in the
(H,T) phase diagram (Fig. 37), where the sharp peak in the DC and AC susceptibilities
and the 𝜆-type singularity in the specific heat in zero and low magnetic fields demonstrate
the transition to the AFM state at the Néel temperature 𝑇𝑁 = 180 K. The 𝑇𝑁 of the HEAY coincides with the compositional average of the Néel temperatures of Tb, Dy and Ho
𝐷𝑦
metals 𝑇̅𝑁 = (𝑇𝑁𝑇𝑏 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝑇𝑁𝐻𝑜 )/3 = 180.3 K. This is accidentally almost equal to the
𝐷𝑦
Néel temperature of pure dysprosium (𝑇𝑁 = 179 K). Details of the AFM structure that
develops at 𝑇𝑁 cannot be directly inferred from our experiments (this can be done, e.g.,
by magnetic neutron scattering). The electrical resistivity that shows the magnetic
superzone effect just below 𝑇𝑁 , however, supports the hypothesis that the magnetic
structure is periodic, with a periodicity different from that of the lattice. Since the CF
parameters 𝐵20 of Tb, Dy and Ho [17] are all positive (𝐵20 > 0 favors a transversely
ordered phase), it is reasonable to consider that the zero-field magnetic structure of the
HEA-Y within the high-temperature region I is a basal-plane helical antiferromagnet,
analogous to the same type of magnetic ordering in the Tb, Dy, and Ho metals. These
three elements predominantly determine the magnetic structure of the HEA-Y within
region I. The influence of Gd (with no CF interaction) and nonmagnetic Y appears to be
minor. The AFM phase transition occurs at the Néel temperature 𝑇̅𝑁 that is a
compositional average of 𝑇𝑁 s of Tb, Dy and Ho. This suggests that the Fermi surface of
HEA-Y, which determines the exchange constant ℐ(𝑖𝑗), in the region I is to a good
approximation also an average of the Fermi surfaces of these elements (or, more likely,
of all five constituting elements, since their Fermi surfaces in the paramagnetic phase are
all alike). The temperature dependence of ℐ̅(𝑞 ), the Fourier transform of ℐ̅(𝑖𝑗), in the
region I can be inferred from the temperature dependence of the critical field 𝐻𝐶 in the
(H,T) phase diagram (Fig. 37). The external magnetic field induces an AFM-to-FM spinflop transition at 𝐻𝐶 . Therefore, an array of spins parallel to the field is energetically
preferred with respect to the helical AFM spin order. At the spin-flop transition, the
Zeeman interaction just balances the exchange energy difference between the helical
AFM and the field-induced FM states. The 𝐻𝐶 decreases strongly with decreasing
temperature within the region I. This can be explained by considering that ℐ̅(𝑞 ) changes
with temperature in a way that the height of the maximum in ℐ̅(𝑞 ) − ℐ̅(0) responsible for
stabilizing the helical AFM state is reduced upon lowering the temperature and its
position shifts toward 𝑞 → 0. The energetic stability of the helical AFM state is thus
reduced upon lowering the temperature in the same way as in the pure Tb, Dy, and Ho
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metals. In zero field these three metals undergo a transition from the basal-plane helical
AFM state to a basal-plane FM state. In HEA-Y, however, such transition never occurs
because at lower temperatures, the thermal energy is no longer sufficient to average out
the effect of the disorder-induced random pinning potential. The pinning potential starts
to affect increasingly the magnetic state of the HEA-Y upon cooling. This is manifested
by the appearance of the zfc-fc susceptibility splitting in low magnetic fields (Figs. 2730). Within the region I, the effect of the random pinning potential is still small.
In the temperature region II (roughly between 20 and 70 K), the decreasing
periodic potential responsible for the formation of the helical AFM state and the random
pinning potential become of comparable strength and compete with each other. This is
best manifested in the M(H) curves of Fig. 34 and 35, where the virgin curve is different
from the curves obtained by a subsequent field cycling. This indicates that the free energy
of the spin system contains several degenerate or nearly degenerate minima separated by
barriers that can be surmounted by a sufficiently high thermal energy 𝑘𝐵 𝑇. In the lowfield region between zero and the critical field 𝐻𝐶1 , the virgin magnetization is small and
its growth with the field is weak, so the spins freeze in random directions in the random
local fields when cooled in the absence of an external magnetic field. The Zeeman
interaction of spins with the external magnetic field wins over the interaction with the
random molecular fields at fields higher than 𝐻𝐶1 and favors spin alignment along the
field direction. The state of the spin system achieved during cooling in zero field is not
retrieved after the field application, due to the degeneracy of the free energy landscape.
The subsequent evolution of spin order upon the magnetic field cycling approaches that
of a superparamagnet, as evidenced from the vanishing tendency of the hysteresis loop
width on cooling within the region II (inset in Fig. 37). This indicates that the helical
AFM spin order created by the periodic potential is gradually destroyed and the random
pinning potential starts to dominate with a tendency to freeze the spins in random
directions. Region II can be considered an intermediate region where the long-range
periodic spin order “melts” and the random ordering of spins in the random local potential
starts to prevail.
Below about 20 K, within the region III, the magnetic state of the HEA-Y is
determined predominantly by the random local pinning potential that impedes thermally
assisted spin reorientations, so that in zero external field the spins freeze in random
directions in the 𝑇 → 0 limit. This is schematically shown in Fig. 74, where four kinds of
spins diluted with nonmagnetic Y are frozen in a SG configuration within one hexagonal
layer of a HCP lattice. The spins freeze gradually upon cooling, since the potential is
distributed in strength over the lattice sites. This is evident from the frequency-dependent
freezing temperature 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈) observed in the AC susceptibility and the linear-in-𝑇 magnetic
specific heat. The spin system in the HEA-Y thus undergoes a gradual spin-freezing
transition to a nonergodic state, where the spectrum of correlation times for spin
reorientations is broad, extending from short times up to macroscopic times that are much
longer than the frequency observation window of any experimental measurement
technique. Such spin freezing is observed in SGs and superparamagnets below the
freezing (blocking) temperature, where the two kinds of systems are usually difficult to
distinguish experimentally [71]. While spin freezing in SGs is a collective phenomenon
in a system of exchange-coupled spins, the spins or spin clusters in superparamagnets are
uncoupled and their orientations with respect to the crystal lattice are determined by the
magnetic anisotropy energy provided by the single-ion CF interaction and by the
magnetic dipolar interaction. The value of the fractional shift of freezing temperature per
decade of frequency 𝛤 = 0.057 determined from the AC susceptibility of HEA-Y is in
the range found for SGs (for superparamagnets, the values Γ are typically one order of
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magnitude larger) [69]. This is a hint that the broken-ergodicity state formed below 𝑇𝑓 ≈
7 K in the zero external magnetic field is a collective SG state. The M(H) hysteresis and

Figure 74: Schematic representation of low-temperature SG order within one hexagonal layer of the HCP lattice of
HEA-Y. Magnetic moments of Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho ions are drawn by arrows of different colors, and the length of
the arrow is proportional to the size of the moment. Nonmagnetic Y ions are presented by black dots. All five
elements are in equimolar concentrations.

the critical field 𝐻𝐶1 (where the randomly frozen spins start to rotate into the external
field direction) increase strongly upon lowering the temperature below 20 K, which
suggests that the effective interspin interactions strengthen on cooling (as a result of a
decreasing thermal energy 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 that opposes the exchange interaction). This is also in
favor of a collective SG state. However, the discontinuous field-induced metamagnetic
transition to an unidentified state observed at 𝜇0 𝐻𝐶1 = 0.93 T in the virgin M(H) curve
at 𝑇 = 2 K (inset in Fig. 36) demonstrates that the magnetic structure in an external field
is more complicated than for a canonical SG. Such a transition is a result of competing
interspin interactions and the Zeeman interaction, which is again in favor of a collective
SG state. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the low-temperature broken-ergodicity
magnetic state of the HEA-Y formed in zero field is a SG state. In the next Chapter we
consider whether the properties of this state are similar to other known SG systems or
whether it represents a new, unconventional type of a SG state specific to HEA systems.
A SG is characterized by two fundamental properties, according to the standard
definition [71]: (1) frustration (the interaction between spins is such that no configuration
can simultaneously satisfy all the bonds and minimize the energy at the same time) and
(2) randomness (the spins are positioned randomly in the sample). The spin systems
involving frustration and randomness are known as “site-disordered” SGs. Their
prototypes are canonical SGs: dilute magnetic alloys of a noble metal host (Cu, Ag, Au)
and a magnetic impurity (Fe, Mn). In canonical SGs, the interaction between spins is the
conduction–electrons mediated Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) indirect
exchange interaction, which oscillates in space and can be either FM or AFM, depending
on the distance between the spins. Combined with randomness, the RKKY interaction
results in frustration. Frustration and randomness lead to a highly degenerate free-energy
landscape with a distribution of barriers between metastable states. This results in broken
ergodicity below the frequency-dependent spin freezing temperature 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈) [76]. The SG
phases with similar broken-ergodicity properties also develop in pure (i.e., site-ordered)
systems without quenched disorder. These are geometrically frustrated antiferromagnets
with kagomé and pyrochlore lattices, where triangular or tetrahedral distribution of
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nearest-neighbor AFM-coupled spins frustrates an ordered periodic system [77-80].
These systems are known as ˝geometrically-frustrated˝ or ˝topological˝ SGs. They exhibit
a spin-freezing transition at 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈). The HEA-Y contains both frustration and randomness
and the interaction between the spins is the RKKY indirect exchange. The situation in the
HEA-Y is opposite to the canonical SG, where the spins are diluted in a nonmagnetic
matrix. The spins in HEA-Y are abundant and only weakly diluted with nonmagnetic Y
(Fig. 74). Randomness there occurs due to random distribution of four kinds of spins over
the lattice sites and their dilution by the Y ions. Each spin in the HEA-Y thus faces many
nearest-neighbor spins and interacts strongly with them due to their proximity in space.
Random distribution of spins within the first coordination sphere of each ion introduces
a distribution of the exchange coupling constants over the lattice sites, which results in
frustration of the bonds due to the site-disorder effect. The spins are positioned in triangles
on a HCP lattice. This triangular distribution adds a geometric frustration. The SG phase
in the HEA-Y thus shares properties of both the site-disordered and the geometrically
frustrated site-ordered systems. The interspin interactions are considerably stronger than
in the spin-diluted canonical SGs, due to high abundance of large spins on the lattice. In
combination with the thermal energy that opposes spin ordering, this results in a rich
variety of collective magnetic states in the (H,T) phase diagram. Due to the enormous
chemical (substitutional) disorder, a theoretical description of such a system remains a
challenge.

7.2. Magnetic ordering in HEA-Lu
The magnetic structure of HEA-Lu is the same as that of HEA-Y, since the nonmagnetic
Y was replaced by nonmagnetic Lu. Thus in HEA-Lu (as in HEA-Y) about 80% of the
lattice sites carry magnetic moments and 20% are nonmagnetic. The moments are also
randomly distributed over the sites of a weakly distorted HCP lattice and a fraction 60%
of the lattice sites (those populated by Tb, Dy, and Ho) experience the CF interaction,
whereas the remaining 40% sites (populated by Gd and Lu) are insensitive to it. The (H,T)
phase diagram also has three temperature regions (I, II, III). Compared to the HEA-Y
(𝑇𝑁 = 180 K) HEA-Lu has a slightly lower Néel temperature 𝑇𝑁 = 174 K (Figs. 41-43).
The transition from fully reversible M(H) curves to the M(H) curves, where the virgin
curve is different than the curves obtained by a subsequent field cycling happens around
60 K. This is roughly 10 K lower than in HEA-Y. Region I of the HEA-Lu (extending
from 𝑇𝑁 to 60 K) is thus slightly broader than the region I of the HEA-Y, whereas the
region II of the HEA-Lu (extending from 60 K to 20 K) is narrower than in the HEA-Y.
Low temperature region III extends below 20 K for both alloys. The frequency-dependent
cusp in the AC susceptibility is observed at higher temperatures for the HEA-Lu (𝑇𝑓 =
9 K) compared to the HEA-Y (𝑇𝑓 = 7 K). The fractional shift of the spin freezing
temperature of the HEA-Lu, 𝛤 ≈ 0.07 (Fig. 46), is also slightly larger than that of the
HEA-Y (𝛤 ≈ 0.057), but is still a value typical for spin glasses. The transition to a
currently unidentified state at 2 K (inset in Fig. 49) is observed at 𝜇0 𝐻𝑐1 = 0.8 T (in HEAY it is observed at a slightly higher critical field 𝜇0 𝐻𝑐1 = 0.93 T).
In low and intermediate magnetic fields up to about 1 T (Figs. 59-61) an unusual
behavior of the zfc and fc magnetizations is observed. This anomalous behavior is
explained by the continuous weakening and final disappearance of the periodic potential
upon cooling (or its appearance at elevated temperatures in experiments performed upon
heating, starting from low temperatures), together with high degeneracy of the free energy
landscape. At the temperature of about 50 K, 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 and 𝑀𝑓𝑐 cross each other, so that for
𝑇 > 50 K we have the unusual situation 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 > 𝑀𝑓𝑐 . In a zfc run, the system of moments
is cooled from RT to the lowest temperature of 2 K in the absence of an external magnetic
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field. At 2 K the field is applied and 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 is measured in a heating run. The measurement
is started at low temperature, where no periodic potential is present. The Zeeman energy
therefore competes only with the exchange energy in the random local potential, which
results in a rapid build-up of the 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 to a high value. The periodic potential that tries to
diminish 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 due to promotion of the basal-plane AFM ordering appears at elevated
temperatures (within the region II) and affects 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 strongly only within the region I
above about 60 K. In the case of a fc run, the magnetic field is applied at high temperature
and the system is cooled (and 𝑀𝑓𝑐 measured) in the presence of the magnetic field. The
strong periodic potential at high temperatures and high degeneracy of the spin states
prevent 𝑀𝑓𝑐 to reach the same value as 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 at a particular temperature, hence the unusual
situation 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 > 𝑀𝑓𝑐 appears in the temperature range where the periodic potential is
significant. In the low-temperature range (below about 50 K in this case) the periodic
potential has almost vanished. 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 and 𝑀𝑓𝑐 cross each other and the usual situation
𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 < 𝑀𝑓𝑐 appears.
The magnetoresistance is a new measurement, which was not done for the HEAY. The temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance (Figs. 55-58) is also explained
by the continuous weakening of the periodic potential upon cooling. Periodic potential
introduces magnetic superzone gaps [54,55] that affect the magnetic contribution 𝜌𝑚 to
the electrical resistivity, so that the total resistivity is increased. The microscopic
mechanism of 𝜌𝑚 is inelastic scattering of conduction electrons by the thermally-induced
magnetic excitations of the collective magnetic state. Coupling of the magnetic
excitations to the conduction electrons induces electronic transitions from an occupied
⃑ 𝜎〉 to an unoccupied state |𝑘
⃑ ′𝜎′〉, where 𝑘
⃑ is the wavevector and 𝜎 the spin of the
state |𝑘
conduction electron. Magnetic excitations of the collective magnetic state of the HEA-Lu
in the high-temperature region are very likely reorientations of spin clusters of different
sizes, but the excitations of the AFM and FM states are generally different. It is reasonable
to assume the existence of FM-polarized spin clusters distributed in size at fields larger
than 𝜇0 𝐻𝑐 . Since the Zeeman interaction dominates over the exchange and CF
interactions, the external magnetic field locks and holds the cluster moments along the
field direction and impedes cluster reorientations. Magnetic contribution 𝜌𝑚 to the
electrical resistivity is therefore reduced. Due to the distribution of cluster sizes, the
reduction of 𝜌𝑚 in an increasing magnetic field is gradual and 𝜌𝑚 shows vanishing
tendency at large fields. Magnetic-field dependence of the resistivity in the low-field
region 𝐵 < 𝜇0 𝐻𝑐 (within the AFM phase), where the exchange and CF interactions
dominate over the Zeeman interaction is less obvious and will be discussed later in the
context of the Δ𝜌⁄𝜌 magnetoresistance. The temperature-dependent electrical resistivity
of the HEA-Lu (Fig. 54) in a magnetic field follows these considerations. Due to
vanishing of the 𝜌𝑚 contribution in the large field, the total resistivity does not exhibit
any anomaly below 𝑇𝑁 in a 9 T field. In zero field, the resistivity shows quite strong
enhancement due to the magnetic superzone gap effect. The fact that the enhancement of
the zero-field resistivity over the 9 T resistivity decreases with decreasing temperature
and vanishes at temperatures below about 50 K, so that the resistivity becomes fieldindependent at low temperatures, is a consequence of the continuous weakening and final
disappearance of the periodic potential, where a periodic collective magnetic state is no
longer formed.
The magnetoresistance Δ𝜌⁄𝜌 (Figs. 55-58) depends on the actual magnetic state
of the system and changes qualitatively at the critical field 𝐻𝑐 of the AFM-to-FM spinflop transition. The magnetoresistance is small and positive, increasing roughly
quadratically with the field, within the AFM state. The magnetoresistance becomes
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negative and much larger (in the absolute sense) within the field-induced FM state. There
it shows roughly a −√𝐵 dependence. The negative magnetoresistance within the fieldinduced FM state can be qualitatively explained by the physical picture discussed above
(hindering of reorientations of the FM-polarized spin clusters by the external magnetic
field, which reduces 𝜌𝑚 ). The positive magnetoresistance within the AFM state is less
obvious. Within the AFM state, the exchange and CF interactions dominate over the
Zeeman interaction and it is likely that the external magnetic field just slightly slows
down thermal fluctuations of the AFM state, but does not destroy the AFM structure. The
Lorentz force acting on the spins of the conduction electrons in the time-average local
magnetic fields thus increases. This results in an enhanced elastic scattering of the
electrons (their travelling path through the lattice is more curved and hence longer). The
resulting magnetoresistance is positive and increases with the field. To prove/disprove
this hypothesis further work is needed. The asymmetry of the magnetoresistance curves
with respect to the direction of the field sweep observed in the lower part of the
temperature region I and in the region II reflects remanence of the spin system due to high
degeneracy and nonergodicity of the collective spin state, introduced by the increasing
importance of the disorder-induced random pinning potential.

7.3. Magnetic ordering in HEA-Ce
HEA-Ce contains sizeable magnetic moments of five different magnitudes in almost
equal concentrations. The paramagnetic moment of Ce (𝜇 𝐶𝑒 = 2.54𝜇𝐵 ) is considerably
smaller from those of the other four elements. All lattice sites carry magnetic moments.
80% of the lattice sites (those populated by Ce, Tb, Dy, and Ho) experience the CF
interaction, whereas the remaining 20% sites (populated by Gd) are insensitive to it. The
moments are distributed over the sites of a two-phase structure, the majority HCP matrix
and the minority rhombohedral precipitates. The EDS elemental maps did not detect any
significant composition difference between the matrix and the precipitates and the pair
mixing enthalpies of all five RE elements in the HEA-Ce are zero. Random mixing of the
elements is therefore likely to occur over the two-phase structure. The "ideality" of the
HEA-Ce is compromised by the different crystal structures of the matrix and the
precipitates. Very similar cohesive energies of the HCP and the rhombohedral phases for
the HEA-Ce average chemical composition may be the prime reason for the two-phase
structure, where tiny local departures from the average composition drive formation of
either of the two competing phases.
The Hamiltonian responsible for magnetic ordering in the HEA-Ce is no more
given by Eq. 4.5., due to the two-phase structure. The Hamiltonian of each of the two
constituent phases still contains the same three terms (the CF, the indirect exchange and
the Zeeman term). Theoretical analysis is further aggravated by the fact that the local
symmetry of the rhombohedral lattice alternates between cubic and hexagonal in the
sequence chhchh and so does the symmetry of the CF Hamiltonian. The presence of Ce
also raises the question whether the CF interaction can still be considered just as a
perturbation of the indirect exchange term with the only role to establish favored
directions of the moments in the lattice (as it is the case for heavy-RE metals), or it has a
more profound effect on the magnetic structure by hindering the magnetic moments from
attaining their saturated values in high magnetic fields at low temperatures. The result
that the saturation magnetization 𝑀𝑠 of HEA-Ce in a 5 T field at 𝑇 = 2 K reaches only
̅𝑠 value is in favor of a more significant influence of the CF
76% of the theoretical 𝑀
interaction on the energy levels. Further complication arises from the fact that while the
Fermi surfaces of heavy RE elements are all alike in the paramagnetic phase, so that the
Fermi surface of a mixture of heavy RE elements can be to a good approximation
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considered as an average of the Fermi surfaces of the constituents, the Fermi surface of
the Ce light-RE element is not alike to those of the heavy elements and thinking in terms
of an average Fermi surface is no more adequate for the HEA-Ce. All this indicates that
magnetic ordering in the HEA-Ce cannot be considered by simply extrapolating the
magnetic properties of the constituent elements to the mixture as could be done quite
reliably for the HEA-Y and HEA-Lu.
The measurements of the DC susceptibility (Figs. 59-62), the AC susceptibility
(Fig. 63) and the M(H) curves (Figs. 64-67) show that the moments in the HEA-Ce
undergo a 2nd-order thermodynamic phase transition to a FM state at 𝑇𝐶 = 140 K. The
large difference between the zfc and fc magnetizations in a very low magnetic field of
𝜇0 𝐻 = 0.8 mT (Fig. 59), where the inequality 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 < 𝑀𝑓𝑐 starts to be observed already
few degrees below 𝑇𝐶 shows that the state of the system is extremely sensitive to the
presence of even a tiniest external magnetic field. The 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 < 𝑀𝑓𝑐 inequality is a sign of
nonergodicity and high degeneracy of the collective spin state introduced by the disorder.
In low magnetic fields up to about 80 mT (Figs. 59-61), the zfc magnetization is zero at
the lowest measured temperature 𝑇 = 2 K. This indicates that the magnetic structure upon
cooling in zero field breaks up into small FM-polarized domains that orient randomly, so
that the vector sum of the domains' moments is zero (Fig. 61). The zero-field magnetically
ordered state of the HEA-Ce can be described as a disordered FM state. In an external
magnetic field, the Zeeman interaction coerces spin clusters into the field direction. A 1 T
field (Fig. 62) is already enough to blur the 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 − 𝑀𝑓𝑐 difference within the entire FM
phase. The equality 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 = 𝑀𝑓𝑐 is observed only in the close vicinity of 𝑇𝐶 in low
magnetic fields (Figs. 59-61). Here the thermal energy 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 is large enough to overcome
the magnetic anisotropy of the spin clusters and restores ergodicity of the spin system.
The low-temperature specific heat measurements (Fig. 69) further corroborate the
disordered FM state in the HEA-Ce. The magnetic specific heat does not show a FM spinwave-type dependence 𝐶𝑚 ∝ 𝑇 3⁄2 typical of uniform ferromagnets, but a linear-in-𝑇
contribution 𝐶𝑚 = 𝐴(𝐵)𝑇, originating from gradual freezing of thermally reorienting
spin clusters of different sizes upon cooling. This is a behavior typical of spin glasses and
also of disordered ferromagnets. Small sizes of the spin clusters that are easily reoriented
by the external magnetic field are in agreement with the small width of the M(H)
hysteresis loops and consequently small coercive field (Figs. 64-67). The fact that the
thermally-induced magnetic excitations of the disordered FM state (reorientations of spin
clusters) are present down to the lowest investigated temperature is evident also from the
electrical resistivity and magnetoresistance (Figs. 70-73), where the resistivity
enhancement in zero field over the 9 K resistivity due to a non-zero magnetic contribution
𝜌𝑚 is observed down to 2 K. This enhancement does not vanish at low temperatures. The
field-dependence of the negative magnetoresistance Δ𝜌⁄𝜌 of HEA-Ce, going roughly as
−√𝐵 , is in full agreement with the magnetoresistance of the field-induced FM phase in
the HEA-Lu, confirming further the disordered FM state in the HEA-Ce.
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8. Conclusions
The investigated equimolar hexagonal HEA-Y and HEA-Lu samples, composed of the
elements belonging to the heavy half of the RE series (Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Lu) and Y, exhibit
rich and complex magnetic field–temperature (H,T) phase diagrams, containing a longrange-ordered periodic (helical) AFM state, a field-induced FM state above the AFM-toFM spin flop transition, a low-temperature spin-glass state and a 1st-order field-induced
metamagnetic transition at 𝑇 = 2 K to a currently unidentified state. These complex
diagrams are the result of competition among the periodic potential arising from the
electronic band structure that favors periodic magnetic ordering, the disorder-induced
local random potential that favors SG-type spin freezing in random directions, the
Zeeman interaction with the external field that favors spin alignment along the field
direction, and the thermal agitation that opposes any spin ordering. Due to the extreme
complexity of the (H,T) phase diagrams in these HEAs, matching of the phase diagrams
of two similar HEAs is an important verification of magnetic ordering in this class of
HEAs, which can be considered as intrinsic magnetism of the equimolar hexagonal HEAs
composed of heavy RE elements. Here, it is essential that both HEA-Y and HEA-Lu
belong to the class of ideal HEAs (∆𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 0), which assures random mixing of the
elements on the lattice, so the condition of randomness for the creation of a SG phase is
fulfilled. In real HEAs with ∆𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑥 ≠ 0, such as in the BCC and FCC HEAs composed
of magnetic transition metals Mn, Co, Fe, Ni, and Cr, mixing of the elements is in
principle not random (preferential local chemical environments are expected to form, at
least in HEA samples that were thermally annealed at high temperatures), so the condition
of “perfect” randomness fails. Geometric frustration is also not present in a lattice of
BCC or FCC symmetry, so the formation of a SG phase in real HEAs with this kind of
structure is questionable (and has not been reported in the literature so far). It can be
expected that hexagonal HEAs based on different RE elements from the lanthanide series
with variable concentrations will constitute an inexhaustible source of alloys with rich
(H,T) phase diagrams comprising conventional and exotic magnetically ordered and
disordered phases.
The magnetoresistance Δ𝜌⁄𝜌 of the HEA-Lu was not measured for the HEA-Y.
Most of other experiments on the HEA-Lu sample conducted in a magnetic field were
also performed to higher fields due to an improvement of our experimental setup that has
prevented detachment of the strongly magnetic samples from the measurement platforms
by the magnetic force (electrical resistivity and the specific heat were measured up to 9 T
and 6 T, respectively, whereas they could be measured only up to 0.6 T and 1 T for the
HEA-Y). This improvement in the experimental setup has further clarified the physical
picture of magnetic ordering.
The introduction of Ce light-RE element into the matrix of the same four heavy
RE elements (Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho) in the HEA-Ce has changed the crystal structure and
the magnetic ordering profoundly. A two-phase structure has formed, composed of the
majority HCP phase and the minority rhombohedral precipitates, which does not allow to
classify HEA-Ce as an "ideal" HEA anymore. Long-range-ordered periodic magnetic
structures no more form in the two-phase lattice. The magnetic structure breaks up into
small FM-polarized domains distributed in size that orient randomly in zero field. The
magnetically ordered state of the HEA-Ce can be described as a disordered FM state. The
introduction of Ce into the HEA did not yield any of the phenomena that are exceptional
for the Ce-containing alloys and compounds (heavy-fermion behavior, unconventional
superconductivity and mixed valence state with heavily quenched moments).
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10. Razširjeni povzetek v slovenskem jeziku (Extended Slovenian
abstract)
10.1. Uvod – Visokoentropijske zlitine
Kovinske zlitine so bile skozi celotno človeško zgodovino navadno narejene na osnovi
enega elementa, kateremu se z dodajanjem manjših količin drugih elementov izboljša
želene lastnosti. Najzgodnejše zlitine so bile naključno odkritje, prvi namensko ustvarjeni
zlitini pa sta bila bron in jeklo. Število znanih zlitin se je močno povečalo z začetkom
industrijske revolucije v drugi polovici 18-tega stoletja. Nadaljnji razvoj je vodil do
odkritja okoli 30 praktičnih sistemov zlitin (vključno zlitin na osnovi Fe, Al, Cu, Ti, Mg,
in Ni) ter nekaj specifičnih sistemov zlitin kot so medkovinske zlitine, kvazikristali in
kovinska stekla. Kljub naglemu napredku ponujajo takšni sistemi zlitin le omejeno
možnost posebnih mikrostruktur, lastnosti, aplikacij ter svobode pri sestavi zlitin. V želji
po preseganju teh omejitev se je ob koncu 20-tega stoletja pojavil nov koncept zlitin. Ta
je temeljil na principu mešanja petih do trinajstih elementov v ekvimolarnih ali skoraj
ekvimolarnih koncentracijah. Takšne sisteme stabilizira visoka entropija mešanja, zato
jih imenujemo visokoentropijske zlitine (ang. »high-entropy alloys«, HEAs). Do
današnjega dne je bilo odkritih in preučevanih že precej visokoentropijskih zlitin
(večinoma iz prehodnih elementov), ki so pokazale zanimive fizikalne lastnosti [1].
Stabilnost visokoentropijskih zlitin pri visokih temperaturah povečajo visoke
entropije mešanja faz trdnih raztopin. V termodinamiki bo sistem pod izobaričnimi in
izotermnimi pogoji skušal minimalizirati svojo Gibbsovo prosto energijo. Ravnovesno
stanje zlitine je moč napovedati s primerjavo med elementarnim stanjem in drugimi stanji.
Stanje z najnižjo prosto energijo mešanja (ΔGmix) je določeno kot
En. 1.1.

∆𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑥 = ∆𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑥 − 𝑇∆𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑥 ,

kjer je ΔHmix entalpija mešanja, T temperatura in ΔSmix konfiguracijska entropija mešanja.
Visokoentropijske zlitine se običajno definira kot zlitine vsaj petih glavnih elementov,
katerih atomski odstotek je med 5% in 35%. Konfiguracijsko entropijo mešanja takega
sistema lahko izračunamo z Boltzmannovo enačbo
En. 1.2.

∆𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 𝑘 ln Ω,

kjer je k Boltzmannova konstanta in Ω število načinov na katerega se lahko dana energija
porazdeli med delci sistema. Spremembo entropije mešanja na mol snovi, ki je potrebna
za nastanek trdne raztopine iz n elementov z molsko koncentracijo ci, izračunamo kot
∆𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑥 = −𝑅 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑐𝑖 ln 𝑐𝑖 .

En. 1.3.

R je plinska konstanta. Za ekviatomsko zlitino v fazi trdne raztopine ali tekoči fazi je
entropija mešanja na mol snovi podana kot
1

1

1

1

1

1

∆𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 𝑘 ln Ω = −𝑅 (𝑛 ln 𝑛 + 𝑛 ln 𝑛 + ⋯ + 𝑛 ln 𝑛) = 𝑅 ln 𝑛.

En. 1.4.

Entropija mešanja na mol snovi kot funkcija števila elementov je prikazana na sliki 1. Da
bi bila prosta energija mešanja minimalna (En. 1.1.), mora biti entropija mešanja precej
velika. Za visokoentropijske zlitine je priporočena mejna vrednost entropije mešanja
1.5R. S pomočjo zgornjih razmislekov lahko definiramo visokoentropijske zlitine kot
zlitine najmanj petih elementov (pri tem številu elementov je entropija mešanja dovolj
velika, da uravnoteži entalpijo mešanja) in največ trinajstih elementov (prispevek vsakega
naslednjega elementa je majhen, le 0.07R). S takšno definicijo lahko dobimo 7099
ekviatomskih sistemov visokoentropijskih zlitin [4]. Na mikrostrukturo in lastnosti
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visokoentropijskih zlitin vpliva več faktorjev, osnovni in najpomembnejši pa so
visokoentropijski efekt, efekt močno deformirane mreže, počasna difuzija in ˝cockatil˝
efekt.
10.1.1. Osnovni efekti v visokoentropijskih zlitinah
Visokoentropijski efekt stabilizira visokoentropijsko fazo. Število faz trdnih raztopin v
visokoentropijskih zlitinah (običajno so to telesno centrirane (BCC) ali ploskovno
centrirane (FCC) faze) je mnogo nižje, kot ga napoveduje Gibbsovo fazno pravilo [5].
To nakazuje, da visoka entropija mešanja povečuje medsebojno topnost elementov in
preprečuje ločevanje v medkovinske zlitine in končne raztopinske faze. Tekmovanje med
entropijo mešanja in entalpijo mešanja je tako dobro vodilo pri sintezi visokoentropijskih
zlitin.
Običajni koncept kristalne mreže je v visokoentropijskih zlitinah razširjen iz baze
z enim do dvema elementoma na več-elementarno bazo. Ker se atomi med seboj
naključno mešajo in imajo različne radije, pride do močne deformacije kristalne mreže
(slika 4). Močne deformacije mreže so tudi posledica različnih vezavnih energij in
kristalnih struktur sestavnih atomov [7]. Efekt močno deformirane mreže vpliva na
mehanske, termične, električne, optične in kemijske lastnosti visokoentropijskih zlitin.
Počasnejša difuzija in višja aktivacijska energija visokoentropijskih zlitin je
posledica večjih fluktuacij mrežne potencialne energije med mrežnimi mesti [8]. Mesta z
nizko mrežno potencialno energijo delujejo kot pasti in ovirajo difuzijo atomov, kar vodi
do efekta počasne difuzije. Ker počasna difuzija vpliva na nukleacijo, rast in
porazdelitev faz, ponuja različne prednosti za nadziranje mikrostrukture in lastnosti
visokoentropijskih zlitin. Počasna difuzija ima v splošnem pozitiven učinek na izboljšanje
lastnosti visokoentropijskih zlitin.
˝Cocktail˝ efekt v kovinskih zlitinah iz večjega števila elementov povzroči, da
imajo takšne zlitine nepričakovane lastnosti, ki jih ne dobimo pri noben posameznem
sestavnem elementu. Pri visokoentropijskih zlitinah (nanje lahko gledamo tudi kot na
kompozite na atomski ravni) je kompozitni efekt posledica osnovnih lastnosti in interakcij
med elementi samimi ter dodatnega vpliva različnih elementov na mikrostrukturo.
˝Cocktail˝ efekt se lahko izkoristi npr. za povečanje trdnosti, izboljšanje odpornosti na
oksidacijo pri visokih temperaturah ali zmanjšanje gostote visokoentropijskih zlitin [9].
10.1.2. Fizikalne lastnosti visokoentropisjkih zlitin
Večina do sedaj opravljenih raziskav se je osredotočala na mikrostrukturo in mehanske
lastnosti visokoentropijskih zlitin. Kljub temu so vzpodbudne tudi fizikalne (magnetne,
električne in toplotne) lastnosti takšnih zlitin.
Magnetne lastnosti visokoentropijskih zlitin so bile večinoma preiskovane na AlCo-Cr-Cu-Fe-Ni-Ti zlitinah, ki običajno vsebujejo več kot 50 at. % magnetnih elementov
(Fe, Co, Cr, Ni). Zlitine so bila paramagnetne ali feromagnetne z magnetizacijo zasičenja
okoli 10-50 emu/g. Magnetizacija zasičenja je odvisna od kristalne strukture in sestave
zlitine, v splošnem pa več magnetnih atomov vodi do višje magnetizacije zlitin [10].
Večina do sedaj preučevanih visokoentropijskih zlitin je imela koercitivna polja manjša
od 100 Oe in se uvršča med mehke magnetne materiale.
Električne lastnosti visokoentropijskih zlitin so bile do sedaj najbolj podrobno
preučevane na AlxCoCrFeNi zlitinah [11]. V splošnem imajo visokoentropijske zlitine
električno upornost med 100 in 220 µΩcm. Te vrednosti so podobne kot pri kovinskih
steklih in 1 do 2 velikostna razreda večje kot pri običajnih kovinah. Višja električna
upornost visokoentropijskih zlitin je posledica močno deformirane mreže, ki siplje
elektrone.
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Toplotne lastnosti (toplotna prevodnost) visokoentropijskih zlitin so bile
večinoma preiskovane na AlxCoCrFeNi in AlxCrFe1.5MnNi0.5Moy zlitinah. Toplotna
prevodnost visokoentropijskih zlitin je nižja kot pri čistih kovinah in podobna toplotni
prevodnosti močno legiranih konvencionalnih kovin. Nižja toplotna prevodnost
visokoentropijskih zlitin je posledica močno deformiran mreže, ki močneje siplje fonone.

10.2. Heksagonalne visokoentropijske zlitine
Večina do sedaj preučevanih visokoentropijskih zlitin je imela FCC ali BCC strukturo. V
zadnjem času je bilo odkritih nekaj visokoentropijskih zlitin z najgostejšo heksagonalno
(HCP) kristalno strukturo, ki so večinoma trdne raztopine elementov redkih zemelj [13].
Pri sintezi takšnih visokoentropijskih zlitin sta vodilo dva parametra: termodinamski
parameter Ω (En. 2.2.) in razlika radijev posameznih elementov 𝛿 (En. 2.1.). Pri
termodinamskem parametru večjem od 1.1 in razliki radijev manjši od 6.5% se formirajo
visokoentropijske zlitine. Če je razlika radijev manjša kot 3.8%, bodo visokoentropijske
zlitine le iz ene faze [14,15]. Heksagonalne visokoentropijske zlitine iz redkih zemelj
nudijo izjemno priložnost za preučevanje zapletenih in raznovrstnih magnetnih lastnosti,
ki izhajajo iz konfiguracije njihovih 4f elektronov. Heksagonalne visokoentropijske
zlitine, ki vključujejo Tm, Yb in Ce pa bi lahko omogočile tudi preučevanje težkih
fermionov v neurejenem sistemu [16].
10.2.1. HEA-Y zlitina
Za HEA-Y zlitino je medsebojna entalpija mešanja za vsak par elementov enaka nič. Tudi
utežena vsota vseh entalpij mešanja je enak nič [17]. To zagotavlja naključno mešanje
elementov, fazno homogenost in termodinamsko stabilnost do temperature 0 K. Čiste
kovine, ki v zlitini nastopajo, imajo HCP kristalno strukturo z majhnimi razlikami med
mrežnimi parametri a in c (Tabela 1). Razlike v radijih med elementi so tudi majhne saj
so Gd, Tb, Dy in Ho sosedje v periodnem sistemu elementov. Majhna razlika v radijih (δ
= 0.77%) zagotavlja , da deformacija HCP mreže ni velika. Nadalje imajo izbrani
elementi podobne elektronegativnosti in enako valenčno stanje 3+. Zaradi naštetih
lastnosti lahko HEA-Y zlitino obravnavamo kot prototip idealne visokoentropijske
zlitine. S preučevanjem njenih fizikalnih lastnosti lahko dobimo vpogled v intrinzične
lastnosti ravnovesne visokoentropijske zlitine pri katerikoli temperaturi.
10.2.2. HEA-Lu in HEA-Ce zlitini
HEA-Lu zlitina je podobna HEA-Y (medsebojne entalpije mešanja med pari elementov
so enake nič in skupna entalpija mešanja je enaka nič) in jo tudi lahko obravnavamo kot
idealno visokoentropijsko zlitino.
Mešanje lahkih (od La do Eu) in težkih (od Gd do Lu) redkih zemelj je manj
ugodno kar se tiče enakih kristalnih struktur. Medtem ko imajo težke redke zmelje vse
HCP strukturo, lahke lahke redke zemlje (La, Pr, Nd in Pm) kristalizirajo v dvoslojno
HCP (DHCP) strukturo. Cerij pri sobni temperaturi nastopa v dveh stabilnih stanjih:
DHCP β-Ce in FCC γ-Ce. Pomembna razlika med HCP in DHCP strukturo je lokalna
simetrija. Pri HCP strukturi je lokalna simetrija vseh mest heksagonalna, pri DHCP
strukturi pa se lokalna simetrija izmenjuje med heksagonalno in kubično. Lokalna
simetrija vpliva na Hamiltonovo funkcijo kristalnega polja (CF Hamiltonka) in ima
pomembno vlogo pri formaciji magnetnih struktur v visokoentropijskih zlitinah redkih
zemelj [18].
Cerij ima majhne binarne entalpije mešanja (med 0 in 1 kJ/mol) z drugimi
elementi redkih zemelj, s katerimi je tudi dobro topen. Vključitev cerija kot sestavnega
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elementa v visokoentropijske zlitine redkih zemelj je mamljiva zaradi njegovih
neprimerljivih magnetih lastnosti [19]. Ker magnetizem lahkih redkih zemelj ostaja
nezadostno razumljen, je smiselno vključiti Ce v visokoentropijske zlitine težkih redkih
zemelj, katerih magnetizem je dobro razumljen. Medsebojna entalpija mešanja Ce z
ostalimi sestavnimi elementi HEA-Ce (Gd, Tb, Dy in Ho) je nič, zato tudi pri tej zlitini
pričakujemo naključno mešanje elementov.

10.3. Metode
10.3.1. Meritve magnetizma
Magnetna susceptibilnost in magnetizacijske M(H) krivulje so bile izmerjene na Quantum
Design MPMS XL-5 SQUID magnetometru (slika 13), katerega superprevodni magnet
omogoča merjenje magnetnih lastnosti med 2 in 400 K pri gostotah magnetnega polja do
5 T.
Magnetometer sestoji iz magnetometerske enote ter kontrolne enote z napajalno
in kontrolno elektroniko. Eksperiment kontroliramo preko računalnika, ki je povezan s
kontrolno enoto in tudi zbira podatke. Magnetometerska enota vključuje izolacijsko
komoro, mehanizem, ki kontrolira premikanje vzorca, superprevodni magnet, SQUID
detektor ter dele, ki kontrolirajo vakuum in nivo tekočega helija ter dušika [38].
Med meritvijo se vzorec znotraj s helijem napolnjene tuljave pod nizkim tlakom
pomika skozi merilne tuljave. Pri tem je izpostavljen magnetnemu polju superprevodnega
magneta. Pri vsaki poziciji vzorca se opravi nekaj meritev napetosti na SQUID detektorju.
Napetost je sorazmerna magnetnemu pretoku skozi detekcijske tuljave. Meritve se
povprečijo in shranijo v obliki odvisnosti napetosti od pozicije. Če je sistem pravilno
kalibriran, lahko te podatke pretvorimo v magnetni moment vzorca [39,40]. Rezultate
magnetnih meritve navadno podajamo v cgs enotah (Tabela 3).
10.3.2. Meritve specifične toplote, električne upornosti in magnetoupornosti
Fizikalne lastnosti (specifična toplota, električna upornost ter magnetoupornost) so bile
izmerjene s sistemom za merjenje fizikalnih lastnosti (PPMS). Sistem vključuje
superprevodni magnet (dovoljuje meritve v poljih gostote od 0 do 9 T) in s tekočim
helijem in dušikom hlajen kriostat, ki omogoča meritve v širokem temperaturnem
območju med 2 in 400 K. Za meritve je potrebno vzorce namestiti na različne ˝puck˝-e,
ki jih izberemo glede na želeno meritev [42].
Meritve specifične toplote opravimo s ˝Heat Capacity˝ dodatkom za PPMS
sistem. Dodatek vključuje ˝puck˝ na katerega namestimo vzorec (slika 16). Da so napake
meritve čim manjše, je vzorec nameščen na platformo, ki je s ˝puck˝-om povezna s štirimi
žičkami, meritve pa opravljamo v vakuumu [41]. Pred meritvijo vzorca moramo izvesti
še ˝addenda˝ meritev s katero pomerimo toplotno prevodnost platforme, na kateri je
nameščen vzorec in paste, s katero pritrdimo vzorec na platformo. Specifično toploto
merimo tako, da vzorec in platformo segrevamo z znanim toplotnim tokom. Specifično
toploto vzorca nato določimo z modelom
𝑐𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚

𝑑𝑇𝑝
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑃(𝑡) − 𝐾𝑤 (𝑇𝑝 (𝑡) − 𝑇𝑏 ) + 𝐾𝑔 (𝑇𝑠 (𝑡) − 𝑇𝑝 (𝑡)).
𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝑑𝑇𝑠
𝑑𝑡

= −𝐾𝑔 (𝑇𝑠 (𝑡) − 𝑇𝑝 (𝑡)).

En. 3.21.
En. 3.22.
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Tp je temperatura platforme, Ts je temperatura vzorca in Tb je temperatura toplotnega
rezervoarja okrog vzorca (˝puck˝-a). P(t) je trenutna moč grelca, Kw je termična sklopitev
platforme z vzorcem in Kg je termična sklopitev med vzorcem in platformo preko paste.
Meritve električne upornosti in magnetoupornosti opravimo z ˝Resistivity
Option˝ dodatkom za PPMS sistem [43]. Električno upornost vzorca merimo s
štiritočkovno metodo (slika 17). Dve žici uporabimo za poganjanje toka I skozi vzorec.
Prek drugih dveh žic merimo napetost U na vzorcu. Prednost te metode je, da je tok skozi
napetostni žici zelo majhen. To pomeni, da merimo le padec napetosti na vzorcu, ne pa
tudi na žicah. Magnetoupornost vzorca določimo tako, da opravimo dodatne meritve
električne upornosti pri gostotah magnetna polja različnih od 0.

10.4. Magnetizem redkih zemelj
Da bi razumeli magnetno stanje izbranih heksagonalnih visokoentropijskih zlitin in
njihove lastnosti, moramo najprej razumeti magnetno obnašanje elementov, ki jih
sestavljajo. Gd, Tb, Dy in Ho pripadajo težkim redkim zemljam, ki imajo lokalizirane 4f
elektrone. Ioni imajo vrtilno količino 𝐽 in magnetni moment 𝜇 = −𝑔𝜇𝐵 𝐽.
1

⃑
ℋ = ∑𝑖 ℋ𝐶𝐹 (𝑖) − 2 ∑𝑖𝑗 ℐ(𝑖𝑗)𝐽𝑖 ∙ 𝐽𝑗 + 𝑔𝜇𝐵 ∑𝑖 𝐽𝑖 ∙ 𝐵

En. 4.1.

je najpreprostejša Hamiltonka [17], ki zadovoljivo razloži večino magnetnih struktur v
čistih težkih redkih zemljah. Vsota v En. 4.1. teče čez vse ione redkih zemelj. Izraz
ℋ𝐶𝐹 (𝑖) predstavlja CF Hamiltonko in opisuje interakcijo kristalnih električnih polj z
nesferično porazdelitvijo nabojev i-tega iona, ki dvigne degeneracijo ionskih |𝐽𝑀𝐽 ⟩ stanj.
Z enačbo 4.2. [51] lahko zapišemo ℋ𝐶𝐹 (𝑖) za ion na mrežnem mestu s heksagonalno
točkovno simetrijo (kot v HCP strukturi). Drugi izraz v En. 4.1. je indirektna izmenjalna
interakcija, ki sklaplja pare ionov preko prevodnih elektronov. Zadnji izraz je Zeemanska
interakcija momentov z zunanjim magnetnim poljem.
Magnetne strukture težkih redkih zemelj lahko razumemo kot posledico
sodelovanja in tekmovanja med oscilatorno indirektno izmenjalno interakcijo ter CF in
magnetoelastičnimi anizotropnimi silami. Izmenjalna interakcija je odgovorna za
kooperativne efekte in magnetno urejanje, CF in magnetoelastične efekte pa lahko
obravnavamo kot perturbacije, ki uvedejo magnetno anizotropijo. Konstanta ℐ(𝑖𝑗), ki je
povezana z obliko Fermijeve površine, določa tip magnetnega reda dolgega dosega, ki
se vzpostavi po prehodu iz paramagnetne v magnetno urejeno fazo. Fermijeve površine
itrija in težkih redkih zemelj so visoko anizotropne in precej podobne ena drugi v
paramagnetni fazi [52]. ℐ(𝑞 ) predstavlja Fourierovo transformiranko ℐ(𝑖𝑗) (En. 4.3.). Iz
podrobnosti Fermijevih površin je vidno, da ima količina ℐ(𝑞 ) − ℐ(0) maksimum pri
neničelni vrednosti valovnega vektorja 𝑞 (razen za Gd, ki ima vrh pri 𝑞 = 0), ki
stabilizira periodične magnetne strukture. Velikost vrha v ℐ(𝑞 ) − ℐ(0) raste z atomskim
številom [17]. Interakcija 4f elektronskih oblakov Tb, Dy in Ho ionov s kristalnim
električnim poljem zaklene vektor 𝑞 modulirane magnetne strukture vzdolž heksagonalne
c osi, kjer je odgovarjajoča valovna dolžina 𝜆 = 2𝜋⁄𝑞 v splošnem nesoizmerljiva s
kristalno mrežo. Pozitivni parameter CF 𝐵20 > 0 podpira transverzalno urejeno fazo. V
odsotnosti magnetnega polja se zato pri temperaturi prehoda iz paramagnetne faze 𝑇𝑁
tvori vijačnica. Tu so vsi momenti v posamezni atomski ravnini normalni na c os
poravnani, orientacije med različnimi ravninami pa se spreminjajo (slika 21(a)) [53]. Pri
𝑇𝑁 Tb, Dy in Ho tako postanejo ravninski antiferomagneti.
Različne temperaturne spremembe v konkurenčnih magnetnih interakcijah
povzročajo naslednji razvoj magnetnih struktur pri Tb, Dy in Ho: takoj pod 𝑇𝑁 prevladuje
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izmenjalna interakcija, anizotropne sile pa so majhne. Anizotropne sile narastejo z
znižanjem temperature, vrh v ℐ(𝑞 ) pa se zmanjša in pomakne k 𝑞 → 0. Heksagonalna
anizotropija 𝐵66 z obračanjem momentov v smeri najbližje proste osi heksagonalne
ravnine povzroči deformacijo helikoidalne strukture. Magnetoelastične sile se povečujejo
dokler magnetoelastična energija skupaj z manjšim prispevkom CF anizotropije ne
uravnoteži razlike v izmenjalni energiji med helikoidalno in FM (𝑞 = 0) fazo. Prehod v
FM fazo se zgodi pri temperaturi 𝑇𝐶 , kjer je doseženo ravnotežje. Tb, Dy in Ho postanejo
feromagneti (slika 21(b)). Magnetoelastične sile tako sprožijo nizkotemperaturni prehod
v FM stanje.
Gd, ki ima sferično simetričen 4f elektronski oblak (CF interakcija je posledično
enaka 0) se obnaša drugače. Magnetna dipolna interakcija med Gd momenti, ki zaklene
momente vzdolž c osi pri 𝑞 = 0, je izvor rahle magnetne anizotropije. FM faza se tako
tvori direktno iz paramagnetne faze pod temperaturo prehoda 𝑇𝐶 = 293 K. Pri nižjih
temperaturah se prosta os magnetizacije prične nagibati proti osnovni ravnini. Največji
kot naklona 60° je dosežen pri 180 K in se zmanjša na malo pod 30° pri 4.2 K [56].
Magnetizem cerija, kot tudi ostalih lahkih redkih zemelj, še ni povsem razumljen.
Analizo otežuje DHCP struktura β-Ce (dominantna struktura pri nizkih temperaturah) z
dvema tipoma mest z različno lokalno simetrijo (heksagonalno in približno kubično). CF
Hamiltonko heksagonalnih mest opisuje enačba 4.2., kubična mesta pa imajo drugačno
CF Hamiltonko [57]. To je verjetno tudi eden od razlogov za različno Néelovo
temperaturo heksagonalnih (𝑇𝑁 = 13.7 K) in kubičnih (𝑇𝑁 = 12.5 K) mest [17]. CF
interakcija nima več samo vloge vzpostavljanja preferenčnih smeri momentov v mreži,
ampak ima tudi močnejši vpliv na magnetno strukturo. Kristalno polje prepreči
magnetnim momentom, da bi dosegli vrednost zasičenja v visokih magnetnih poljih pri
nizkih temperaturah. Eksperimentalno ugotovljeni zasičeni moment Ce (𝑔𝐽 = 0.6) je tako
precej manjši od pričakovane teoretične vrednosti 2.14.
Zunanje magnetno polje ima močan vpliv na magnetne strukture redkih zemelj. V
dovolj velikem polju je stabilna magnetna konfiguracija vrsta momentov 𝑔𝜇𝐵 𝐽, ki kažejo
vzdolž smeri polja. Vmesne stopnje med strukturo v polju 0 T in strukturo v visokem
polju so lahko zelo kompleksne. (H,T) fazni diagrami zato lahko vključujejo poljsko
inducirane zvezne ali diskretne fazne prehode v eksotične metamagnetne strukture (npr.
konično strukturo, spinsko-zdrsnjeno strukturo, multi-𝑞 strukturo ter helifan strukturo).

10.5. Karakterizacija vzorcev
10.5.1. HEA-Y
HEA-Y zlitina je bila pripravljena v visokofrekvenčni levitacijski peči v argonovi
atmosferi pod tlakom 1 bar [16]. EDS analiza je določila sestavo
Ho19.3Dy19.5Y20.5Gd21.1Tb19.6 v atomskih odstotkih. Negotovost za vsak element je bila
okrog 0.5%. Zlitina je torej ekvimolarna. Za vzorec je bilo ugotovljeno, da je homogen.
Kristalna struktura je bila preverjena z XRD tehniko (slika 22). Vsi vrhovi so pripadali
HCP tipu mreže (prostorska grupa 𝑃63 ⁄𝑚𝑚𝑐 ). Izmerjena mrežna parametra 𝑎 =
3.613(1) Å in 𝑐 = 5.704(2) Å se dobro ujemata s kompozicijskima povprečnima
teoretičnima parametroma 𝑎 = 3.613 Å in 𝑐 = 5.698 Å, ki sta bila izračunana z
Vegardovim pravilom za mešanice [62]. Ujemanje med izmerjenima in teoretičnima
parametroma potrjuje naključno mešanje elementov na HCP mreži. Anizotropno širjenje
vrhov (hk0 vrhovi so ožji od 00l vrhov) kaže, da je struktura bolje urjena v heksagonalni
(a,b) ravnini kot v pravokotni c heksagonalni smeri. Dimenzija domen v heksagonalni
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ravnini je okrog 100 nm, vzdolž heksagonalne smeri pa 30 nm. Deformacija mrežnih
parametrov je 0.17% v heksagonalni (a,b) ravnini ter 0.30% vzdolž heksagonalne c smeri.
10.5.2. HEA-Lu in HEA-Ce
HEA-Lu in HEA-Ce zlitini sta bili pripravljeni na enak način kot HEA-Y [16]. Povprečna
sestava zlitin, ugotovljena z EDS tehniko, je bila Ho18.7Dy19.7Lu19.9Gd21.9Tb19.8 in
Ho21.7Dy20.1Ce16.3Gd19.7Tb22.3, v atomskih odstotkih. Nedoločenost za vsak element je
bila okrog 0.5%, tako da sta obe zlitini skoraj idealno ekvimolarni. Preiskava s SEM (s
povratno sipanimi elektroni) je razkrila, da sta oba vzorca homogena na skali od 1 do
100 µm.
XRD (slika 23) je pokazal, da je v HEA-Lu vzorcu ena sama faza. Vsi vrhovi
pripadajo HCP mreži (prostorska grupa 𝑃63 ⁄𝑚𝑚𝑐 ). Eksperimentalna mrežna parametra
𝑎 = 3.59 Å in 𝑐 = 5.66 Å se dobro ujemata s teoretičnima kompozicijskima povprečnima
vrednostnima 𝑎 = 3.585 Å in 𝑐 = 5.662 Å, kar potrjuje naključno mešanje elementov na
HCP mreži. XRD razkriva tudi zelo majhno deformacijo HCP mreže, kar je posledica
majhne razlike v atomskih radijih elementov (𝛿 = 1.15%).
XRD HEA-Ce vzorca (slika 24) je drugačen od prejšnjih dveh, saj kaže dve
skupini vrhov, ki pripadata dvema različnima fazama. Prva skupina vrhov (Millerjevi
indeksi so zapisani na vrhu vrhov) pripada večinski fazi s HCP mrežo (prostorska grupa
𝑃63 ⁄𝑚𝑚𝑐), ki je enaka mreži HEA-Y in HEA-Lu vzorca. HCP mreža HEA-Ce ima
nekoliko večje mrežne parametre (𝑎 = 3.62 Å in 𝑐 = 5.75 Å), zato je osnovna celica
HEA-Ce nekoliko razširjena v primerjavi z osnovnima celicama prvih dveh vzorcev. Ker
Ce ne tvori HCP mreže pri normalno pogojih, ni bilo mogoče izračunati teoretičnih
kompozicijskih povprečnih parametrov. Druga skupina vrhov označena s črkami a-f
(Millerjevi indeksi so zapisani v legendi na sliki 24) pripada manjšinski romboedrični
fazi (prostorska grupa 𝑅3̅𝑚). Lokalna simetrija te faze je izmenična kubična in
heksagonalna (sekvenca CHHCHH). Heksagonalna mrežna parametra romboedrične faze
sta 𝑎 = 3.60 Å in 𝑐 = 26.07 Å. Opisana romboedrična mreža se pojavlja v binarnih
zlitinah, ki vsebujejo med 30 in 40 atomskimi odstotki Ce [63-67]. Dvofazna struktura
HEA-Ce je bila dodatno preiskana s HAADF slikanjem v STEM-u. Uporabljena je bila
tudi EDS tehnika za določanje sestave (sliki 25 in 26). EDS ni zaznal bistvenih razlik v
homogenosti in elementarni sestavi precipitatov in večinske faze. Tudi XRD in STEM
rezultati potrjujejo zelo podobno sestavo precipitatov in večinske faze. Razlogi za
nastanek precipitatov niso očitni. Elementi v HEA-Ce bi se morali mešati povsem
naključno, saj so mešalne entalpije vseh parov elementov Ce, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho nič. Tudi
razlika radijev je majhna (𝛿 = 1.17%). Glavni razlog za nastanek precipitatov bi lahko
bil, da Hume-Rothery-jevo pravilo enakih kristalnih struktur [68] ni izpolnjeno za vse
elemente v HEA-Ce (Ho, Dy, Gd, Tb imajo HCP strukturo pri sobnih pogojih, Ce pa pri
sobnih pogojih nastopa v dveh fazah - DHCP β-Ce in FCC γ-Ce). Kohezivni energiji HCP
in romboedrične faze sta po vsej verjetnosti skoraj enaki za HEA-Ce povprečno kemijsko
sestavo. Majhna lokalna odstopanja od povprečne sestave so zato naklonjena nastanku
katerokoli od dveh konkurenčnih faz.

10.6. Rezultati
10.6.1. HEA-Y
DC magnetna susceptibilnost je bila pomerjena v temperaturnem območju od 2 do 300
K. V magnetnem polju 𝜇0 𝐻 = 0.8 mT (slika 27) kaže susceptibilnost ostro singularnost
pri 𝑇𝑁 = 180 K. Takšna singularnost je značilna za fazni prehod drugega reda v AFM
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strukturo dolgega dosega s kritičnim upočasnjevanjem spinskih fluktuacij. 𝑇𝑁 HEA-Y je
praktično identična kot 𝑇𝑁 čistega disprozija. Susceptibilnost ne kaže drugih faznih
prehodov v urejene magnetne strukture dolgega dosega pri katerikoli drugi temperaturi.
𝜒𝑧𝑓𝑐 in 𝜒𝑓𝑐 susceptibilnost se pod faznim prehodom začneta razlikovati (𝜒𝑧𝑓𝑐 < 𝜒𝑓𝑐 ).
Nekoliko nepravilno obnašanje susceptibilnosti pri ohlajanju pod faznim prehodom kaže,
da spinski sistem doseže različna magnetna stanja, najsi bo ohlajan v prisotnosti ali
odsotnosti magnetnega polja. V 𝜒𝑧𝑓𝑐 susceptibilnosti se pri 7 K pojavi izrazit vrh.
Temperaturno odvisni vrednosti p̅eff za HEA-Y sta bili 𝑝̅𝑒𝑓𝑓 (300 K) = 13.5 in
𝑝̅𝑒𝑓𝑓 (200 K) = 21.
Slike 28-30 prikazujejo susceptibilnost pri višjih poljih. Pri 𝜇0 𝐻 = 0.1 T je AFM
fazni prehod še vedno oster. Pod TN je χzfc večja kot χfc do okrog 50 K, kjer se
susceptibilnosti križata in ponovno nastopi običajna situacija χzfc < χfc . Polje μ0 H = 1 T
že močno vpliva na AFM fazni prehod. AFM singularnost postane širša in bolj zaobljena,
vrh pa se premakne k nižji temperaturi (𝑇𝑁 ≈ 172 K). Pod TN sta χzfc in χfc
susceptibilnosti blizu ena drugi (χzfc > χfc ) do 50 K. V tem temperaturnem območju obe
susceptibilnosti rasteta v FM-podobnem načinu. Pri 50 K se susceptibilnosti križata.
Nastopi običajna situacija χzfc < χfc . Pri nadaljnjem hlajenju se razlika χzfc − χfc
drastično poveča. V polju 𝜇0 𝐻 = 5 T AFM prehod izgine. Prav tako ni razlike med χzfc
in χfc . Temperaturna odvisnost susceptibilnosti je podobna neurejenemu feromagnetu z
induciranim FM prehodom zamazanim čez relativno velik temperaturni interval v
območju, kjer se pri nizkih poljih zgodi AFM prehod. Visoko polje polarizira spine in
uniči magnetno strukturo, ki se razvije pri nizkih poljih.
Odziv spinskega sistema na izmenično magnetno polje amplitude 𝜇0 𝐻0 =
0.65 mT in frekvence 𝜈 = 1, 10, 100 in 1000 Hz je bil pomerjen z AC magnetno
susceptibilnostjo (sliki 31 in 32). V realnem delu AC susceptibilnosti χ′ pri 𝑇𝑁 = 180 K
opazimo frekvenčno neodvisen vrh, ki kaže na termodinamski prehod v AFM stanje. Pri
7 K v realnem delu susceptibilnosti vidimo frekvenčno odvisen vrh, ki se pri višjih
frekvencah pomakne k višjim temperaturam. Takšno obnašanje je tipično za spinske
sisteme z zlomljeno ergodičnostjo, kjer pride do postopnega zamrzovanja spinov s široko
porazdelitvijo korelacijskih časov. Temperatura maksimuma vrha je povezana s
frekvenčno odvisno temperaturo zamrznitve spinov 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈). Odvisnost 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈) od frekvence
je logaritemska (baza 10). 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈) se poveča za faktor 1.17 od 𝑇𝑓 (1 Hz) = 7.06 K do
𝑇𝑓 (1 kHz) = 8.26 K. Delni premik 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈) na dekado frekvence je bil ocenjen na 𝛤 =
∆𝑇𝑓 ⁄𝑇𝑓 ∆ log 𝜈 = 0.057, kar je vrednost tipična za spinska stekla (𝛤 < 0.06). AC
susceptibilnost kaže, da je prehod pri 180 K termodinamski v ergodičnem spinskem
sistemu, pri 7 K pa gre za prehod s postopno zamrznitvijo spinov v sistemu z zlomljeno
ergodičnostjo.
Magnetizacijske M(H) krivulje HEA-Y so bile pomerjene med -5 do +5 T (slike
33-36). Vzorec je bil do merjene temperature vedno hlajen v odsotnosti magnetnega polja,
nato pa je bilo vključeno polje in pognana meritev. M(H) krivulje lahko v grobem
razdelimo na tri območja.
V temperaturnem območju I (predstavlja ga krivulja pri T = 100 K) med 𝑇N in 75
K je krivulja pri nizkih poljih linearna brez histereze, kar je tipično za AFM stanje. Pri
kritičnem polju 𝐻𝐶 = ±0.65 T krivulja nenadoma spremeni obliko in postane
feromagnetna. Ob cikliranju polja je krivulja popolnoma ponovljiva. Magnetno polje torej
inducira obrnljiv spin-flop prehod iz AFM v FM stanje. Pri nižanju temperature proti 75
K se oblika krivulje ohranja, le kritično polje, kjer pride do prehoda, se manjša.
V temperaturnem območju II med 75 K in 20 K (predstavljata ga krivulji pri 50
in 25 K) se pri prvi uporabi polja pojavi deviška krivulja. Ta narašča počasi iz izhodišča
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(podobno kot pri AFM tipu krivulje) potem pa pri kritičnem polju 𝐻𝐶1 (ki ni enako kot
𝐻𝐶 ) prične naraščati hitreje in doseže zasičenje pri visokih poljih. Pri 50 K je nedeviška
krivulja po obliki podobna krivuljam iz območja I in je popolnoma ponovljiva. Pri 25 K
FM histereza izgine in je kritično polje 𝐻𝐶 enako nič. Helikoidalna AFM faza ni več
prisotna in M(H) krivulja je podobna krivulji superparamagneta nad temperaturo
blokiranja. Z nižanjem temperature v območju II sta helikoidalna AFM struktura in
induciran prehod iz AFM v FM fazo počasi zatrta.
Pod 20 K je temperaturno območje III (predstavlja ga krivulja pri 5 K). Deviška
krivulja je podobna deviškim krivuljam v območju II. Raste počasi od izhodišča do
kritičnega polja 𝐻𝐶1 na način značilen za AFM ureditev sinov, ki pa ni dolgega dosega.
Deviška krivulja prične rasti hitreje po prečkanju kritičnega polja 𝐻𝐶1 in doseže zasičenje
pri visokih poljih. 𝐻𝐶1 vrednosti v območju III so precej večje od tistih v območju II in
rastejo z nižanjem temperature. Pri 2 K se v deviški krivulji pokaže prekinjen skok pri
𝐻𝐶1 . To kaže na induciran metamagnetni prehod prvega reda. Ponovljiva nedeviška
krivulja je drugačna od deviške. Po obliki je podobna krivuljam iz območja II, a ima
histerezo, katere širina raste z nižanjem temperature. Fizikalni izvor histereze v območju
III je drugačen kot v območjih I in II.
Iz podatkov za 𝐻𝐶 in 𝐻𝐶1 lahko narišemo (H,T) fazni diagram (slika 37).
Specifična toplota HEA-Y na temperaturni skali med 2 in 380 K je prikazana na
sliki 38. Pri 𝑇𝑁 = 180 K opazimo λ singularnost, ki se pri večjem magnetnem polju
pomakne k nižjim temperaturam. Premik 𝑇𝑁 pri povečanju polja z 0 na 1 T znaša ∆𝑇𝑁 ≈
7 K. Vrh je vedno bolj zaobljen in počasi izginja. Z izjemo od polja odvisne λ
singularnosti pri specifični toploti nad 20 K ni drugih induciranih sprememb. Pod 20 K
kaže specifična toplota močno odvisnost od polja. Slika 39 prikazuje C/T v odvisnosti od
T2. C/T je linearen, razen pod okrog 4 K, kjer se zasuka navzgor. Zasuk je verjetno
posledica Schottky-jevega efekta [70]. V temperaturnem območju med Schottky-jevim
efektom in 20 K je bila specifična toplota analizirana z enačbo 6.4. Fit je dal rezultate
𝛾(0) = 25 mJ/molK 2 in 𝛽 = 7.8 × 10−4 J/molK 4 . Iz koeficienta 𝛽 je bila določena
Debyeva temperatura 𝜃𝐷̅ = 231 K, ki se precej dobro ujema s teoretično vrednostjo 𝜃𝐷 =
196 K. To kaže, da kubični izraz 𝛽𝑇 3 v En. 6.4. izvira predvsem iz nihanj mreže in
predstavlja mrežni prispevek k specifični toploti. Magnetni prispevek k specifični toploti
prihaja iz linearnega izraza 𝛾𝑇 v En. 6.4., ki je vsota dveh členov (En. 6.6.). Prvi člen je
elektronski prispevek 𝛾𝑒𝑙 in je neodvisen od magnetnega polja. Drugi člen 𝐴(𝐻) je
odvisen od polja in pri visokih poljih počasi izgine ter je odgovoren za magnetni
prispevek k specifični toploti [71].
Električna upornost je bila pomerjena med 2 in 300 K v magnetnih poljih do 0.6
T (slika 40).Odvisnost električne upornosti od temperature je kovinskega značaja s
pozitivnim temperaturnim koeficientom. Izmerjena residualna upornost znaša 𝜌2K =
30 μΩcm pri limit 𝑇 → 0, vrednost pri sobni temperaturi pa je 𝜌300K = 115 μΩcm. Pri
𝑇𝑁 = 180 K opazimo spremembo naklona. Malo pod 𝑇𝑁 je lokalni maksimum, ki se
zmanjšuje z naraščajočim magnetim poljem. Temperaturno odvisna električna upornost
je vsota treh prispevkov (En. 6.7.). 𝜌𝑖𝑚𝑝 je prispevek elastičnih sipanj na mrežnih defektih
in elektronih nečistoč. 𝜌𝑝ℎ je prispevek neelastičnih elektronsko-fononskih sipanj. ρm
izvira iz magnetnih vzbujanj zaradi efekta magnetnih supercon [54,55] in je odgovoren
za od polja odvisen vrh v električni upornosti.
10.6.2. HEA-Lu
DC magnetna susceptibilnost HEA-Lu je prikazana na slikah 41-44. V nizkem polju
𝜇0 𝐻 = 0.8 mT (slika 41) pri 𝑇𝑁 = 174 K vidimo fazni prehod drugega reda v AFM stanje
dolgega dosega. Pod AFM prehodom imamo neobičajno stanje 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 > 𝑀𝑓𝑐 . Pri
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temperaturi 50 K se magnetizaciji križata in dobimo običajno stanje 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 < 𝑀𝑓𝑐 . Pri 9 K
pri 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 opazimo izrazit vrh.
Magnetizacija v višjih poljih je prikazana na slikah 42-44. V polju 0.1 T je AFM
prehod še vedno oster, zfc in fc magnetizaciji pa kažeta zgoraj opisano neobičajno
obnašanje. Polje 0.5 T že močno vpliva na AFM prehod. AFM singularnost se zmanjša
in prične izginjati. Neobičajno obnašanje magnetizacije je še bolj izrazito. Pri 5 T AFM
prehod popolnoma izgine, med magnetizacijama pa ni več razlike. Temperaturna
odvisnost magnetizacije je podobna kot pri neurejenih feromagnetih z induciranim FM
prehodom, zamazanim čez širok temperaturni interval okrog območja AFM prehoda v
nizkih poljih.
Odziv spinskega sistema na izmenično magnetno polje amplitude 𝜇0 𝐻0 =
0.65 mT in frekvence 𝜈 = 1, 10, 100 in 1000 Hz je bil pomerjen z AC magnetno
susceptibilnostjo (sliki 31 in 32). Pri 𝑇𝑁 = 174 K v realnem delu susceptibilnosti χ′
opazimo frekvenčno neodvisen vrh, ki kaže na termodinamski fazni prehod v AFM stanje.
Pri 9 K je v χ′ prisoten frekvenčno odvisen vrh, ki pripada prehodu v stanje postopnega
zamrzovanja spinov v sistemu z zlomljeno ergodičnostjo. Pri višjih frekvencah se
pomakne k višjim temperaturam. Odvisnost 𝑇𝑓 od frekvence je logaritemska. Delni
premik 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈) na dekado frekvence je bil ocenjen na 𝛤 = 0.069, kar je vrednost tipična
za spinska stekla.
Magnetizacijske M(H) krivulje HEA-Lu so bile pomerjene med -5 do +5 T (slike
33-36). Vzorec je bil do merjene temperature vedno hlajen v odsotnosti magnetnega polja,
nato pa je bilo vključeno polje in pognana meritev. M(H) krivulje lahko v grobem
razdelimo na tri območja.
M(H) krivulja v temperaturnem območju I med 𝑇𝑁 in 60 K (predstavlja ga krivulja
pri 100 K) kaže pri nizkih poljih (med 0 in ±0.8 T) linearno odvisnost brez histereze, ki
je značilna za AFM stanje. Pri višjih poljih postane krivulja feromagnetna in kaže
histerezo, ki je pri cikliranju polja popolnoma obrnljiva. Kritično polje 𝐻𝐶 , kjer pride do
spin-flop prehoda med AFM in FM stanjem, pri nižanju temperature znotraj območja I
pada (od 1.17 T pri 𝑇𝑁 do 0.52 T pri 60 K).
V temperaturnem območju II (predstavlja ga krivulja pri 40 K), med 20 in 60 K,
je deviška krivulja drugačna od nedeviške. Deviška krivulja počasi narašča od izhodišča
podobno kot krivulja tipa AFM. Pri kritičnem polju 𝐻𝐶1 prične deviška krivulja naraščati
hitreje in pri visokih poljih doseže zasičenost. Nedeviška krivulja, ki je po obliki podobna
krivuljam iz območja I, je pri cikliranju polja ponovljiva in je feromagnetnega tipa.
Histereza se v območju II oži z nižanjem temperature.
Pod 20 K je temperaturno območje III (predstavlja ga krivulja pri 5 K). Deviška
krivulja pod 𝐻𝐶1 raste počasi, kar kaže na AFM stanje, ki pa ni dolgega dosega. Nad 𝐻𝐶1
deviška krivulja narašča hitreje in pri visokih poljih doseže zasičenost. Pri 2 K se v deviški
krivulji pokaže prekinjen skok pri 𝐻𝐶1 , kar kaže na induciran metamagnetni prehod
prvega reda. Nedeviška krivulja je pri cikliranju polja ponovljiva. Histereza pri nižanju
temperature postaja širša.
Iz podatkov za 𝐻𝐶 in 𝐻𝐶1 lahko narišemo (H,T) fazni diagram (slika 51).
Specifična toplota HEA-Lu je bila pomerjena na temperaturnem intervalu od 2
do 380 K pri izbranih poljih 0, 2, 4 in 6 T (slika 52). Pri 165 K (nekoliko nižje kot je
Néelova temperatura 𝑇𝑁 = 174 K AFM faznega prehoda) se pojavi singularnost λ-tipa.
Strmost singularnosti na visokotemperaturni strani kaže, da je AFM prehod nenaden,
magnetni red kratkega dosega pa se začne vzpostavljati pri temperaturah blizu 𝑇𝑁 . Pri
višjih magnetnih poljih se singularnost zaoblji in razširi, saj polje zamaže AFM prehod
in inducira spin-flop AFM-FM prehod pri kritičnem polju 𝐻𝐶 . Nizkotemperaturna
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specifična toplota pod 10 K je prikazana v obliki 𝐶 ⁄𝑇 v odvisnosti od 𝑇 2 na sliki 53. Fit
krivulje pri magnetnem polju 0 T da rezultate 𝛾(0) = 26.0 mJ/molK 2 , 𝛽 =
0.9 mJ/molK 4 in 𝜃𝐷̅ = 183 K. Kot pri HEA-Y, je pri HEA-Lu kubični izraz 𝛽𝑇 3
neodvisen od polja in izvira iz nihanj mreže, linearni izraz 𝛾𝑇 pa vsebuje od polja
neodvisen elektronski prispevek 𝛾𝑒𝑙 ter magnetni prispevek A(H).
Električna upornost HEA-Lu v magnetni poljih med 0 in 9 T je prikazana na
sliki 54. Odvisnost upornosti od temperature je kovinskega značaja s pozitivnim
temperaturnim koeficientom. Izmerjena residualna upornost je 𝜌2 𝐾 = 46 μΩcm,
vrednost pri sobni temperaturi pa znaša 𝜌300 𝐾 = 120 μΩcm. Okrog 15 K pod 𝑇𝑁 se v
upornosti pri polju 0 T pojavi maksimum. Pir večjih poljih ta maksimum počasi izgine,
tako da pri 9 T upornost kaže gladko odvisnost od temperature brez anomalij. Za opisano
obnašanje električne upornosti je odgovoren magnetni prispevek 𝜌𝑚 .
Magnetoupornost pri različnih temperaturah pod 𝑇𝑁 je prikazana na slikah 5558. Krivulja pri 140 K kaže majhno pozitivno magnetoupornost pri majhnih poljih (0 <
𝐵 < 1.15 T). Magnetoupornost se rahlo povečuje s poljem in doseže maksimum ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 =
0.2% pri 1.15 T (to se dobro ujema s 𝐻𝐶 , kjer zunanje polje inducira spin-flop AFM-FM
prehod). Pri višjih poljih postane magnetoupornost negativna. Pri 9 T doseže vrednost
∆𝜌⁄𝜌 = −7.5%. Krivulji −9 T → 9 T in 9 T → −9 T sta simetrični.
Pri 80 K se maksimum magnetoupornosti premakne k nižjemu polju 0.6 T.
Odvisnost magnetoupornosti od polja pri nizkih poljih (0 < 𝐵 < 0.6 T) je močnejša.
Vrednost magnetoupornisti pri 9 T je manjša in znaša ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 = −5.3%. Krivulji −9 T →
9 T in 9 T → −9 T nista več simetrični.
Pri 50 K se maksimum premakne k še nižjemu polju 0.5 T. Vrednost pri 9 T znaša
∆𝜌⁄𝜌 = −4.1%, asimetrija krivulj −9 T → 9 T in 9 T → −9 T pa je zelo izrazita.
Pri 2 K magnetoupornost praktično izgine.
10.6.3. HEA-Ce
DC magnetna susceptibilnost, merjena v magnetnem polju 0.8 mT pri temperaturah
med 2 in 300 K, je prikazana na sliki 59. V fc magnetizaciji je prisoten fazni prehod
drugega reda v FM stanje, s kritično upočasnitvijo spinskih nihanj pri Curiejevi
temperaturi 𝑇𝐶 = 140 K (𝑀𝑓𝑐 ∝ (𝑇𝐶 − 𝑇)𝜅 in 𝜅 = 0.32). Obnašanje zfc magnetizacije je
drugačno. Pri 2 K ima vrednost 0, nato pa s segrevanjem počasi narašča znotraj FM faze.
Pri tem je 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 < 𝑀𝑓𝑐 . Ta neenakost kaže, da spinski sitem doseže različna magnetna
stanja, če je hlajen v magnetnem polju ali v odsotnosti magnetnega polja. Nekaj Kelvinov
pod 𝑇𝐶 se magnetizaciji ujemata, kar je posledica hitrih termičnih spinskih fluktuacij v
bližini 𝑇𝐶 .
Magnetizacija v višjih poljih je prikazana na slikah 60-62. Razlika med
magnetizacijama 𝑀𝑧𝑓𝑐 in 𝑀𝑓𝑐 se pri višjih poljih manjša in pri 1 T izgine, saj Zeemanska
interakcija spinov z zunanjim poljem prevlada nad medspinsko interakcijo, ki povzroči
razliko magnetizacij. Magnetno polje tudi zabriše ostrost FM prehoda pri 𝑇𝐶 .
Realni del AC magnetne susceptibilnosti merjene v polju 0.65 mT pri
frekvencah 1-1500 Hz je prikazan na sliki 63. Pri frekvenci 1 Hz opazimo oster vrh pri
133.0 K, ki se pri višjih frekvencah pomakne k višjim temperaturam. Pri najvišji frekvenci
1500 Hz se je vrh premaknil do 134.0 K. Temperatura vrha (temperatura zamrznitve
spinov) 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈) je logaritemsko odvisna od frekvence. Delni premik 𝑇𝑓 (𝜈) na dekado
frekvence je bil ocenjen na 𝛤 = (2.5 ± 0.5) × 10−3 . Ta vrednost je tako majhna, da jo
lahko pripišemo termodinamskemu faznemu prehodu, opaženem v DC magnetizaciji.
Magnetizacijske M(H) krivulje za izbrane temperature pod 𝑇𝐶 = 140 K so
prikazane na slikah 64-67. Krivulje so tipično feromagnetne. Koercivno polje 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑒 se
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monotono povečuje z nižanjem temperature. Širina histereze pri 2 K je 2𝜇0 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑒 =
0.27 T. Eksperimentalna vrednost zasičene magnetizacije (pri 2 K v polju 5 T) je bila
𝑀𝑠 = 6.0𝜇𝐵 , kar se razlikuje od teoretične kompozicijsko povprečne zasičene
̅𝑠 = 7.92𝜇𝐵 . Ta razlika je verjetno posledica
magnetizacije v limiti 𝑇 → 0, ki znaša 𝑀
efekta cerija na magnetne lastnosti HEA-Ce, saj lahko CF interakcija ovira magnetne
momente pri doseganju zasičenosti tudi v visokih poljih pri nizkih temperaturah.
Specifična toplota merjena med 2 in 380 (slika 68) kaže v polju 0 T široko
singularnost z vrhom pri 135 K. Rahel naklon na visokotemperaturni strani singularnosti
je posledica pojava magnetnega reda kratkega dosega pri približevanju FM faznemu
prehodu. Z naraščajočim poljem se singularnost zaobli in razširi, saj zunanje polje zamaže
FM prehod. Specifična toplota pri nizkih temperaturah ima na skali 𝐶 ⁄𝑇 v odvisnosti od
𝑇 2 linearno odvisnost do 4 K, kjer je prisoten močan obrat (slika 69). Obrat verjetno izvira
iz Schottky-vega efekta [17,73]. Fit linearnega dela specifične toplote je dal konstanti
𝛾(0) = 52.4 mJ⁄molK 2 in 𝛽 = 1.37 mJ⁄molK 4 ter Debyevo temperaturo 𝜃𝐷 = 112 K.
Pri večjih poljih se specifična toplota zmanjša, naklon linearnega dela krivulje pa ostane
enak. To pomeni, da je kubični člen 𝛽𝑇 3 , ki izvira iz vibracij mreže, neodvisen od polja.
S poljem se spreminja le linearni člen 𝛾𝑇. Ta z naraščajočim poljem monotono pada in
pri 9 T znaša 𝛾(9 T) = 35.5 mJ⁄molK 2 .
Električna upornost, merjena med 2 in 300 K, je kovinskega značaja s
pozitivnim temperaturnim koeficientom (slika 70). Pri polju 0 T znaša koeficient pri 2 K
𝜌2 𝐾 = 82 μΩcm, pri sobni temperaturi pa 𝜌300 𝐾 = 127 μΩcm. Upornost kaže zanimivo
obnašanje v magnetnem polju. Okrog 40 K nad temperaturo FM prehoda 𝑇𝐶 = 140 K se
pri upornosti v polju 0 T pojavi ojačitev. Ta doseže maksimalno vrednost pri 𝑇𝐶 , ki ostane
konstantna do najnižje merjene temperature 2 K. Ojačitev je odvisna od polja in s poljem
monotona pada. Pri 9 T ojačitev popolnoma izgine.
Magnetoupornost (slike 71-73) je negativna in skoraj popolnoma temperaturno
neodvisna. V polju 9 T znaša ∆𝜌⁄𝜌 ≈ −2%.

10.7. Zaključki
Preiskovani ekvimolarni heksagonalni zlitini HEA-Y in HEA-Lu imata bogata in
kompleksna poljsko-temperaturna (H,T) fazna diagrama, ki vsebujeta helikoidalni AFM
red dolgega dosega, inducirano FM stanje nad spin-flop AFM-FM prehodom,
nizkotemperaturno stanje spinskega stekla ter induciran metamagnetni prehod prvega
reda v trenutno še neznano stanje pri T = 2 K. Kompleksna diagrama sta rezultat
tekmovanja med periodičnim potencialom (izvira iz strukture elektronskih pasov in teži
k periodični magnetni ureditvi), lokalnim potencialom (inducira ga nered in teži k
zamrzovanju spinov v naključnih smereh kot pri spinskih steklih), Zeemansko interakcijo
z zunanjim poljem (ureja spine vzdolž smeri polja) in termičnimi vzbujanji (nasprotujejo
kakršnemukoli urejanju spinov). Zaradi izjemne kompleksnosti (H,T) faznih diagramov
v takšnih HEA zlitinah je ujemanje faznih diagramov pri dveh podobnih HEA zlitinah
pomembna potrditev magnetnega urejanja v tem razredu HEA zlitin, ki ga lahko
smatramo kot intrinzični magnetizem ekvimolarnih heksagonalnih HEA zlitin iz težkih
redkih zemelj. Pomembno je, da tako HEA-Y kot HEA-Lu pripadata razredu idealnih
HEA zlitin (∆𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 0), kar zagotavlja naključno mešanje elementov na mreži. Tako je
izpolnjen pogoj naključnosti za nastanek faze spinskega stekla. V HEA zlitinah s
∆𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 0, kot so BCC in FCC HEA zlitine magnetnih prehodnih kovin Mn, Co, Fe, Ni
in Cr, mešanje elementov običajno ni naključno (pričakovana je tvorba preferenčnih
lokalnih okolij), tako da pogoj popolne naključnosti ni izpolnjen. V BCC in FCC mreži
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tudi ni prisotne geometrične frustracije, zato je tvorba faze spinskega stekla v takšnih
HEA zlitinah vprašljiva (tudi v literaturi še ni bila objavljena). Pričakovati je, da bodo
HEA zlitine na osnovi redkih zemelj (lantanidov) v različnih koncentracijah neizčrpen vir
zlitin z bogatimi (H,T) faznimi diagrami, ki bodo vsebovali običajne in eksotične
magnetno urejene in neurejene faze.
Magnetoupornost je nova lastnost, pomerjena pri HEA-Lu, ki ni bila pomerjena
pri HEA-Y. Pri večini eksperimentov na HEA-Lu so bile meritve tudi opravljene do višjih
polj, kar nam je omogočila izboljšana izvedba eksperimenta, zaradi katere so tudi močno
magnetni vzorci ostali pričvrščeni na nosilno ploščad. Tako je bila električna upornost
pomerjena do 9 T (pri HEA-Y do 0.6 T), specifična toplota pa do 6 T (pri HEA-Y do 1
T). Izboljšave v izvedbi eksperimenta so pomagale dodatno razjasniti magnetno urejanje
v HEA zlitinah iz redkih zemelj.
V HEA-Ce je bila v mreži iz štirih elementov težkih redkih zemelj (Gd, Tb, Dy
in Ho) peti element težkih redkih zemelj (Y ali Lu) zamenjan z elementom lahke redke
zemlje Ce. HEA-Ce ima zato precej drugačno kristalno strukturo in magnetno ureditev
od HEA-Y in HEA-Lu. Kristalna struktura je dvofazna (vsebuje večinsko HCP fazo in
romboedrične precipitate), zaradi česar HEA-Ce ne moremo več uvrstiti med idealne
HEA zlitine. V dvofazni mreži se ne tvori urejena periodična struktura dolgega dosega.
Magnetna struktura razpade v majhne feromagnetno polarizirane domene različnih
velikosti, ki se v odsotnosti polja urejajo naključno. Magnetno stanje HEA-Ce lahko
opišemo kot neurejeno feromagnetno stanje. Uvedba Ce v HEA zlitino ne povzroči
nobenega izjemnega pojava značilnega za Ce zlitine (težki fermioni, neobičajna
superprevodnost in mešano valenčno stanje z močno zmanjšanimi momenti).
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